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The Homing Star,

But rather than digression, it is better
that 1 should give an account of some of
the week's work which my last letter left
unreported.
On Wednesday morning, Dr. Rigg, of
England, give an address on ‘The Present State of Religious Liberty.” It is disappointing to its friends, that the progress
of religious liberty is so slow. But we
must remember that it was much impeded
in England, and even in America was
long dulayed. It is singular how religious

OCTOBER

ful, I cannot leave
words

8, 1879.

the customs

of my fa-

ity,”

I lay in grief,
‘Without relief,

And

paused a moment. when she beard that
moan ;
Theu raised her glowing eyes and met mine
own.

’

Never a word ste said,
Yet still I gazed and still was comforted.

i

Then bending low with wond’rous grace
She laid her hand upon my eyes,
Her cool hand on my burning face,
And at her touch bright visions rise,

Fresh woods and streams and unimagined skies,
In softest tone
She sang the song that has no close,
That deathless song which no one knows
Save she alone;

The song that leaves no memory,
The song of endless victory
And future love;

And us I listened to the voice above
1 felt as one returning from the dead ;
Slowly I rose and raised my drooping head.

—All the Year Round.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE,
BALE,

SWITZERLAND,

{

Sept. 8, 1879.

Yesterday, Sunday morning, fifteen huandred communicants partook of the Lord's
Supper in the old Minster where Erasmus
once worshiped,

and

where, in the early part of the 15th century, when it

was a Catholic

great Romish

cathedral,

a

(E:umenical touncil pro-

mulgated its decrees with much pomp.
The sermon, or more properly a homily
upon St. Johu 17: 20,21, ‘‘Neither pray
- I for these alone, but for them also which

shall believe on me: through their word;
that they all may be one;” was delivered
by Rev. DruStockmeyer, of Bale. He began by saying that every one must. have
felt that the whole preceding week had
been a sermon on

manvper,

we

do not.

This

the text.

Our

fellow-

ship with each, other rests upon our fellowship wich Christ. Christ prays also
fur us, How, and what? That they may

be one; as. the Father and the Son have
; fellowship with one another, so we.

wish to

caution, and this welcome

Mark!

+4 One in us.” The fellowship of the past
week has been felt in a wide circle, and it
will be felt still wider, but Christ is the
center,
This fellowship with the Lord, in the
Lord's Supper, is the fitting close of our

present, fellowship with each other, and
the ground of all fellowship. We must

in

for relief.

history is very

;

A resolution, introduced by Dr. Chiistlieb, was passed, urging upon the British
Government the abolition of the nefarious
opium trade, as a great hindrance to the

spread of the gospel, and a blot upon

come to this table penitently confessing
all our sins; must carry on with God the

Christian civilization.

dialogue of Repentance.

the grand fete given to nearly two thousand
peop'e, on Wednesday evening,

Then must

fol

. low the dialogue of Faith: ‘Jesus is
mine.” Then take up the dialogue of
Love: ‘‘Soul,thouart mine as I am thine.”
Thus union with the Lord is complete,

then we

are

each other.
We, though

of different

ready

fur communion

from

tongues,

But now we are to be
is with us to the end
bind us together still,
our bond of Alliance

true; and the

different

are one

with

lands, and

in spirit.

scattered.
He who
of the world, will
and care for us that
be not broken but

result shall be that

which

Among the amenities of the week, was
by the President of the

Convention, Mr.

Sarasin, at his fine country seat at Riehen,
four miles from Bale. Free conveyance
was furnished by rail; music, refreshments in abundance, extensive and beautiful grounds, brilliantly illuminated with
variegated lanterns and with torches, all
contributed to make it a princely reception.
A number of missionaries were in attendance, among whom

were

Schauffler,

of Austria, Bushnell, of the Gaboon
sion, in Africa;

that thou has sent me.”

Not far from this Minster, in the Libra-

was represented by a devoted laborer, as
were other parts of the missionary world.
Missionary work occupied largely the

ry of the University, is a beautiful Greek

attention of the Alliance.

manuscript, of finest vellum, with clear,
well-formed letters, from which Erasmus

addresses,

of Dr.

England;

of Dr. Christlieb and

At the close of

gave to the world the first printed Greek
Testament.
A copy of the first edition
fell into the hands of Martin Luther, and
its truths into his heart. Then came the
great: Reformation." ‘But mba a strange
+ history has been that of''the Christian

Wm.

the

Cape of Good

mis-

the Master seeks: the world shall ‘‘believe
the sermon came the Communion.

the very excellent sacred concert given
to the Alliance nud its friends,

on Friday

evening, in the Minster.

In no place in the world,

perhaps, is

oppressed for

eonscience

sake,

hive

al-

ready looked to it for sympathy and help,

and have found ‘both.

And

now

‘other

persecuted ones are lookingto it ns an ad-

vocutey and they too will be relieved by it.

Hope

The reports,or

Murray

Mitchell,

Arthur, were listened

to with

of

Rev.
deep

interest. There is so much to be reported
in connection with the presentation of
these addresses, that we shall

be obliged

to defer till some other time, anything
like a report. A significant fact mentioned

church from the issuing of 'the first print-

by Dr. Christlieb, is deserving of study,

ed Greek Testament, to the scene in the
old Minster, yesterday ! What disasters,
what trinmphs; what horrors of fire and
sword, desolations and martyrdom! How
have we sorrowfully to record the dissen-

and calls for the
of the

several

prayerful
branches

consideration
of the

church,

EXOHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
A proselyte is almost sure to entertain:
glaring and false opinions.— Evangel.
With returning prosperity, there should,
be an enlargement of benevolent enterprise
.— Christian Standard.
To be sure, the demand for brevity may

be over-done, but for all that, brevity is
better than diffuseness.— Christian Intelligencer.
There seems to be a strange tendency
to associate religion only with the Sabbath, the prayer-room, the sick-chamber,
the house of bereavement, and not to give

it its proper place in all the duties and relations in life.— Golden Rule.
Next to the presence of the Divine
Spirit, we do long to see a full attendance
of our laymen.
We fully agree with the
excellent Watchman, that ** The leading
laymen of our churches must attend our
meetings and take part in the discussions.”
And the laymen should be put in positions of responsibility, on Committees,
and in the chair of the Moderator.—
National Baptist.
Think of the probable future of the little girl who wrote the following: ** Dear
Susa—I shan’t attend school agin until I
Get some new cuffs,collars and Jewelry—
dear Mama agrees with me that it is my
Dooty to take the shine of that Upstart
Mary Jones, and I'll do it if I never learn
nothing.” Think, too, of the folly, the
wickedness of her mother. Yet thereare

such, and not a few.— Congregationalist.

which it concerns. He said: ‘In Germany we have a great want of money with
which to send the numbers of men who

‘To-day the calls for men to enter new
fields are numerous ; they are continually.
increasing on every hand. Missionary

tions among the friends of the Redeemer,

offer themselves.

laborers, in our churches, neighborhoods,

and how

American,

little, even

now, after so many

the way of the prosperity of the cause yon
really love, by monopolizing the work in
which many ought to share. If, therefore, any church is weak and faltering,
because only a few of its members are
willing workers, let the movement for
enlargement begin at the centre. Let the
*‘ ring” break up, and let *‘ whosoever
will” come into the sacred
one more thinking mind, one

own denomination,
and embodying its
spirit and methods, will fit him for the
work he will be called to do in that denomination, better than anything he can receive elsewhere.
Now, if these things are so, It behooves
every denomination to make the training
schools of its ministry not only the exponents of its life, spirit and methods,

circle, and
more will-

but

ing heart, and one more pair of working
hands.— Christian Register.
The over-neat woman delights to make

people

uncomfortable.

She

is

hyper-neat woman

nearly

try,

thin,

always

If she did not all her household
Her husband always has another
This is a dispensation of Provi-

dence. We write with some feeling on
this subject, although, thank God, we

are

in

You, in England

and

want

We

of

men,

cities, and villages, are in great demandto

practically illustrate the truths applicable
to time, and ‘ thus’ let the light shine.
and its commission !
ony, half a cent; Wittemburg, five and Where are the self-sacrificing men and
‘We all visited, as a shrine of our faith, : ‘one-half cents, per-member. ‘What is the women who heed these calls? Where
will venture out
totiched and read with great reverence, that cause of so great a discrepancy? It is to. are the’ men who
ancient manuscript, from which, under be attributed chiefly to the attitude of ‘the and sacrifice worldly interest, and count |
not their lives dear unto themselves, if
God's hand, flowed the influences which pastors.”
gave us that sgene of brotherly love, yes-1
Sermons were preached by Dr. Faser, they can but gather with Christ Pe ries
terday, at the Lord's table, instead of Canon Battersby, Rev. Wm. Arthyt and tian Secretary.
were deCatholic Te Deums ; principles which shall others. ' The closing addresses
Dear deacons and trustees, toda
fill the earth with the knowledge and 'livered before a great crowd, in the large members and pillars, please ask your1 hall, by representatives of the different gelves if you have not sometimes stood in
* love of God.

centuries, does the Christian church reals send you many. The Moravian church
ize the hight and breadth of its mission ‘contributes one dollar per member; Sax-

selves, and
learning, to express their
thoughts fearlessly and, vigorously,
The

laws of caste are breaking

down, or are

being broken away from, and Hindoos are
disregarding them more and more. But
the crafty Brahmins are ready with a new’
device, and have opened

the way of return

to all wanderers from their ‘fold. For a
liberal fee the Hindoo, who has broken his
religious vows, can receive absolution, be
restored to his former standing and be
reckoned as orthodox as ever.
‘So in one
way and another do the wily priests of the
old religion seek to hinder the progress of
Christianity, and to hold'with a firm grasp
the

power fast slipping from

Light streams up the eastern
out doubt a few years more

their

hands,

sky.

With-

will

witness

that

they

can

so

not

necessary

law against stealing. ... Mr. Renter &f
Boston, president of the Brewers’ Conveation, held

a

crumbling of the foundations of heathenism in India.
The work of reconstructing the religious life of the people must be
pushed with greater vigor than ever.

efficiency
)

to

of

the

LUTHERAN FORKIGN
Missions.
The
year 1878 has been the moss fruitful in the
history of the mission.
The net gain. in
the. membership of the mission churches,
including old and young, for this one year,
has been 1,191, being an increase of a fraction

over 3: per cent.

and

them.
blessed

years’ war

what) are thirty

surrender
Majority?

Illinois

the

on

..+.0ut

prairies

we

have resolved to ‘expend on voters the

regu-

work at first bestowed on saloon keepers
We have transferred the scene of our era—
sade from the dram-shop to the ‘munfcipat

0-0-4
4

* HOME PROTEOTION MANUAL."
M.M.
—

ago,

so pounded

when crowned at lust bythe
King
of King Alcohol to

Jar communicants, the rest being children.

MRS.

four weeks

war before the declaration of this

peace, but

| There are also 813.candidates for baptism,
— Lutheran Observer.

BY

Louis

. ++ True, the people hag, a ,thigty years’

to our native Chris—

2,086 are adults

St.

death; and they have

tian membership. ‘The whole number of
baptized natives in India ‘is now placed at
4,731, of whom

in

says:
‘Formerly Maine produced nearly
ten thousand barrels of beer annually; bat
this has fallen to seven barrels in conse- gt
quence of the local enforcement of prohibitory law.’.... As gallant Neal
Dow
hath it, Maine was sown knee-deep with
temperance literature before we reaped the
harvest of prohibition.’ . . ..In short, the
majority came to believe that, between the
upper and nethier mill stones of starving out
saloons, on the one hand, and voting them
out onthe other,they could be poundedto

afford to seek for

the

itis crowded into secret
by.
the lowest
class
of

Senator Blaine, and Representative Frye
declare that it is as well enforced as dhe

of the questions under dis-

cussion concerning
ministry.

dies

would.
chance,

attractive,

tical solution

the

young.

so

years,
kept

41

foreigners. Ex-Govs. Dingley and Perham,

preparation elsewhere.
History will furnish illustrations of the truth of these
propositions, and they deserve the careful
consideration of all interested in the prac-

dyspeptic, has nerves, is troubled with
dirton the brain. Dirt on the brain is
very wearing to the constitution, and

also

former
places

the young men called of God to its minis=

vis a power in binding in true and living have only seen the over-neat woman afar
significant as an indication of the catholi- upion all Cheistiun churches ; it soltens the off. But we have seen the lives of good
city of the Knglish people in future days. prejudices of: diff rent nationalities; it men embittered, we have seen boysdriven
Holland is a kindof preceptor to other ‘exhibits the beauties and advantages of to ruin, ‘and ‘girls imbued with such a
nationsin religious liberty. Belgium is Christian union; it shows; surprisingly, hatred of cleanliness that they have beunique, haying five millions Catholics,and, how niany, or rather ‘how strong, are the come very slatterns, by over-neat wives
only fourteen thousand Protestants, The- bonds of a faith that at the bottond'is rhe ‘and mothers. — Allidnoe,
Our own experience among ‘men who foloretically,there is religious liberty. There same ; it binds ‘no truth; but it restrains
is but little religions reverence in Belgi- hatred, jealousies; and prevents misunder- ow mechanical pursuits has been considerable, and we have found them, as a rule,
nm, of any kind.. In Sweden, the demostindings.’ It points ‘to’ that glad day
cratic peasant power is the great bulwark when, each man maintaining no less liis in- men of more intelligence, more interesting
companions, than the mere clerk. Work=
of religious despotism.
In France, notdividuulity, and each chureh its cherished men have it in their power thus to make
withstanding her Revolutions and prog- forms, nll shall be of the same aim
and themselves, as a class, respected for their
ress towards political freedom, yet re- heart in furthering the one great end—thg
1¢ | intelligence, and that will do not a little to
ligious liberty has no legislative, statuta- spread and triumph of the Master's king- break down the barriers that are at prestory recoguition there. Italy has out- dom, subordinating all private interests ent in their way. If, however, the mechanstripped France, and has a dominance of and preferences to the great good of the’ ic does his ‘work as a mere machine, in a
true and right ideas not found in France. whole church.
perfunctory manner, and when his work is
Revolution in Italy bas not brought with
We bad hoped to prasent some descrip- over passes his time in idleness or dissipait memories of horror, as in France, but tion of the leading men present, and say tion, he has no right to grumble that socibeen associated with progress and amel- something of the compact, well-knit frame ety shuts its doors against him.— Chrisioration. Besides, there is not such cen of Christlieb, with his finely shaped head, | tian Weekly.
HO
0
tralization as in France.. The grand old indicating capacity for close and bard
-middle-age States left behind traditions of thinking; and the constant doing of it; of
“MISSION WORK,
liberty. So that the gospel is now preached Van ‘Osterzee, with kindly, but large,
CONDUCTED BY REY. G. C. WATERMAN,
there with a liberty scarcely exceeded in heavy features, of his pleasant reply in anPROGRESS IN INDIA.
any other country.
swer to assurances of ouresteem in AmerIn the Illustrated Christian Weekly, of
Luther and Calvin, though asking tol- ica. It would be: pleasant to picture to
eration, and setting in motion liberalizing you Pressense, and amusing to see your Oct. 4, we find an article from Rev. Dr.
influences, did not allow freedom in oth- disappointment when an old man, with James L. Phillips, on ¢‘ Marks of Progress
ers.
Zwingle, of all the old reformers,
scanty white hairs and beard, passionless in India,” from which we condense some
paragraphs for our own readers.
approximated nearest toa true apprecia- features walking up the aisle, with his umOn the first of July, last, postal cards
tion and incarnation of the principles of brella carried under hisarm, and withan en- were introduced into India, aud the event
religious liberty. The thirty years’ war tire farmer-like air, is pointed out as the produced great excitement all over the
developed these principles more than any- celebrated Fronch author and preacher. ‘I country. Postal cards suddenly became
thing else. Those who, up to the peace should like, too, to describe the keen, ac very fushionable.
Everybody must have
of Westphalia, in 1648, had fought for tive, earnest, intelligent Fliedner, of Madthem.. Everybody must write messages
thirty years together, had learned tolera- rid; the finely formed, eloquent Italian, on them to their friends. Many of them
tion and mutual respect. But it was only Prof, Emile Comba, of Florence, besides were utterly illegible and unintelligible.
three religions that learned to respect many others of foreign lands. And last, Some wrote on the cards and put them in
each other's religious opinions, but not the but not least, I would gladly pay tribute envelopes and affixed the usuval stamp, of
religious opinions of anybody else. The to English and American piety and schol- course, scolding all the while about the
Lutheran,
—the—Reformed—and—the—Cath—
olic agreed in allowing nobody else rec- ed here, by attempting to make you some- the cards will set Hindoos to thinking and
ognition
what nore familiar - with their character- to learning to-read and write more than
The persecuted condition of dissenters istics and their worth. But as an Alliance- ever before.
A native newspaper, . covdlunted with
in Austria, came under notice of the Alli- correspondent, I must forbear, with a
marked
‘ability, has been suppressed
by
ance, in response to a most'urgent and pa- craving of your indulgence for the great
thetic appeal from the sufferers in that spuce taken, With, I fear, too little profit. the British Government because it denounced the Afghan war 8s. cruel and needland, and a delegation is to be sent by the
W. H. B.less. The Hindoos are thinking for themAlliance to the Austrian court, to pray
Oo
4-0
the worst ages of English

And Hope drew near to where I tossed alone

and (Ecolampadius

aud

| molest you, not to keep back our hospital-

HOPE.

will and fraternal spirit which God has
granted the meetings.
We cannot close without mentioning

there better agreement in the history and
liberty takes root in sonie soils, but is al- associations of the place with the aims and
most impossiblefor it to guina hold ini oth- spirit of the Alliance, than in this old
ers,
city of Bale.
This history and ‘these
When Augustine visited England, in associations gave thrill after thrill to emo597, Ethelbert uttered these significant tions, as they were again and again reand prophetic words: ‘Your words are’ ferred to in speech and in sermon.
fair, but because they are pew and doubtThe Allidnce is indeed'a power. The
thers ; but because you come with sincere

WEDNESDAY,

nationalities, who spoke with’ much feeling ofthe condition and prospects of the
Alliance, of the goodit is believed must
flow from the present session, of the good

NO.

| authorities, whence the dram-shop derives
‘its guaranties and safeguards.”
HOW WOMEN DO VOTE.

H, HILLS,

This document, prepared by that .courageous, efficient Temperance champion,
Miss Frances E.: Willard, is‘ Dedicated
to the Temperance women of* Illinois, be:
loved, brave, and steadfast,” whose battle-cry has ever been, ¢ The sword of the
Lord and of Gideon. ’ ”
It defines the phrase, Home Protection,
as.‘‘ the general name given to a movement
already endorsed by the Women’s Christian Temperance Unions of eight States,
the object of which is, to secure for all
women
above the age of twenty-one
years, the ballot, as one means for the protection of their homes, from the devastation caused hy the legalized traffic in
strong drink.”
Miss Willard says:
“ We want that

‘A few men and women, densely ignorant about this movement, have been heard

In speaking of transferring the crusade
from the saloon to the sources whence the
saloon derives its guaranties and safeguards, she says: ¢ Surely, that is a short.

guns of influence

to say : * Who knows that wémen would
vote right.” . . After alll “ geeing' ‘is
a large part of ‘believing’ ' with thie
square-headed Yankee nation. ... .In Des
Moines, Iowy, a few weeks sinoe, as a test
of popular opinion,

the

women

woted

om

the license question.
Twelve deglared im
favor of saloons,and eight hundred against
them.
In Newton, Iowa, at am election
ordered by the council, 172 men voted ‘for

license to

810

against—not

two te .one

against
it, while the. woman's
wote
vote stood 1 in favor
to 3894 asdinst
licensing saloons.
In Kirkville, Mo; i6
women favored the traffic, 20 declined rte
declare themselves, and 500 wanted no Wballot,
because the
lignor traffic is encense. ‘In our Illinois campaign—which
trenched in law, and law grows out of resulted in 95,000 names of women who
the will of majorities, and majorities of expressed their wish to vote against sa—
women are against the liquor traffic.
But loons—not one woman in ten declined te
as steam
is applied to locomotives only
affix her name to our petition.
through an engine, so,in a republic, we can
¢+ ¢ But women should content themselves
condense the opinion of this majority
. of with educating public sentiment,’ says ome.
women into law, only through the magi. Nay, for we have the sentiment all educatcal little paper which falls
| ed and stowed away ready for use in brain
¢¢ As snow flakes fall upon the rod;
and heart:
Only give us the opportunity
But executes a freeman’s will,
to turn it to account.... Let the great
As lightnings do the will of God.’

sighted view

which says,

¢ It was

woman-

:ly to plead with saloon keepers not to sell;

but itis unwomanty to plead
makers not to legalize the

sale

us power to prevent

No

it’

with Taw- |
and

give

wonder the

Ohio crusaders, who have spent hours in
the stifling atmosphere of the, saloons, do
not.deem it indelicate to. enter airy coun-

cil-rooms and stately legislative. halls.”
The Home Protection Manual contains
Miss Willard’s Fourth of July address at
the N. Y. Independent's celebration, from’
which we give a few condensed extracts.
Referring to the Woman's Temperance
Crusade, she says, its sound sober thought
was organization, ¢ The voice of God called to them from the lips of his prophet.
¢ Make a chain, for the land is full of
bloody crimes, and the city is full of violence.”

Aud

so in every town and village,

we are forming these chains of light,

and

loving happiness, which we call * Women’s
Temperance Unions.”
We have already
twenty-three States organized with thousands of local auxiliaries... Eight thousand

papers

published

in

our

land

have

temperance facts and figures regularly provided by members of our societies. . . Hundreds of juvenile societies are. inscribing
on their banners;

¢ Tremble,

King Alcohol !

be

pointed,

on election

duay,straight into the faces of the foe. ¢ No,
but she should train her son to vote right,”
suggests another.
But if she could go
along with him and thus make one wote
two, should we ‘then have a superftuous
as

o

dhis

one'is to be ? And then, how unequal ds
her combat for the right to train her boy?
Enter yonder saloon.
What are they taiking of, those sovereign citizens gathered
around their fiery or foaming cups?
No
longer

tariff, or resumption

ments. . . . Home

of specie pay-

questions bave come

bowing their way to the front.
ticians of the, saloon

el-

The poli-

are bidding

for

the

child in the midst... . and so wigorously
will they turn the crank of the machiue,
that in spite of churches and temperance
societies combined, the measures dear.to
them will triumph, and measures dear ..a

ford mother-heart will fail.

Give her, fv

least, a fair chanceto offset, by her ballot,
the machinations which imperil her son.
¢ ¢ But women can not fight,’ yeu say,
¢ and for every ballot ‘cast we wrust*tiyly
with a bayonet.” Pray tell us when tie
law promulgated that we must analyze the
vote at an election, and throw out the dl
lots of all men aged and decrepit; hait-and
blind? . .. I venture the assertion ‘that this
Republic will prove herself the greatest
fighter of the 19th and 20th centuries. .But
her bullets will be molded into printer’s
type, her Gatling guns will be the .pulpit
and the platform, her war will be a war of

We shall grow up.’ Friendly inns and Temperance reading-rooms are multiplying.
words, and underneath the white storm
Gospel meetings,conducted by women, are
| of men’s and women’s ballets, her enemies
AN EFFICIENT MINISTRY.
reaching the drinking class in hundreds
—state rights, the saloor, and. the comof communities. The Red and Blue Ribbon
It is evident that Christian men, perhaps
mune—shall find their only shroud. . .
movements have attained splendid proporChristian teachers especially, are turning
¢ Not rights, but duties, not her need
their attention very earnestly and carefully ‘tions. . .. Magnificent is the spectacle of alone, but that of her children and her
these new forces now rallying to the fray.
towards the character of the ministry
country; not the ¢ womau’ but the ‘ humat®
needed for the times.
In what will its Side by side with the 500,000 men whose question is stirring women’s hearts, and
efficiency consist?
What must it be to united energies are expended in making and breaking down their prejudice to-day. .. .
meet, the demands made upon it? How ' selling strong drink, we are working day
¢ Of the right of womanto the ‘ballot,T
While they
brew beer, we
shall it best be prepared foir*the work it by day.
shall say nothing... .@f the ' Republic's
will have to do? Able pens are enlisted in are brewing public sentiment; while they right to woman’s ballot I might say much.
distill whiskey, we are distilling facts;
the work of answering these and kindred
Well did two ladies of public thought set
questions.
A few suggestions just here while they rectify brandy, we are rectify- forth that right when Juseph Cook declaring
political
constituencies,
and
ere
long
may not be out of place.
Much will deed, that * woman’s vote would be to the
their fuming tide of intoxicating liquor
pead on the character of the people among
vices of our great cities, what the Aightshall
be
met
and
driven
back
by
the
overwhem the coming minister is likely to laning is to the oak,’ and Richard.s8.:Stores
whelming flood of enlightened sentiment
bor.
Every denomination has its own
said: If women want
:the suffrage they
and divinely aroused energy.”
character..
In some respects the members
will be sure to have it,antl T don’t know bat
OBJECTION. ‘‘PROHIBITION A FAILURE.”
of the same denomination are mych alike, the
when it comes, it will turn out to be the
country ‘over.
The different denomina¢¢ To be sure, King Majority gave prohi- precious amethyst ‘that drives drunkentions preserve their peculiar characterisbition to Maine; but prohibition does not ness, out of politics.’”. .. Miss Willard
tics in spite of travel and transplantings.
prohibit,’ interrupts Sir Sapient, whose thus closes her thrilling addresses:
Methodists in New England and Methodists remark furnishes a striking illustration of
¢ Friends, there is always a way out
in the West are move alike than Methoaists
the power of the human mind to resist for humanity.
Evermorein earth’s affairs

and Congregationalists
And

so

in either section.

of all denominations.

The man,

therefore, who would be efficient in one,’
might be utterly inefficient in another denomination.
The training which would fit
a man for successful work in one might
almost spoil him for the work to be done
in another.

Of course, we

are

consider-

ing now only certala human factors in his
‘efficiency. Each denomination can best
tri and educate

ifs' own ministers.

the ‘training which & man
the schools

planted

and

Or,

will receive in
cared for by his

knowledge.

Take the spy glass

of

obser-

vation, and from Kittery to Calais, behold
the gleaming refutation of your error.

‘¢ Less than thirty years

ago,

they

had

four hundred open hotel bars,and ten miles
of saloons. To-day, Dr. Hamlin of Constan-

God worksby
means. "To-dayhe ‘huts
back upon us our complaining ‘cry: “How
long ? O Lord! how long? Even as he
answered faint-hearted Israel; so he weplies tous : What can'I do for this people
that I have not done?
‘Speak unto the

tinople, coming home after forty years
absence, tells us that he finds his native
State renovated from the liquor traffic.
Gen. Neal Dow testifies that the law has
absolutely driven the sale of strong drink

Following the address,
the Manual con
tains forms of petitions and directions far
carrying forward the Home Protection

towns;

be studied by
land.

out of all rural districts, and in the larger
instead

of the

free open sale

of

children of Israel that they go

campaign.

forward;™

‘We wish this document might
every
:

woman .in

this

fair
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maker.”

from “maker.”
The former denotes the
designer or master-builder, the latter, the
executor of the design.
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The committee of the London SundaySchool Union again invite the Sundayschools of both hewispheres to observe
the 19th and 20th days of this month as
days of prayer for Sabbath-school work.
They call atteotion to the coming centenary year as leading to a review of the

Gon. 1: 1-31.

bel. Gen.4: 1-15.
2
th transite. 2 Kings2: 1-11.
The faith of Noah. Gen, 7: 1-24,
The faith of Abraham. Gen.15: 1-21.
The example of faith. Heb. 11: 17—40.
Triamphs of faith. Heb. 11: 1-10.

4OLDEN TEXT:
For he aadured, as§ Sesing
kim who is invisible. Heb. 11:
2

Hebrews

11: 1-10.

otes and Hints.

past, and as sure to awaken in the hearts
of earnest teachers a desire that it shall

be rich in spiritual blessings for the children. The obseryation of those days for
the purpose specified is coming to be
world-wide.

We

trust

that

American

“Now faith is the substance.” Bottor,
~*‘faith is the assurance.” The same word

schools this year will enter into the plan
more heartily than ever, The programme

As translated

suggested

confidence

in 2 Cor. 11: 7;

by

the

committee,

which

of

Heb. 8: 14. “Of things hoped for.” Coufidence in the occurrence of things notde-

course may be modified in each

sired, is not faith, but fear. Faith desires,

That on LORD’S-DAY morning, Octobor 19th,
from 7 to 8 o’elock, private intercessory prayer

faith loves, faith

hopes for that

<is confident of.

which it

3

«The evidence of things not seen.” The
sinward evidence that things not seen are
-a8 real and as sure as if seen. Faith, as
sthus described, is faith in its fundamental
ddea.
It includes, then, not only Chris.tiam, bat other kinds of faith.

locality,

to suit circumstances, is as follows:

:

be offered on behalf of Sunday-schools.

Matt.

6: 6.

That the opening engagements of the morning should be preceded
teachers for prayer.

by

a meeting

of the

That ministers be asked to preach special sermons on the Claims of the Sunday-school upon
the Christian Church.

“Far dy it.” That is, by this assurance
and conviction which constijute faith.

That in the afternoon,
the ordinary engagements of each school be shortened, and scholars be gathered for a devotional service, inter-

~The elders.”

spersed with singing and appropriate

The elders of ancient time,

«or the holy men of old.

*‘4 good report.”

Ju the Greek, the passive form of the verb
to bear witness is here used.
Hence the
meaning is, ‘‘have “been well testified
«of,” or ‘have been well reported of,”
which is equivalent to saying, ‘‘obtained
+a good report.”
“Through faith we understand that the
worlds.” Thisis not a demonstrated truth
like a problem in Geometry, but is accepted as true, is believed to be true,

“Worlds” is from a Greek word meaning
~+<periods,” ‘‘ages,” ‘“‘powers,” *‘‘worlds.”

“By the word of God.”

At his command.

“‘Things which are seen.” The visible cre-

ation.

“Things which do appear.”

visible thing has

not produced

One

another.

The present universe isnot the product.
-of a past universe. An infinite series of
sproductions does not explain this visible
universe. We believe there was a time
when God created it.
“By faith Abel.” Abel Wlieved ini Ged

address

es. To this service the parents of the scholars
might be invited.
:
That at the close of the afternoon or

evening

service, the teachers,in union with other Christians, meet for thanksgiving and prayer.

That

on MONDAY

morning,

October

20th,

teachers again bring their scholars, one by one,

Wd

oR

L. W.

live, but without visible means of existence, with but incidental preaching and
with their other services very irregularly
their

houses

of

worship

showing equal signs of decay. It is to be
remembered that times have changed

with them as with other things.

Before

the days of settled pastorates with educated, cultured pastors, when the preachers

cultivated their farms, worked

at their

trades or plied their hands at some other
vocation through the week, preaching on
the Sabbath, attending the weekly services, holding series of special meetings
once or more during the year, and itinerating more or less among the different
churches; and when the people, not be-

ing geverally educated themselves,

did

not believe in an educated ministry and

did

not

salary

their

ministers,

these

churches were prosperous, carrying on all
the appointed services according to custom and adding to their numbers of such

LIFE
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Sube insurance i desirable, - if not 160
costly. Itisa human and Christian impulse, to put means heyond the reach of
disaster, for the relief,of the willow and
orphan, lest death suddenly snap the
** golden cord” and remove the provider.
The strength of this desire is indicated by
the millions upon millions thut have been

devoted

vd'lthis purpose,

stantly..
Now that the preacher must be special.

ly qualified and educated for his calling,
give all his time to its duties and be supported, and now that everything gravitates toward the larger places, they are
left without pastors, and they can notordo

not sustain their services regularly; they
are without the means of perpetuation,
or too few to keep
so—what i®# to be-

come of them? We are not disposed to
murmur at the causes which have brought
these changes.
We do not sigh for the
‘* good old times,” nor desire the return
of any of the past, however weil it was
enjoyed by those who wrought so nobly
and according to the best light they had.
theme of the prayers and addresses.
The promises of God's Word are “ Yea and We rejoice rather in all the progress
Amen in Christ Jesus.” *‘‘Let usdraw near which has marked the ways of the
church,
with a true heart in full assurance of faith,”
and in all the manifest improvement of
knowing that Whatsoever we ask we receive
her present administration; at the imof him, because we keep his commandments,
proved intellectual and enlightened spirand do those things that are pleasing in his
sight.”
“[itual condition of the people, ‘Ww hich deWILLIAM GROSER,
AUGUSTUS BENHAM,
mands a thorongh preparation for the
FOUNTAIN J. HARTLEY, JOHN E. TRESIDDER.
workers in the Master’s vineyard and an
Honorary Secretaries.
entire consecration of time and talent to
4-09
in private prayer before God.

That in the course of the day, the female teachers of each school hold a meeting for united
prayer and thanksgiving.
That in the evening,each church or congregation be invited to hold n meeting, ut which the
interests of the Sunday-school should form the

his service.

Still, the fate of these church-

PATIENT WORK.
An unwillingness, implied rather than es, which are too feeble to support a
so fally that he gave the best of the flock
preacher and the communities thus left
for a sacrifice. Cain, having less faith, expressed, to bide God’s time, and undue without stated religious
services, is none
put less sincerity into his offering. «0b- haste to witness the garnered results of
many are only
Too
important.
less
the
- tained witness.” This isthe translation faithful seed-sowing, bring disappointupon their
effect
the
of
aware
well
too
-of the same Greek word that, below, is ment and discouragement to the young
own spiritual condition, and efficiency of
worker
in
the
vineyard.
Such,
in
reachwendered, ‘obtained a good report.” Not
engaging but occasionally in the services
only to the heart of Abel, but in some ing out for the ungathered results of the
of God's house, and the influences under
outward way before the eye of Cain, God future; sometimes are%pt to loose their
which their children are to be trained, to
testified that Abel was beloved and ap- hold upon present opportunitiss. It was
be able to contemplate with any degree
Cecil who beautifully said: ‘Duties are
proved.
of complacency the present condition and
““By it hebeing dead yelspeuketh.” By his ours, and events God's,” and it is a spe- future prospect of these churches,
“faith he speaksto us,encouraging us to fol- cies of faithlessness to forget this. The
Another reason renders this inquiry
lowihis example. Most commentators see principal who lays his plans for the future pertinent. In most of the communiti
es
only requires of his agent that he faithherean allusion tn the crying of his blood
where these feeble churches are located
fully
carry
out
his
expressed
wishes
with«from the ground, as mentioned in Genesis
out carrying out the result. Many of us are other weak churches—one, two, three
4:10.
remember our own thoughtless and im- four different- denominations ‘having or““Was translated.” Was suddenly taken
patient reception of Christian teaching in ganizations, each trying to: sustain a
from the state of mortality to the state
childish days. It may be that we can re- church where one would but barely live
+ of immortality. He met the change which call no particular period during those and prosper. How to get over this diffi- awaitsbelievers at theappearing of Christ. years when such precepts had any marked culty and all unite, is the question which
© “Was mot found.” He suddenly disap- result. Yet, like the petty details of every- vexes Christians in many of those places
i. peared from earth, and, like Elijah, was day existence, which make up the sum of where unity of effort is so'desirable and
«geen wo more.
‘‘He had this testimo- life in its entirety, these teachings had necessary to the vitality and perpetuity
“my.” By the favor of God manifested to their part in the formation of our charac- of the stated meansof grace. All agree
him, he knew that he pleased God. We ter.
that union is necessary—all are for it, but
:
are told *‘that he walked with God.” ‘So
rb
rm
-when it comes to uniting, which shall go
new those who obey God have a sense of
SUNDAYZSCHOOL NEWS.
‘over to the other—there’s the rub. Each
ihis approval. Gen. 5:24.
The Sunday-school Union of South Bend, is persuaded that it is the one which
“Wathout faith it is impossible to please Ind., has succeeded in suppressing
an ob- should survive and that the others should.
+Him™
This, then, is truth to be rememscene paper published in that city, and in unite with them, because ** we are the
bered. For no worship, and no appeal to
lodzing its editor in the hands of the Unit- nearest right, yon know.” And. so, there
- Azod, without faith in him, would: be gin-'|
ed States authorities. That is the right it ends, and there it is likely to remain so
cere, and insincere service God abhors.
sort of work to. do. Anthony Comstock long as human nature is constituted as at
~*“Cometh to God.” Attempts to worship
ought to have a helper in: every Sunday- present, until the the inevitable causes at
“or supplicate God.
‘‘Must believe that he
school
association.—~—Hebrew
Sunday- work solve the problem for them. Their
4s.” The existence of God is not capable
schools have been opened in California, at present condition seems to be so diamet«of mathematical ‘demonstration ; but after
Eureka, Nevada City, Grass Valley, at ricaily opposed, that when there are con-all evidence is still a matter of faith. BeReno, in Nevada, and others are being veris and non-resident members of other
lief that there is a God is the beginning of
talked of at Virginia City, Sucramento, churches; they do’ not alwiys see their
all worship.
:
Los Angeles, and Stockton. The Jews way clear to utite, but remain outside, or
“Of them that diligently seek him.”
are becoming fully aroused to the impor- seek homes elsewhere.
“The original is uot quite so strong as this.
I can not answer the question raised,
tance of Sunday-school instruction. They
JE reads literally, “‘a rewarder of those
but simply venture ‘a few suggestions,
ought
especially
to
stady;the
prophecies.
who seek after him.”
——A new Sunday-schoolof thirty mem- suggestions doubtless ‘made many times
“Of things not. seen as yet.” The flood bers was started in Burgaw, N. C., when before. ‘The stronger churches must aid
- of which there wus, when the warning that place became the county-seat of I'end- them.
With the present tendency of
~came, no sign. “‘Moved with, fear,” Be- er county, The starting of the school commerce, the proléssions,
the schools
cause he believed God. So now faith in brought great joy to the heart of an old and culture to center in the larger places,
the Bivle will effect men. No brighter section master, who said tvat for three they have drawn largely from these weak
example of faith in all’ Scripture exists
years he had been praying ‘for a steam churches and will continue so to do, and
than this; “Condemned the world.” Those saw-mill . and a Union Sunday-school”! they are under obligation to make some
“who did not copy his example, his exam- He gut the best thing first.—8. 8. Teacher. return, and besides, to say nothing of the
ple rebuked. He condemned their unbeblessedness of giving, it will be casting’
dief.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL. NOTES.
bread upon the waters” which in after
“‘Became heirof the righteousness.” His
Rev. Smith Baker, in the Congregation: days shall return to them. The strong
“faith in God was counted for righteous. alist, advocates the enforcement of ‘disci- must help bear the burdens of the weak.
ness.
He, too, like Abraham and all pline in the Sunday-school.
‘He ‘thinks They must; do more themselves—thiey
Christians, was justified by faith. ‘Called that now there is allogéther too much laxFor their own sakes, for the sake of
#o go out,” See Gen. 12: 1. He was call- ity and gush in‘its management. And yet, Hs children, forthe sake of the comsed to go from Haran into Canaan.
Af- says the 8. 8. Teacher, there is not a re- munity, for the sake of him who. has set.
Aderward receive.” The promise of receiv- ally ‘successful Sunday-school that does them to: be lights in’ the world they can
dng this couatry was not made until he not have ‘in it pretty strict discipline—and not affor
to d
let these places of worship,
wreached it.
‘Obeyed.”
Stuart intro- keeps it out of sight as much as possible. ‘be closed. ' The different denominations
. sduces this word thus: ‘By faith Abraham:
Our superifitendent says that he has must unite. Love to the’ Master sand fori

ugession, he lived there in faith that it rizing them first, and Sonning; them after- perous churches, the feeble ones and the,
; couniry. 2» Not a8 though he was

HR Set i
i

‘but 2as though he were in|

ba“mn tabernacles. nn In
0 fixed home.

ge
:
pa Jor a city which hath Joun-

wards.

Two prominent
byterian Church,

are fo ask is, not what part

he trod the pilgrims

this very account.’

thought,

is

not surprising,

though

life, but feeling that it was due the

ory of a faithful disciple

do

thoughtful.
been

astmish

and

discourage

The frauds and losses

immense,

and

confidence

the

have
in

the

safety of insurance companies, fearfully
shaken.
As a consequence, other .systems are coming into vogue, that avoid
entrusting large sums to the care

of cor-

porations, where they are exposed to be
stolen by rogues, squandered by spendthrifts, or wasted by mismanagement.
They are founded on the communal principle of mutual relief, and promise well
both for economy and permanent securi-

There are several of these organizations in successful operation.
I will
speak of one, only, that seems to me to
possess superior merit, ** The Royal
Templars of Temperance.” It originated in Buffalo, N. X., less than three years
ago, and has already become a strong
body, firmly established, and rapidly
growing, in several of the middle and
western States. It provides benefits for
both gentlemen and ladies, to which none
but the strictly temperate and healthy

are admitted.

On the death of a male,

each gentleman pays one dollar, and the
heirs of the deceased receive two thousand dollars.

On the death of a

each lady pays fifty cents,

and

female,

the heirs

of the deceased receive one thousand dol-

lars. These sums may be doubled by
special arrangement.
Provision is also
‘made for those who are entirely disabled,
to draw one half of their legal benefit,
while living.
|. The following features commend this
organization to confidence: 1 Not a cent
of the Beneficiary Fund is spent for collecting, handling, paying commissions or
any other purpose,

but

the

payment

of

benefits only. ‘All the expenses of the
body are met by other aud special assessments. This forecloses against waste
and percentages.
2 Temperate people only can be members, which decreases the death rate
from twenty to twenty-five per ceat., accordingto settled statistical tables. The
aim is to reform mocerate drinkers and
protect the temperate, lest they become
drunkards.
3 No accumulation of large sums of
money, in the hands of officers, to. tempt
them

to

fraud,

is possible,

as

pa

pay-

ments to the Fund, can be called, while
two thousand dollars remain in the treasury.
4 It has a financial

and

woral

basis,

each of which strengthens the other, and
adds stability to the organization. The
two thousand dollars benefit is a strong
inducement to members to keep the
pledge of total abstinence ; and ihe effeetive temperance work, it is duing, is also
a powerful motive to maintain its perpetuity. - The tenacious life of the Masons,

Odd-Fellows, Sons of Temperance, Good

Templars, &c. indicate that, with strong-

and

mew-

Christian

minister, we make this brief notice.

A SACQRIFICE.
A few years since, I. visited with a
dear invalid (seeking health from the
home

on

the

coast of Maine. I had known its mistress
when she was a bright young girl, gift
ed with a ready and graceful pen which
she often used to gratify her friends.
While very young, an older sister died
aud left two children.
Her husband
visited the old homestead, and was

pleas-

ed with her youth and buoyancy. Although twenty years her senior, he did
not hesitate to ask her to share life's cares

with him.

She was young, romantic and

pleased with his gift for song.
Parents
and older members ofthe family did not
tell her of the consequences of so unequal
a match. Her maidenly instincts recoil

el from the thought of marrying one
whom she did not love, although she little knew the terrible sacrifice ¢he wus
making.
He finally gained a reluctant
consent.
When she saw him sail for his
home, she felt almost a wild hope that he
might never return to claim her hand.
But as surely as fate the hour came, and

The organization of the “ Royal Temp-

has strength of charycter,

attracts men of

experience ' and standing
that: have
weight in business, social, and political
circles, and has already given evidence of

possessing elements of growth and efficiency.
1 call attention. to it, because it
seems to meet a great want among sober,

godly, people, and promises blessings to

who

neglects

They see. adofher man

10

declare

things

really ought to be spoken.

undertake, in

this

whieh

They they

respect,

to do

their

the

trath

own duty and that of others: | The resy|;

is,

they

themselves

which they seek to

pervert

declare, iby. giving
things

ia

irrespective of what others do or

fail t,°

do, he will be'mwore likely to present hyr.

monious views of saving truth, ang by
their manifestation commend himself ¢,

every

man's conscience

in the

sight

of

God, —Christian.
PAO

5 (
gett

aR

THE MONITION,
There

came
to
meaning,

the ¥
full of

blac!
He v

selfish enjoyment

he ¢

But let the heart’s sorrow, from earth tregs.
ures weaving,
In thy soul give the music of sympathy's

with
hard
ten |
on S

Saying,

my

“ Live

bosom

not .for

a veice

alone,

pen,

tone.

“Go

ther

seek

wretched,

and soothe the

shod
alms
lars
had
and

Will oft break its spell, and

the sad spirit

in tk

out

the

..
heart-broken
With words of affection to misery dear,
For dark though grief’s shadow, a word
spoken

kindly
cheer.

“To

life's duties waken, the listless—com.
plaining,
Who grieve o’er each blessing, their neigh.
bor enjoys—
Reprove them of folly, where love of sense
he came with it,and the words were spokreigning
The soul’s every vestage of glory destroys,
en which bound her for life to one very
unfit to make her happy. They went to “ Nor leave,” said the spirit, * the vile and
his home in a distant part of the State. |
degraded,

To those young girls she became as true
a mother as her experience would allow.
His table was spread with luxury, and
though he had an excellent trade, he
did not attend closely to his business. Of
course, poverty was soon an unwelcome

guest.

—- sie

With a sinking heart, she tried to
brighten her home and cheer her dispondent husband. She tried by uncomplaining cheerfulness to win a word of
commendation from him, for whom her
bright young life . had been sacrificed.
But he seemed coldly indifferent, and she
felt that ber heart was dying within her.
In course of a year, a little son was born.

Then all the repressed love in her heart
barst forth, and clung to him.
But added cares and expenses made. even this
mother-love a bitter thing. Two years
later, a pair oftwins were born, and soon
after she laid one to rest, rejvicing in her
grief, that it would never know what she

Uneared for, unpitied, in darkness to pine,

By sin’s heavy sorrows so wearily laded,
With interest eternal, as priceless
thine.”

a

Ab, there's nothing I find, that so lightens the
burden
Of the deep, painful wounds the sad bosom
may feel,
Asin heart's recess; to treasure the guerdon;
That follows true efforts life’s sorrows to heal.

How smoothly, how gently, down Time's flowing river,

Our

vessels

of homew ard-bound

passage

would glide,
If Love's sweet monition, were unheeded,
never,”
And charity checked evil’s rancorous tide.

But yet there's 8 Land, unfolds to our vision
Whose expanse of beauty no cloud shadows
o'er,
Where Love

reignssupreme in

elysian
And sorrow and sadness may

fair

bowers

come~“‘

Nev-

ermore.”

Lyme, N. H. May, 1879.
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PLACES FOR MINISTERS.

suffered. = Others came till there seemed
hardly room enough ia the home nest for

The church courts should take great
er
responsibility in providing places for
them.
Often the futher was out of work,
ministers
out of work, unl supplies for
and as a told winter was coming on, their
vacant
charges.
buildings were burned down. Had it
When a religious denomination has a
not been for a brother to whom she
place
for every minister, and a minister
wrote, they must have lived on charity
for
every
place, the perfection of organior starved.
Of.en during those hard years, the wolf
came so near the door, they could see his
gaunt form, snd little ones cried for food

when motaér could not not give them
enough. The young ladies soon earned
a livelihood, and: were not dependent.
The oldest son assirted his mother in

many ways. . Clums

zation

has been

very

nearly reached.

Such a church, whatever its form of government, is efficient,equipped and strong.
It has no dead weight to carry, no fields
going to waste for want of tillers, no bar-

vest white

reapers.

and

perishing

for

want

of

Here, however, is just the weak

place in many—indeed, in almost

were to be had for denomination.

the digging and he could earn a little by
er reasons than they can claim for vigorworking for others. As he grew to man.
ous existence, this organization will be
hood, he learned his father’s trade and
enduring, and the payment of the Bene-. went away from home.
He earned ex:
fits sure.
‘eellent wages, which he promptly sent to
5 The cost, compared to ordinary Insur- his mother. Opportunities for schooling
ance, is trifling. The death rate among
were not very good, and as their, father
the class of people that compose a temdid not wish them to-go to. school unless
perance body,s like this, averages from
well-dressed, they were growing up. in
four to six per thousand, making the ancomparative ignorance, though naturally
nual cost from eight to twelve dollars a
bright and active.
year, other expenses of membership avAs we wandered along in sight of the
erage from two to four dollars a year,
mighty
ocean, one bright summer's: day,
accordingto location, "Is it' strange that
sensible people ‘are'turning to this meth- she gave me this sad history of her lite:
od of providing again:t a day of distress, As I saw the hopeless expression of those
in preferenceto less trustworthy agen- great, mournful eyes; 1 ¢ ald 'butfeel a
cies, that cost from four to six times more supreme contempt for the man we had
She
| than this? The average rate of insurance left solacing himself with his ‘pipe.
in the sual way amounts to from $40 to had always |longed to see her native hills
$60, ahnually, on $2,000.
The contrast and her early friends again, but had nevleaves no room for argument. The dit- er béen permitted to.
ference between $8 and $60 for the same
Love of poetry was the ruling passion
of her life, and she had managed to keep
isarance is convincing.
lars” is very simple and easily managed; the services, orderof business and
methods of work, agreeable, elevating,
and social. ‘As a temperance agency, it

required to undertake.
Men {requently
express distorted "n s of the truth on

in application.
If each man will gee to it.
that he does God's bidding for himself,

BY MARIE.

humble

his work

are important, butare still liable to be
exaggerated in statement and ‘perverteq

REE
R
0 Sh dn dh

ocean breezes) a

of

8

has my brother neglected, but what am |

undue prominenceto the

'W. A. PamLuirs.

the

magnitude of their robberies, under forms
of law,

way alone for quite

a length of time, but late in life he was
married to Mrs. Lois Rathbone, who now
survives him. We regret not being able
to record more fally thé events “of his

generation. That sharp, bad men should
take advantage of this generous fore-

many who seek, a sure financial refuge
. ~dbeyed, when, &e." ‘Not knowing whith found it both R pleasant and a profitable his eanse must be stronger ‘than attach-.| from the ii of trouble.
ult er he went.” This was the proof of! tuith.
exercise in the Sabbath-school to “bound” ment for any charch which is ‘bat ‘an in-.
dt does not ask’ too see;it asks only to | the books of the Bible—z.e.—tell between| sirument fol doing ‘work for him. Christ |,
REV. L. D. HOWE,
2
«hear what God wills, then it obeys: ‘He what two others each book. is found. He and the salvation of souls should be first,
Rev. L. D. Howe died, at East Mecssqjourned.” | Nov having the land in pos- takes up the books in groups, memo- church ufterwards. The larger and pros- Donough, Aug. 15, 1878, aged seventy-

would sofiie day come to him. “As ina

0 on
»

good and faithful minister of Jesus Christ.
A large part of his time was spent as an
evangelist, if we mistake not with good
success. Bereaved of the wife of his youth

by the current

as should be saved, regularly and con. ty.

having no additions,
their rauks full, and

because God ay

¥

otro

found weak ‘churches, in many ‘cases but
remnants of what once were strong and
vigorous organizations, with a name to

and

preaching. We werolduatle to dain any|i

‘

East Dixmont, Me.

STARBIRD.

What |is to ‘become of the small churches in the country is the question of .grave
importance. In many localities are to be

sustained,

9 “Ty

answer,of fo
wn, what
is focounbe: | | records of his public lifa as a miuister, olse
of
vork
for me to do which no pe
come
the feeble churches
in the
will
but from a limited acquaintance and by
if I neglect it. Our eyes ay,
try?
8
Fay:
Wi A
Oy
iQ
»
“a
reputation we believe him to have been a lo be unto the Lord, and the question we

WEAK QUROHES.
BY

ae son fondu i
:

munications.

“ Builder and

Builder” differs in the original

OF FAITIIL.

READINGS.

lo

up his permanent abode. \This was anothLer exercise of faith in God.

PRAYER FOR SUNDAY- -SOHOOLS.
DAILY

i"

fd

in tots.ThdreXho-city
meant,expected
isthe heavenly
city.
Abraham
to take

‘Nabbath-School Lesson.--Oct. 19.
QUESTIONS
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Yet the church

every

looks at

it every ‘year, and takes no adequate
ménsures to remedy an evil confessedly
the very greatest and gravest.

We sometimes are tempted to believe
that the magnitude of the evil is not realized by any one who does not sit in a seat
where vacant churches and unemployed
ministers come for information. ‘A pious
mother wrote to us:
“I gave my son to God and he was

trained for the ministry ; he took the full
course of study and maintained a fair
standing in his class, enjoying the confi
dence of his teachers. Two years he has
been out of the Seminary, a licensed minister, stinding idlein the vineyard, be
cause no church wants his services.”
He has since been set at work, and is

useful.

But why should he le

his oars when the church

thus on

‘is praying

the

Lord to send forth laborers into his har
vest

P

And why

should

not

the

disc

pline of the church be such that every
up with the times as far as possible, ‘by
man who is educated by the belp of the
reading everything that came in her way. church shall give his services at the direc

She could repeat many choice poems
from memory. Some lines she wrote me

on the death of a mutual’ friend, show

that her own talent needed only cultiva:
tion to place her among (hose known and

loved for the gitts of song.

My story, true as it is sad,

‘needs

no

tion of the church when he is

not

other-

wise on duty ? If men are educated by

the church to do’its work; as the

ment

govern

te officers furits service,

then

let the ehurch require, as the government
does, that its cadets shall

serve

as goo

‘soldiers. This is 1ight and honorable.
“The Methodist
onference has been

‘question. with its usual
ere its destiny is fixed, and look down|’ tact and wisdours Ap, Newburgh, lt
closely into the hearts of suitors, and See’ week; the Bishop informed the Confer
ence that they had no places for more
if they are truly unselfish, noble and govmoral.

1f one heart shall take warning ‘meeting this

men ; that the heathen world was in need
erned by pure Christian “principles, this of predchers, but at home they had more
will not have | been written in vain.
f shad ‘they. could find work for. And this,
reo-+e

_ OVERDOING.
There are many persons who are under
temptation to do what they need mot do,
stould not do, and can not do, simply because others are neglec ful in the per-

too, in a church where itis in the

power

of the Bishopto put a wan where he
pleases and the charch must take the man
sent.

‘Other churches must Look: at. the sub-

the same practical common
sense. . You ¢4n make water run up hill.
different denominations should view with | and was the son of Rey, Solomon Howe.
But it can onlybe done hy hydraulic
more or less of alarm the present condi- He was married Sept. 6, 1829, to’ Miss formance of their obvious duties. No pressure, Take off’ the jrodsure, and
ministers of “the Pres- tion of these weak churches and unitedly Philena Newton, by whom he had five
'orce the supman can properly perfurm the service of ‘water will seek its level.
South, have recently|' use, the means at their. gommand. for their |
ply
of
cornabove
the
demand,
and the
children,
four
of
which
are
living.
He
another, , Each man has his own. work. |
A Pratt, of ‘Roswell,
willgo down, {tds in sowing spirupport. With a deep. sense of the se- was baptized at the age of 23, by Rev. The fact that my brother fails to do a cerT. DeLavy Wardwell,
itual, as yd temproal ghings.— AN.

died: Rev: Dr. N
Ga, and Rev. Dr.
of Shelbyville, Tenn.

\ siousness. of the, question, and a conyic-

one.

Cyrus

He was born in New

Steere

Hampshire,

and soon after commenced

tain thing, does not warrent me in under-

ject: with

Observer.

=

alm
tle
afra
hill,
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Selections.

that'sr

;

grass is softer to my tread

;

Ye welcomed m#, O solemn peaks!

And me in every guest you bless

| te of the last wagon

Who reverently your mystery seeks.

Rich through my brethren’s poverty !
Such wealth were hideous! Iam blest
In what I share with all the rest.
— October Good Company.
PEPESh
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own feelings and acts.

very much mixed up together.

tres.

apathy’s

ar,
& word

almost always are, he was

r neigh
{ sense
troys,
rile and
) pine,
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tens the
bosom

vision

shadows
bowers

£ Nev.
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) greats
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for

jes

for

has a
rinister

prgani-

ached.

f gov-

strong.

fields

no har-

ant of
o weak
every
oks at
equate
sasedly
believe
st reala seal
ployed

\ pions
3

was

ve

full

a

fair

confi-

e

has

d min4,

be-

»

and is
\us on
1g

3

the

hardisci
every

of

the

, direc:

profane!

to do what he could that was
her sake;
and he knew that. —

“Lit

good,

down

the

other

and up another to the church<yard;
the fence,

and

took a seat in a
door.
:
A

shady

to them for a. half-hour i taking for. his
starting-point the text about the woman

of whom Jesus comfortingly said: * She

upon, men, eem easy and just,

an

@ sup-

d

the

TY.
ry

SDIr

the
:

The service went on. The good old
pastor introduced his gest and. friend—
a young man,who * talked very natural”

o submmon

,

and

chatting

place near
tT
ii

hath done what

jraulic

Great Britain the

for the ministry

the

And so it

number

arrived in New

some churches
of theological
Wesleyans of
of candidates

has become so large

accommodations

that

at the theological

colleges have been inadequate. Of the 100
candidates accepted by the recent Conference it is not probable that one can be
admitted to a college within a year, all

What is that in thine hand, Shamgar?
ox-goad,
with which | urge
my

and,

would

consequence a better stand

of

Music $12 and Pain

For Catalogae . AdeeW.C.

if more

ra

FARM NOTES.
Twelve years ago Texas sold

What bast. thou,

weeping:

woman?

An

in the clivreh
till now.

Dorcas?

"What hast thou,

For

ou are a manufacturer,

student, or a sewing-woman.*

PRET .'T.Mivuors
bribes
¥.
MILLETT,
Principal,

In bad seasons; business men anxiously

a

each of you to serve him ‘where you are.
“You have your business; use it for God.
Order it in a godly manner. Do pot allow any wickedness in it. Give godly
wages; préach Jesus to your clerks, not
by = long face, bat by

doing good.

being

Use your

feeding the hungry,

like

him—

the

tools

for

him;

he

naked,

can

$12 306 ; pastors’

Congregational,

$7,730;

salaries,
$320,778;

and which shows ‘great generosity’ and
self-sacrifice among native Christians.

visiting the sick, comforting the wretched, spreading the gospel 1ar and wide.
What a tield you have to glorify God in,
just where you are! If you have nothing,
use your

publication,

offering of $4.50 for each church member,

profits for God,

clothing

$14,359 ; invalid:

miscellaneous, $563,161 ; total, $1,015,851.
' The first Chinesé Church in Sandwich
Islands has been organizedat’ Honolulu,’
Six persons uniting with it on profession
of their faith,
The ‘Wesleyan: Methodist Mission in
Jamaica raised on that island last year no
less than $81,410, which is an average

or a

Who can

power of the Holy
me."—dm. Mes-

she

could"

God's commans to, and
each

can

do

wants 18 that.

“God

He

is "very

He eaid

What’ Grd
fair,

+

wealth comes

Owing to ‘the rot which has attacked

the potato ¢rop throughout France, it's
estimated that the deficiency in the same

Winter term Nov. 95.

nail, or forge a

great iron

something else which he
well—if {By le will.”
shrank further into the
said within
himself: ¢

loved.

She was

or make

bolt, or

with

it. was
Filled

anguish, he called to enquire about

her, and was ‘told by the servant if he

would gall in half an hour he would hear

the opinion of the doctors, who were then

a

holding’a eonsultation on the case.
He
retired
to an empty howse, then, under

do

can do perfectly

And

fondly

our friend

shudow, as he
That's fo; and

he be, with Paul,

the third heavens,
him (2 Cor. 12:
the shadow doth
biot in the fairest

caught

up

to

it will come back with
7). It follows him as
the body; it makes a
line he can draw. It is

like the fig-tree on the wall, which, however nearly it was cut, yet still grew, un-

til the wall was

thrown

roots of it are tixed

in the

down:

for the

heart,

while

the saint is in the world, as with the
bands of iron and brass.— Boston's Fonr-

fold State.

OOo

RELIGIOUS MISOELLANY.

despair, sat down on a large stone, and

taking a piece of slate wrote thercon that
beautiful hymn which has been the comfort of thomsauds of the tired children of

on the last Sabbath of August; by a com-

niittee of Ouachita Presbytery.
In the colored Presbyterian.

Davidson College, N.

C.,

the

church

at

member-

ship numbers forty. They own a lot and
a comfortable building. Their pastor,Rev.
David 8. Baker, who is from Lincoln Uni-

vers ty, teaches a free school in the congregation, five months in the year, partly

at the expense of the State, and is making
.| his people intelligent.

7.55

Fpl opr Sept. 9;

Freewill Baptist Publications.
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alternate.
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illustrated:
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STAs is for an older
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The Farm,

‘Cordilleras; at ‘an elevation of fromy 2,630
In sections where it does not: mature

reezes in the fall.

In fact, it is believed

that generally autumn-seeded fields will
be in a better condition to ‘withstand the
winter than will those seeded in the
spring. The practice is not uncommon
of sowing broadside with the grass seed,
seed of the English or flat turnip,

which

is harvested without injuring the grass,
and ‘returns a profit sufficient to
pay 'exenses of the labor on the field.
One
ushel of red top and half a bushel of
herds grass per acre is the amount of
seed usually sown ; and in the spring ten
roots of the grass into the ground if it is
inclined to heave or throw out, though
seeding with clover on the snow in late
pring is recommended.
But it must not
he forgotton that through drainage is the
only! permanent remedy for 4¢ heavy”
grass tiel ls, and one
of the best preparations for a good hay crop.
he
A somewhat thorough examination of
out ‘annals of agriculture for the past
twenty-five years, to ascertain the bearing of the testimony of good farmers on
thig point, while showing some. diversity
of opinion, and also some difference of

practice in accordance with the character

the

grain, it is grownas a green soiling crop
or forage for catile,
teemed.

for

which

it is

and children, are printed monthly, at therate of

100 copies
to one address for. $6.00.
H the ordes:
ig_for less than lour montks at a time, the charge
rate

of $7.00

sively

Large book, in Sheep,

used.

cents:

postage, 2 cents.

'

A few copies left, cents 20.

The Book of Worship
only
a few copies left, All gilt

tthe Freewill Bapticts-

firstihali century of our existenee®

usages

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New ‘England.
Telography a SpocHity.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
penses

The

Term

\Begins

Keb. 2,

18 0.

17, 7879.

D.

8.
as-

Address,

4

Rules of Order.
are the same as those
paper covers, 10 cents.

in the Manual,

thick

Church Records
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables"
for ‘Pastors,
bath-school,

Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers,
Church Statistics, Resident and

Resident Members, and
nice paper,

about

for the records

$3,00, including postage.
Biographies
Day,

the

church,

-

-

-

$1.00,

-

a5.

Priee-

post, 10 cents:
ut

william Burr, - - 50”
Daniel Jackson, = - «.50
n
John Stevens, -« - - - B50
”
Christian Baptism
Doo of 113 pages, Price 25 ets;
cents.
Sabbath

SabNon—

of very

or

David Marks,
Geo.T.

of

200 pages

School

oy

¢

05
05”
04 ™

4

postage

Question Beoks
children.

;

LESSONS lor Every sunday, ,!8, postage ,03.
STORY of Jesus,
Jd5,c
- WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
gi
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an exeeh
lent book for all who would ‘search the Seripytures ” Twenty-two lectures ou the most ime
portant points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9"
Tracts
.
;
were not stereotyped till within the last tewyears, and we can furnish only the following: 7

shorous

work in Academic

Instruc-

IRVING B. SMITH.

Whitestown, Orelda Co, N. Y.

IM

ES Heb

DOI

at, SCHOOL.

—For further information address the Pres
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOEN FU.

USTIN

/.

On Denomination, which contains = Nistor. .
ical statement, aud a brief notice of eur deoe-trinal basis.chnreb polity and institutions,
On Faith & Covenant is a confession of 37 ar

Ley

LONTON,

.

Church Member's Book

cts. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred,

WHITESTOWN SEM
Y.~This Institution
is one of the largest
bext in the State.
Terms moderate. Send §for
Catal
aL? os
. 8. GARDNER,

CO

oan . -

I. W. SANBORN,

tion. No primary insffiction.
W
three carefully arranged co:
of study. The Classical,
Seminary and Rup ish Course.
For full catalogue.
address the Prin
¥

BE

of

ots.

of

English and

Sec. & Treas. »
. Lyndonville, Vi.
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co.,” New
York, This schoel was never in better condi-

tion for Soing

acconnt’

cents;

So

Send for Catalogue.

ap

occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a deen

Scituate, R. I.

Classical.

societies,

different meetings; Formulas and. Sugge stiong. .
The Rules of Order are comprehensive,
and. yes
very concise and well arranged
; stating-infifteew
ages all the important parliamentary yulés-of de.
ative bodies. Price, Flexible Lentifery Ths

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
For particulars address the Principal.
W. S. STOCKBRIDGE.

study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’

It-18 an

and: family

Register

are for adults and

Fall term begins
‘August 26, 11879
A first-class school.
Three complete courses

all {he questions

Minister's Manual.
just issued, designed espeeinily
for ministers.
.
but useful for all church members. It’ con
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different. .

Principal, or E. S. Tasker, Secretary.
Northwood Ridge, July 30, 1879.

sistants.

pos--

ets.

begins

YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent

by au.

~ 4 valuable little work, and every Ohristisn
Jona be benefited by: reading it. 25 cs; peataga.

Apr. 19,4880, Summer Term closes June 26. Send
for Catalogue to
“REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
ORTHWOOD SEMINA RY—Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
bourd of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the

No

25 cents;

Theology

of ‘our benevolent

Spring

Summer Term

Ii 18 published

literary institutions, obitaaries of dee
Piice, 10 cents a copy; 9 &
isters, &c., &oc.
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent percopy..

less than in any other of like grade.
Four tern's
of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Begins August 25,

Nov.

of the dsetrinesand our general:

perk in’ addition to the uswal Calendar,
the names, of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir apiropraie Quarterly and ¥
io
meetings, with ¢ eir statistics ; the names of
ministers and their post-office addreases, officers...

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New HampPh.

75°

‘

other ou Acts, Romans and Corinthians.

IDGEVILLE ' COLLEGE.—The
Fall Term
will commenge August 26. For catalogue address the Secretary,
WM.
,
Ridgeville, Indiana.
:

Winter Term begins

Conference -

form at tne close-

bound volimes embrace

excellent ‘help for Sabbath schools
‘reading. $1.00; postage. 12 cents,

Pittsfield. Me., Aug.2, 1879.

1879.

General

discusses briefly, but clearly,

The

Meservey,

the

in pamphlet

ef dectrinal theology, and the author’s views are those generally accepted by the denomination. $1.60 postage, 12 cents,
r
Butler's Commentary
by the game author,—Prot.J. J. Butler, con
tains two velumes, one on the Gospels, and the

der, A. M.; Principal, or C.. A. Farwell, Secretary:

B.

of

mm church-building.

Butler's

little

mer term
begins Apr. 1, 1880. Anniversaries,
June 17, 1880. ' For'
Catalogue address K. Bachel-

A.

Baptisils

thorwy of the General Conference.

and

cal, ‘Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers: Expenses low. Fall term
begins Aug. 18, 1879. Winter term
ns Nov.
8, 1879. ' Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1880.
Sum-

Rev.

Free

contains a brief statement
by the denomination,

held

AINE ' CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
Maine, College. Preparatory, Normal, Classi-

H.

Minutes

of the

cents; posfage, 9 cents.
The Treatise

Eoneationl,

N.

The

|

cousiderables

the proceedings of the first sixteen sescizns.

Malarial Fever.

ton,

Memorials

are published

Malarial Fevers, constipation; torpidity
of the liver and kidneys, general debility,
nervousness and nsuralgic ailments yield
readily ‘to’ this great diséase conqueror,
Hop:Bittees, , It repairs the ravages of disease by converting the foed into rich
blood, and {t gives new life and vigor to
the ned and intirm ‘always.
See ¢‘ Proverbs” in another column.

IV

The

with

of<our denominationak’
10 cents.

give the rise and progress of this body of:
Christians in New York, till the time of their.
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.

exile consequent upon an artificial famine

a,

$19%-

‘It describes

covers the

tage, 1 cent.

Bl

edgs,

from 1780 10 1830.

was

and continued impoverishment to
over 5,000,000 at the present day.

Postage 6 cents:

postage. 10 cents.
The Hist
0
His

of every session, and the

starvation,

$1.00; Moroes

Turkey Gats,2.00,
Morocco, 85 css

Choralist

detail, the early events
the southern range of | history. $0.75; postage

death,

Pay.

The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selectea especially for prayer meetings,
30.

long been in the habit

by

hundred.

postage 4 cents

the Rocky mountain locust in New Mexico, it would appear to be the last named.
The area of Ireland and the natural
wealth of its soil is capable of supporting
from 12,000,000 to 20,000,000 of inhabitants if restrictive land laws did not operate against the full development .of the
country’s resources and the unfettered
cultivation of the land. Yet a population
of 8,000,000 previous to the year 1847
reduced

per

co, 8.10; Morecco Gilt, 1.5;
Postage 9 cents each, Small,

of laying up stores of wheat and corn two
and three years in advance. It is not
certainly known whether they do this as |
a provision against dronght or the ravages
of the locusts ; though from facts recently

|

will be at the’

men in advance.
Discontinued whem time ex~:
pires. Sample copies sent free.
:
The Psalmody
f
is the demominational Hymn BooR,. exten

orally a spring wheat, but that it’ can be
grown successfully as a‘ winter wheat.
That the grain is plump, and as large as
the best samples of fall wheat; the straw
is particularly clean,
- and ‘has’ not been
troubled with smut or rust.
Professor ‘A. 8. Packard, jr., mentions
48 an interesting fact that the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico have, like the

obtained, regarding

¥

. of the International Beries, foriboth adults

es-

The weekly (Toronto) Globe says the
golden drBp wheatas riised there is’ nat-

of old,

5 cents.
2
2500088

Payment always in advance, discontinued whem

to 2,950 feet above the level -of the sea.

Egyptians

pounds
of clover seed is sown and the
whole field rolled.
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doesn’t ask'a blacksmith to make a gold
watch, but to shoe‘a horse,

He was at Bristol academy engaged. to
be married to a young lady, whom he

dangerous sickness, from which
made’ feared she would not recover.
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DR. RYLAND AND HIS HYMN.
them inside beginning to sing the first
Dr. Ryland was the ‘author ' of that
hymn, he got slowly down, thinking how
much more spry he used to be in doing beautiful ‘hymn, which he wrote under
that thing years a; y and went in, and | singular circumstapces—

16 man

p hill.

that

"And I'm awfully to

doubt the care, the
Ghost?
¢ He leadeth
senger.

side,

with one of his neighbors until the sec-

last

yre he

tol Orphanage fume, have
York city.
Complaint is made by
of a declino in the nomber
students, but among the

He

farming,

universally practised, we

One evening the church-bell rang. Tt
didn't often ring then. But some strange
minister was paying a visit to the aged

after sitting on

ble.
3 been
usual

power

England

(i PX ben a

arship for Comm:

him—provided

Risurely up the top of the hill on whose "ever touched him like that.

y good

this,

forgiven

for that ‘did ‘what he could 1.
A {Two months later, to a-day,

ond bell had rung out, and he could hear

more

Rev. George Miiller and wife, of Bris-

blamé. “T'want you to forgive me. I ‘#labaster box, of ointment. Giveit to God ;
guess
God has. : I'm sure my: good: old break it, and pour it
on the Saviour’s
mother has; And Lov.bound todo, what {- ead, and its sweet perfume is a fragrance

pment

d

An

The

in New

Chicago was dedicated August 31, by

stranger,

These

a8 to its werits for general’ practice.
' We fully believe; also, that its more
general adoption to a far reater extent than
is now commen woul
be of advantage

the good himself with them as easilyas he could
AUTUMN SEEDING FOR MEADOWS.
parson told his wife, asthe went into her with a shepherds stick, an ox-goad, a
Notwithstanding the fact that there are
sick chamber to report his. Sabbath even- sling, or two mites.
a god many practical arguments in favor
ing service: ** Molly! "that old blackA poor girl who hud nothing but a sew- of the autumn seeding of grass lands, as
ing-machine used it to aid a feeble church. against spring seeding, and a multitude
astor, and had consented to preach for smith's speech, 1 almost think; has been
iim that evening, and so the bell was worth more to.the cause of Christ in this All her earnings above her needs were of testimowies in support. of the former
given toward
building a house of wor- practice, it is not a little surprising that,
rung, just at sundown.
When its first place than all my forty years! preaching;
notes floated off over the hills, the peo- surely I never: knew fifty-nine persons ship, and in a year she paid more than as a system or method of farm operations,
ple, as they heard it, thought some one converted, all at once so, by my ser- others a hundred times richer than she. it has made very slow progress, even
was suddenly dead (for they remembered mons—and that's the number up to-night So you can do, if you will. Think of the among the best farmers, during the past
I count as the killed and mortally widow with her two mites, the woman sixty years. Suchis the strength of our
no townsmsan known to be lying near his that
with the alabaster box, and Dorcas and adherence to tradition. For why farmers
end), and listened to count the strokes, if wounded from that single broadside.”
‘* Ah! hut, husband dear, if you hadn’t her garments. You do as much, and seed in spring, the most unfavorable period
they might guess whom it might be; but
The Bible Stu- of the year for performing the operation,
they soon
perceived that it was ringing, been preaching the foity years, his have us great a reward.—
~
| 'we do not know, excepting that their faand not tolling, and so they knew no one #peech eould not have done such execd- dent.
DL ,
-!P
thers did so and that it saves a little time,
was dead, bat that there was a * meet- tion! Paul plants what Apollos waters.”
** Yes, Molly,and
God giveth increase,
Almost every farmer will admit that .it
ing” out of due time. So they hurrizd
LITTLE TRICKS.
is injurious to both crops to sow grain
up with their evening chores, made them- as pleaseth Hiwn.—Congregationalist,
We recall with satisfaction, an instance
selves tidy, and started as quickly as
ARMASih ER
where a near relative, when brought be- and ‘grass seed together, yet somehow
they could ;dod by the'time the bell rang
fure a court on some trumped up charge of they keep on doing just that very'thing.
“ HE LEADETH ME."
In Bome points 'it ‘is a question as/to the
- its seeond ringing, the tenms ‘were comwrong-doing, summoned an old gray-haired
In the far-off beautiful land to which minister who had lived for mere than character of the ‘season, for there are
ing in signt from various directions, and,
one by one, tying up for the evening in we go, we shall® remember this. Every forty years within half a mile of him. ‘How years when spring seeding of meadows is
the horse sheds, as fishing vessels moor
ravine passed, every perilous passage long have you known this man ?” said the more successtul than autumn seeding, but
at the wharves when their day's: work is erossed, we shall appreciate, as we can lawyer. “I bave known him ever since he speaking on’ general terms, the argunot do now, the glorious hand of our God was born.” “What ‘do you’ know’ about ments are in favor of the last named.
done.
The blacksmith had had a good day. and Saviour which upheld und ‘guided us, him 2” “I never knew a mean thing of him While it may ocdur: that the grain erop
step by step.
And, oh, ‘what results in my life.” Such a testimony as that, will sometimes shade the ground, to t e
He had shod six horses and eight oxen,
stands out io marked contrast with many
advantage of the ** catch” of
gruss, it is
and made a good thing of it. The . ani. where we least expected them!
A young girl is to unite with the church petty tricks and discreditable transactions more frequently the case that the growth
mals had all behaved. well, He bimself
whichso often need to he. explained and chokes the grass, smothering it in its ear-'
had behaved well. He hadn't drank a this very Sabbath morning. She has « apologized for; the explanation being fredrop of rum fora wmonth—wonderful for dear brother who has strayed somewhat quently more harmful than the accusation, ly stages, while the cutting of the grain
him, He didn't remember that he had from the fold, bas: become proud in the aud the apology more discreditable than leaves it so vauch'‘exposed to the heat and
.drouth of mid-smnmer. as to not. uniresaid a bad word that day—still more strength of his manhood, and will fain the fault.
:
:
‘
wonderful for him, It was partly due,. take his own course, despite the prayers
O man of God, if you be honored of God quently scorch it to such a degree that it
and he confessed it to. himself, as he and solicitude of his 1ender-loving, mo.h- and man, put away from you once aud for- is a long time in recovering from it.
Grass roots that have ‘heen shaded by a
;
thought it over, to the fact that a very er.
ever all crattiness, deceitfulness and guile,
This morning Angeline feels that she aud stand in the name and strength of the rank growth of grain, if suddenly expossweet, pure young girl—she might be
five-and-twenty—-who now and then, at must speak to that brother and invite Lord, spurning everything which partakes ed to the scorching sun of August, are Ii
of littleness and trickery, and living so able to have a very poor preparation for
long intervals, rode by from the next him to be present at the hour of her own
blamelessly and uprightly that you shall
winter.
Moreover,
the
troublesome
town, had stopped that morning to get consecration. How shall she approach
him to reset a shog which her horse had him? She fears a positive rebuff. She ever enjoy the sunlight of vhie Maker's smile, weedsof late sanimer (and they are far’
just cast. While
he was at work, she starts to go to his room; her heart fails and the favor of those who love righteous more annoyiug than the'weeds of spring),
and hate iniquity. Then you can say which . appear. in: spring-seeded fields,
tulked to him—as ‘if he were some- her and she returns. Again she makes ness
with the apostle, “We have renounced the
where a poor ‘¢ catch” of grass bas been
again she trembles and hidden
body ;™ and shé had said: * Thank you the effort, and
things of dishonesty, not walking obtained, is one of the greatest drawvery much, Mister ——,” when she paid retires.
Still the burden is laid upon her,
in craftiness, nor handling the Word of God backs to spring seeding, as nothing so
him and cantered away. This had made aad she dares not go to the house of God deceitfully.” 2 Cor. 4: 2, “Receive us;
; we have wronged no man, we: have cor- much contributes to foul fields as this
him feel all. day more as if he were with the daty unfulfilled.
very practice of sowing grass seed in
The third time she resolves to go in, at rupted no man,we have defrauded no man.”
somebody than usual, and bad combined
spring.
eeds are sure to come in
his pres- 2 Cor. 7: 2.—The Christian.
with other things to make a good day for whatever cost, and appears in
whree the ground is not fully occupied
him, He was sitting on the great, flat ence with the simple sisterly plea, *¢ Wilvr e-+e
with useful plants, and this is especially
stone doorstep just outside the front door liam, I am goiny to unite with the church |
GRACE AND NATURE.
the case where grass seed has failed to
of his small cottage—where he used often this morning, will you not be present?’
Though grace has entered, yet corrup- “catch ” .
That brother looked with some surto smoke his pipe of an evening
and
Huudreds of the best farmers in New
was just filling that pipe for a smoke, prise, but with no rebuff or frown, he tion is not expelled; though they have
when he heard the first notes of the bell. answered, ** I will.” "Judge of the maid- got the new creature, yet much of the old England, more especially perhaps in this
. Aud when he had heard enough to de- en's relief, of her inward joy! Yet such corrupt nature remains ; and these strug- State, huve repeatedly given their testile together within them, as the twins in mony to the advantages of seeding grass
are often the ways of God. Though that
cide that it was not a mortuary announcebekah's womb (Gal. 65: 17).
They lands any time between the 20th of Augment, bat a call to worship, he said to brother was faithful to his promise, years
This is
himself: ¢¢ I haven't felt so much like a went on ere the seed sown that morning find it present with them at all times, and ust and the 20th of September,
man for a year;—I feel like going ;—I sprang up, and those were years of more in all places, even in the most retired done on inverted meadow, with the application of a light dressing of phosphate
corners.
If a man has a troublesome
:
:
guess I'll wash up and go. Maybe some wandering.
But there came a time when God spoke neighbor, he niay remove; if he has an or some special fertilizer or domestic
great speaker will be theve!™
The Holy Spirit touched his ill servant, he may put him away at the manure, though a crop of buckwheat is
So he washed up, and got out his faith- to him.
The rock was smitten and the term ; if a bud yoke-fellow, he may some- sometimes sown as bee pasturage and
ful swallow-tail, made of blue cloth with heart.
Now, all: the mother’s times leave the house and be set free then turned under as a green manuring
flat Ly,rass buttons, which had done duty, waters flowed.
for ever su‘ many years since he ' married prayers and tears are remembered, though from molestation that way: but should crop for grass seed. With favorable weathhis last wife, at weddings and funerals,
she herself has passed into the skies. the saint go into a wilderness, or set up er, grass seed sown any time within the
and, when he did go to meeting on Sun- Now the sister is summoned to his pres- his tent on some remote rock in the sea, period named is sure of a good catch ; the
days— which, ' truth ' to ' tell, was now
ence, and with joy William goes back to where never foot of man, beast or fowl coal weather promotes growth, and it
rowingto be very seldom ; and walked the time ‘of that seed-sowing. Nothing had touched, there will it be with him. gota a permanent hold before the ground
+

, then

n need

But he

mity in favor of autumn seediug.

Bishop Merrill.

And God said, ‘* What is that in
hand?
‘With this rod, with
this

three ; and to have confessed to all three
the mean wickedness of his life ; and: t»

dond ‘whit T could.

side he lived, and

,

one.
thine

stick, thou shalt save Israel.”
proved.

three had

othered by
overt

Jonfermore

a

of the séason,shows also a singular unani-

Church property is valued at $293,850.
The Second Swedish M. E. Church in

had nothing but’ his shepherd's rod, cut
ous of the thicket, the mere crab-stick
with which he guided his sheep. Any day
he might throw it away and cut a better

And I'm
tle children have been
known’ to ‘be kcan, now. I do love God.
afraid te go by his small shop ‘on the sorry I've drunk so, and swore so; and I
hill, lest they should overhearhim swear- ain’t'a ‘going ‘to ‘do’ 'neithér no ''moré—
ing terribly, in a rage: with ‘some’ horse notif [ know iti: And I Jove everybody.
or ox, which was skittish about being And I want everyhody to know, that the
shod, and bothered him ; it was so fright’ parson here, and the deacons, and these
good brethren and sisters, that have kept
ful to hear him then.
this meeting'us'a’ runnin” this last forty’
No, he wasn’t. much, anyway!
But he had an immortal soul under Jens: while I've been ‘a ‘hangiog on beind—and they going up an awfal hard
this 1ude and rough ontside, apd . he
knew it. And some, kind of a future hill at that—I want. everybody to. knew
stretched before him through the eter- that they was right all along, and that I
was just'as wrong as—as "twould be to
pities, and he knew that.
His mother—
who had be :n sleeping more than half a try und weld cold iron ! * Now you see as
century in the little mossy, bushes-over- I told you, I can't talk none, but I must
grown grave-yard,in sight,over the fields, do suthin’ to. let you keow that I'm a
It's dreadful late in the
from his ‘door—used
to love him, and changed man.
day; but'I want you to pray for me, that
pray for him, and with her last breath
consecrated him to God, and begged him for the rest o' my life I may be a man

$—com-

tide.

herdsman—alone,

owning not a lamb that he watched.

of

attentionin Eng-

were 872 and the baptisms, 546.

seemed to have had an interview with all
have carried away, the feeling

had a bad habit of drinking intoxicants,
and had been known to spend the night
in the gutter. "Moreover, as’ such men

d spirit

heeded,

removed

WHAT I8 IN THINE HAND?
All great works are done by serving
God with what we have in hand. Moses
was keeping sheep in Midian; God sent
himto save Israel; but he shrunk from
the undertaking, ‘We sympathize with
Jethro's

Si

A new English Lutheran Church has
been organized in Syracuse, N. Y.
The Episcopal diocese of Georgia has
44 parishes and missions, with 4,171 communicants.. ‘Lhe confirmations last year
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records pi practive are so many andso postive as to leave little chance for question
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fluences.
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and cheap.

peculiarities

:
all, lazy beast. Use it for God; and Sham- the vacancies being filled.
he gar's ‘ox-goad defeats the Philistines. _. The statistics of the Presbyterian «It is ‘estimated that the bay crop of the
hat is in thine hand, David ? My sling, Church, (South), for 1879 are as follows, country, reckoned at only five dollars per
He was illiterate; it was us much as would now faithiully begin, and never,
with which I keep the wolves from the viz. : Synods, 12; Presbyteries, 66; min- ton, is worth three times that of cotton,
he could well do with his stubby old never stop, doing ** what ie could.”
sheep. Yet with that sling he, slew Go- isters and licentiates; ‘17122; candidates, ten times that of wool, and twice that of
Thel next Sunday, ‘clean-shaven and
pen, to ‘make out his few accounts
wheat.
MBE
adi, tata
.
the congrega- | lath, whom an army dared not meet.
with: his customers. - His hands ‘were well-washed, he as'onished
i
| Ticendures, 33;
the, What is in thine hand, disciple? ' Noth-’ 3635 roe
hard with blacksmithing ; and. his, of; tion by three several attendances in
Indian’
corn
wis
first
grown’
by’
Euro34; ehurches organized, 38;
ing but five 'bariey loaves and two small ordinations,
ten bloated checks were seldom, even Boe) God, And in the evening ne
churches gisyolvel, 10} Ebi, added peans in this countvy ‘at the James River.
on Sundays, wholly freé from the smut er-meetihiy” he" ‘amazed everybody” “by fishes. Bring them to me-~give them to on examina
|
fon, 6,851; ‘members ‘added settlement in Virginia,iin 1608.) In 1609;
a long puuse-<say-' God ; and the muliitude is fed, What is on certificate,
thereof. ' He
was poor. Probably he getting up rdnduiafier
8,209 whole number com- | more than fortty, acres: were:grown by, the
friends I can ‘shoe borses: an thine hand, poor widow ? Only two (munieants, 116,775; adults bapized, | 2, Virginia planters, Now. the corn crop of
shod many a horse which would: sell angi
and oxen some,
sich ; but. 1 mites. ‘Give them to God; and behold ! 001 ;, infants baptized; 4,829; number of the nited States is one of the very first,
almost any day at auction for more dol- tolerable,
lars than all he wag himsélf worth. He aint no hand figs Ke 1 a ow” bI haint the fame of ‘your’ riches’ fills the world.’ baptized non-communicants, 25,470 ; chil- ‘importance’ in agriculture.

joyment

p's flow-

He

He was plain in’ look, to

the verge of ugliness. He ‘had w' great
black blotch on: one side of his. face.

full of

to heal.

tor

_ His thoughts

she

menin the diocese of London alone. OxRue lis attracts much

re-

by death. Thus out of trial came a song,
even as ont of ‘the lion came honey.—
Sword and Trowel,

God, and Christ, and of his mother, were

—

DID WHAT HE O0ULD.

jerdon;

for seven years, when

he cried “like a child” there. He scarcely
knew how he went home. He could give,
indeed, very: little rational account of hie

Only in what they share with me,

oss

was still,

The lady recovered,

ing one on the farm,and the

ford hus 72 members, Salisbury 49, Litchfield 47, Exeter 46," and Canterbury 41.

po

married, and lived most happily together

upon his knees.
He knew, afterwards,
that he remained a long time, and that

«Heaven is not heaven for me alone,”

h

port.

mounds

made his way under the starlight to the
moss-grown grave whose rusty headstone bore his mother's name.
«He fell

And up the radiant peopled way
That opens into worlds unknown,
It will be life's delight to say,

way.

silent

the Confraternity of ‘the’ Blessed Sucrament,” a body of extreme English i ritual-

ist, shows a membership “of 116 clergy-

He called and received a favorable

God? Have you done it? Have you done
what you could?”
The arrow went in between the joints.
The blacksmith lingered under the shad
ow of a horse-shed until the retiring rat-

Into your heavenly loneliness

i

surely it is fair for God to usk that! Per-

accents with some one of vou, to live

Because she makes the whole world sweet.

fulness isthe same;

While God is God to me.”

that surround us here (waving his hand
toward the -church-yard) molders some
tongue that once pleaded in dear dying

7 Cd rest it yields unnumbered feet;
Sweeter to me the wild-rose red
;

any

this “black-

fellow men.

haps under some of these

its unlocked treasuries—

Thy

‘ My | with this be satisfied,
~
And glory in thy name!
“ No good in creatures can be found
But maybe found in thee;

what you can't do, but what youn can do;

God’s riches—are for all to wn.

much,

“bo

I must have all things; and sbound,

your

"The roll of ‘the * Priests Adsoéiate of ‘of the“soll, thé kind of erop made a lead-

'W'when'all created streams dre dried,

[ wil,"

Not

yourselves and

The air we breathe—the sky—the breeze—
The light without us and within—

getting old.”

it, and

smith again. (He sid: ‘* Now [ beg you
all to do God and your Saviour, this jus-,
tice, to do what you can for them, for

1 say it-on the mounatain stairs +
'
1 things any mortal hath
ih vy those Which every mortal shares.

lle wasn't

Tecando

he was closing, got round to’

1 suid it in the meadow path—

he

t,

uuknowing—just
us’
Tne young ht man—all
n
|
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Morning Star.

WEDNESDAY,

went larking for deer and whom he cruelly lampooned because Sir Thomas caught
him in the act, and the old cottage where
he went courting Ann Hathaway, whom
he deserted with the babies that had been
born to them when he ran away to London
to enter upon a career of immortality. His

OCTOBER 8, 1879.

6. ¥. MOSHER,

Editor:

Aa All cornmunications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

BDITORIAL

tomb is also shown, with the familiar bust
above it, in the old Stratford church, but

be

the house where he died has long since
disappeared. That is fitting, for such
men never die. Of course, like all good
Americans, we count it among the attrac-

CORRESPONDENCE.

. EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND, Sept. 9, 1879.

“This is the sixth

pleasant

day

we

Bave bad shis summer,” said the keeper
of Melrose Abbey last Saturday as he was
showing us over the beautiful
ruin.
Everybody is complaining of the wet season in Seorland. The crops are very
backward, and a day of special prayer
has been-appointed in view of the gloomy
prospect. But as we can not improve the
harvest by writing about the weather,

us speak of the

delightful

day

spent.at Melrose and vicinity.

have

Great Britain.

our rightis Castle Hill, surmounted by
the granite pile that gives it its name,

St., the view across to the old town is
unique. The grey
one above the other
erected on a giant's
gilt and white signs
day and the lights

stone buildings rise
as though they were
stairway, while the
across their fronts by
shining out of the

darkness by night, like diamonds

folds of some mantle let down
sky, are both beautiful and

window,

have

taken

on

the

from the

singular.

At

of these Christian States, let it be vigor-

against the Secretary.

ously enforced. The public sentiment is
every where demanding just this. Let it
still be heard.

they are hostile to.any sort of tariff regulations, being free-traders, as are most
organs of importers, and are of course
angered when the laws are strictly enforced. The public will however gladly
sustain the Department.

The same’
their im-

mensely practical legislation, and the
carefulness with which the interests of
the Dominion are guarded. Mr. H. urges
that the great interests of a commercial
nation like ours should be largely represented by commercial men.

Cabinet

are

The deliber-

largely

practical, not political, affairs,

upon

hence

the

ment, men having a precise knowledge
of ‘manufactures, railways, ocean com-

merce, and banking, would have a large
influence and facilitate business. With a
Congress made proportionally of men
from the different avocations of life, men
rich in experience in their own departments, Mr. Hill concludes

that

the

peo-

ple might go ahead in their business without that fear of disaster from crude legislation, which now disturbs the nation.
-

THE DEVIL'S FUN.
Since the walking mania has been rag-

ing, the question has been raised by every sensible

man

and

woman,

‘ What

possible interest can such a dull, plod-

the chaneel where the heart

birth to the

hero,

Purdy, his favorite servant;

these not only

conmect'it with Scott's name,

but, taken

‘along with his masterly description of it
in ‘- The Lay of the Last Minstrel,” give
ita’ most melancholy aspect. For one
can hardly loek upon the old ruin, without feeling that it somehow has a sense
of passing events, that even in its beauty
it fuels deserted and that it is suffering
from aukind of prolonged sadness because
its peetie- lover is dead. Perhaps this feeling in us was increased by our just having visited Dry burgh, the spot where, in
a'ruined Abbey very similar to this one at
Melrose, Scott lies buried. It is near the
banks of the Tweed, which goes rippling
past it on a gravelly bed,and inthe midst
of ancient, gnarled and twisted trees,
which seem to be aged enough to be
eo-eval with the Abbey itself. Like the
ene at Melrose,

only four

miles

away,

it

was once a monastery, church and school
combined, where

medi

val monks

ed their beads and lived in the

astistic splendor.

count-

midst

of

Portions of the walls

still remain, and in one of the aisles; called St. Mary's aisle, is a chapel almost un-

touched by time.
Seott is buried.

It is in this chapel that
Fallen keystones, broken

pillars, crumbling

arches,

fragments

of

baptismal fouts and pieces of statuary lie

all ahout, and the sun and rain beatdown
apo them and into the grass-grown plot
that was once under the marble-covered
floor of the cathedral nave. But this one
chapel is spared by lime and. siege. Its

mgged corners show where the other por-

otis have been pulled away, leaving this
fragment of a ruin to be the tomb of not
only Scotland's but of the world’s admirod poet and novelist. The history of this
Abbey and of the one at Melrose, connect?’
ing them with stirring times in the history
of the Highlands, when they were the

son

who

afterwards

raised

not
a hand to save her head from the
block. We looked on her picture to-day,
hanging in the room which she occupied
in the Castle—that of a fresh beautiful
girl of eighteen, before she had feit the
blight of Lord Darnley’s jealousy, or become involved in the Catholic and Protestant contest that raged so fiercely, or entered upon that gloomy eighteen years of
imprisonment which ended by her execu‘Lion. At the opposite side of the town is
the Palace of Holyrood, where she “also
resided as Darnley’s wife, and where the
floor is still stained by the blood of Rizzio
whom he caused to be murdered while
sitting at her side. Between these two
famous buildings rise the crown-shaped
tower of St. Giles’ cathedral, where John
Knox is buried, the spire of the Tolbooth

|

Looked at on the

surface the thing does seem the dreariest
and the silliest imaginable. A half a
score or more of fainting, gasping, bedraggled fellows now ruoning,

and

for six days and six nights,—where is the
fun in it, where is the excitement?

In a contest between

skilled oarsmen

there is something exhilarating.
The
limpid water, the stretch of verdant
shores, the blue sky and the chasing
clouds, the graceful boats, the splendidly
developed forms, the flashing blades, the
arrowy movement,

the

waving

handker-

sieges, did not interest us so much
2%
connection with Scott's name and
writings. « It was with quite a different
feeling that we visited Abbotsford, the

** English-speaking people” the world
round, the miles and laps of their glori-

the place where he died.

males, is of the most selemn sort.

the

Jibrary from which the well-known pictures are made, the armory hung with his
favorite fowling pieces and those that
were presented by his ‘admirers, all re-

main as he left them.

The suit of clothes

wirdeh he last wore, the window where he
died, he having been brought to it at his

request that he might see the Tweed
flowing past once more, all these are
shown, but somehow

they

seemed

to

be

the property of a man who had used them
for his profit or pleasure, and had left
them in the natural order of events. They

are likewise shown for a shilling a person,

as though they were goods in trade, and
were kept for the owner's profit. Of
course one must be stirred in looking over
these intimate belongings of a man who
i admired so much as we all admire
Scott. Rob Roy's pistol and Bruce's fowling, piece and Prince Charlie's sword and
other things that belonged

to

the

heroes

of his poems and tales, along with the
statue of his favorite dog over his grave in
the garden —all these will be viewed with

a warm interest, but they stir feelings far
different from those 1hat came to us at
Melrose and Dryburgh.
Besides looking through the University
grounds and buildings at Oxford, we
spent a night and day at Stratford-on-Avon
on our way hither, and mused upon the
aratively few things that are in an

ry way ial

speare’s name.

with Shake,

The house in which he

was born is shown—a long, low, irregu-

CHRISTIAN

one

WORKERS.

The Lord is doing a great work among
the nations. The last year has been one
of the right hand of the Most High,
Thousands and tens of thousands have
been converted—whole districts evangelized. With the progress of civilization,
the multiplying of schools and books, the
special means of grace have accompanied,
and been wonderfully prospered. The
dawn is brightening in the East, and we

We went out to

Hawthornden

J

House

yesterday, whither Ben Jonson once 'walk-

ed all the way from London to visit the
poet Drummond who was living there,
It is in a lovely spot, but lovelier far was
the two-mile walk thence by a shady foot
path in a wooded ravine, along the banks
of the Esk, over a rustic bridge to the exquisite Roslin chapel, the only one of the
handsome Gothic ¢hurches in this quarter
that escaped the blind zeal of the Reformers in the days when they so unsparingly
demolished those hated heretical temples.
One loves to linger in such places, and

it

is almost with a feeling of regret that we
contemplate the last stage of our foreign
tour, hence by Stirling, the Trossachs and
the Scottish lakes,

during

the

next

two

days, to Glasgow, whence we expect to
embark for home next Thursday.—c. .
M.
4

A RECENT paper,

written

by

Mr.

H.

A. Hill of Boston, notices in a very sensi-

ous champion,
the

look of his

eyes,

the

condition of his stomach! !
, Looked at on the surface the thing is
incomprehensible. As we go deeper it
is plain enough. All this wide-spread
interest, this strange fascination arises
from the fact, that these walking contests
are simply methods of gambling. Upon
the faltering steps of these men hang millions of money. This feeds and sustains
the fires of passion and excitement which
rage in such countless hearts. The avarice and greed in the human nature, the

insatiable eraving for risk and peril, the
passion for. what is exciting, the appeal to
what

is most

desperate,

wicked,

self-

ish and cruel in men—these are met
even by so dull and dismal an affair as
human beings disfigured by dirt and suffering, shambling round a saw-dust circle.

We can easily believe the report that in

inations? The Congregationalists moved
early in the work of missions,and their la-

bors have spread the gracious invitation
and promise broadcast among thé nations.
How is the work at home? We are told
that in the three thousand churches of
this order the last yeat there has not been

other denominations. In our own how
slow is the work of church extension—
how few revivals, conversions, haptisms.
The work of sin is fearfully prevalent.
The press teems with the horrors of vice
and crime in almost every department of
society. The Sabbath is desecrated, intemperance with all its kindred enormities makes awful ravages, false doctrines

the church, if all would

thus co-operate

with him.
In a few months we shall be

invited

to

stand by the grave of Randall, and commemorate the deeds of the fathers, who
labored so faithfully in sowing

the

good

seed of the kingdom ‘broadcast over the

land. Let us not only build their -monuments and extol their deeds, but also imbibe their spirit, and ester heartily upon
the work wherever there is opportunity.
Go work in the vineyard,
©
TO

OURRENT
——ENGLISH

agriculturalists being in a

hard place, owing

bad

to

and

seasons,

dull times, the nobility and statesmen are
all giving them advice, some of which is
rather queer. Lord Derby recently, at a
gathering of farmers, advised them to lose
no time in getting out ofthe country. Lord

Beacorsfield tells the discouraged farmers that Canada was soon to outstrip

United States in the production of grain

compared to the aggregate sum of dollars
which must have been lost and won’ in

alarmed at the prospect, had gone to the
Hudson Bay Company's territory. He
advised them to go ‘thither, persuading

that consequently

and

the

great landholders of our Western States,

them that it is a land of beauty and pro-

Such a statement seems a

ductiveness.

The
demoralization. = which has attended this affair is too vast for any man’s
computing. ‘What young men have been
debased by'itin every communily! What

To show the extent to which this is done

ruin and suffering are to result from it in Gladstone, pointing out, to the poorer
multitndes of homes here and beyond the: classes how they may profitably. cultivate

he calls attention to the fact that; at present, the President of the United States,
the Vice-President,

sea! (What can one who hates sin and

pities men ‘say “to 'it' all!' ‘We say this:

all: the members of That such a disgraceto our Christian civthe Cabinet except one, and nearly all the ilization ought to be blotted out by the
high officials are members of the legal strong arm of law.
‘These ' walking

proféssion. In Congress fi¥e-sevenths of
the Senators and three-fourths of the

nocent ‘sports

jected to, as that 1t is too great a predominance of one class in office, many of

gaming tables of Baden Baden.

matches, it can no longer be said, are in-

calculated

to develop

little queer when we know the actual
character of that locality—*¢ a desert and

a camping ground for all the winds from
the Arctic Circle.”

The

fryjits &c.,

vegetables,

advice

of Mr,

‘contrasts oddly

with the advicelof the Premier and shows
something of the difference of the two
men.

7

13

~—CrrrAIN New York journals have
been attacking bitterly the. New

York

Iar piece of architecture, which used to be, Representatives are lawyers. It is not so
Custom-House nnder its present managedignified with the name of mansion, aud much that lawyers are to be ob- physical strength, They are nothing less
than gambling schemes, ' They are as in-. ment. - Every one well knows ‘that ' there

whose kitchen once served as a hutcher's
shop.

EL

kof Sie

is

that apparently no doubt could be raised
as to the guilt of the parties accused. It

is said, eleven of the jury were for conviction. The twelfth man failed to agree
with them so that in this case the decision of the matter was in the hands not
of twelve men but one man. This isa very
dangerous power to be lodged in one

man, especially when it is remembered
that he may be too ignorant to weigh
properly the evidence, or tov corrupt to

Judge

by it.

In more

than one case

recently justice has been thwarted and
astounding verdicts rendered by juries
who seemed determined to acquit, no matter what the evidence may have been.
Some method oughtto be devised by
which the power of a single juryman can
be limited and honest jurymen sought out.

»e~

New

send

subscribers

who

us $2.00 shall receive

the “Morning Star” from
the date of their subscription to the close of the
year

18S80.-&u

der any cheap words of welcome.

way, It Is not easy to see how any of hs, is 4

people, could have got along without
him
much longer. Let: us alse whisper a priv.
ate word, that those who have been’ Waiting
patiently to have answers to their communes.
tions, will please to bold on to that patience 3
little longer, as it would be impossible for one
man to attend to it all at once, —It should have

been
ant

mentioned Jast week, that a very pleas.

reception

was

and not
torial.

in

The Mennonites are aggressive in
missionary labor. A mission by them is about to
be established in Alaska.
7
:
There are three missionary

societies now

at

work in New Zealand—the Church Missionary,
the Wesleyan and the Gospel Propagation Society.

It is troubling the Brahm'ns of 1ndia to decide whether or not the waters
will not lose

their

sanctity

of the Guarges

after the river bas

been bridged over by the Europeans.

The EuglishWesleyan Society is doing, vigor«
ous missionary work with its 431 missionaries
and assistants widely scattered over foreign

fields.

Its expenditures last year amounted to

$800,000.
The New
Saturday
depended
about the

York Tribune exclaims that the
Review, of London, muy be safeiy
upon to say more foolish things
United States than any other paper

prioted in the English language,

‘In some cases the system of outright slavery

is being modified in Cuba.

It is reported that

six thousand slaves, owned by three parties in
Cuba, have been emancipated, and their seryices secured for five years by contract.

The

National

Baptist

believes that it is

*‘ by the labors of the ¢olored people that Africa will be suved;” giving as a chief reason
that the climate of the dark continent has been
very largely fatal to Europeuns and Ameri-

cans,
;
A distinction is made in the Golden Rule bewalking matches und horse races to the

their

own

are

honest,

if given

way, while the men are up to dark

ways and vaio tricks.”

:

It appears that Swedenborg is better appreciated in Boston than in uny other city of the
world; at Jeast, the largest Swedenborgiun
church and society is to be found in New England’s metropolis, with 640 members.
We endorse fully the sentiment of the Baptist Weekly that * that Christian man must be

condition of most of our cities and the prevalent attitude of the people toward religious institutions.”

Dr. Cuyler discourses on prayer-meetings, in
the current number of the Independent.
One
of his comments is that * the moment that any
systemof management kills the freedom of the
fumily ‘gathering at the mercy-seat, then the

system should be abated.

A cast-iron rigidity

may be as fatal to the meeting as aimless verbiage.”

The twenty-second

anniversary

of the Ful-

ton street prayer-meeting Was recently observ-

ed in the Middle

Dutch

church, New York.

to

Mr.

and

Mrs.

city on the evening of Sept. 24..
The
tendance was large and the brief exercises

ate
iy.

teresting. “ Home Again” was sung by a select
choir, and the congratulatory remarks to Mr,
and Mrs. M. upon their safe return made by
Rev. G. C. Waterman, which wus responded to

by both of the home-comers in a most Pleasing
manver.

After anothersong a season of han(-

:

shaking and sociality followed.

Denominational Betws,
Subscribe for the Star,
Thisis

Morning

a

good

Star.

time

to

subscribe

for the

The

Anniversaries

are in

session this week, a new impulse will be given
to our work, and the facts and spirit of the
meetings ought to come before the people, so
far as a newspaper can present them. Extra
copies will be published to supply those who
may want them, and it is boped that all who
believe in our Christian work will urge the

Star upon the patronage

of others as a per-

sonal help and a means of more efficient Christian labor.
]
ror

Some one may ask, some one has asked, and

quite recently too, if common fume can

be re-

lied on, why can nota theological student get
on as well without special aid as others, who

pass through an equally extended course of
study, both literary and professional, prepara.
tory to teaching, or for the practice

of law

or

medicine?
My first answer is, that many who attempt a
preparation for these honorable snd useful
professions do not get on, but ‘are obliged to
cut short their studies for the want of means,
and though this Is unfortunate, still not nearly
80 unfortunate as it would be to have those
fitting for the ministry thus disappointed. If
therough discipline and extended knowledge
be important to any class, it is especially so fo
those, who are to have the care

are to unfold to men the riches
edge of Jesus Christ.

of

souls,

of the

and

knowl-

Again, the ministerial profession is far

being a lucrative one.

If it were

from

otherwise,

if it promised an income which would be
sufficient to wipe out a school debt in a reasonable amount of time, I don't believe there is

a young man

with

any

tolerable

degree

of

enterprise, and self-respect, who would not, if
it were possible to raise the means for his ex-

penses, spurn

1810, as siated in a last week's edi-

given

Mosher at the Washington street vestries iy
this

the

from any source.

BRIEF NOTES.
Rev. Dr. Jeremiah Phillips was born in 1812,

The Editor

is out of town at this: writing, but will be jp
his accustomed place in a few days. By the

thought

of accepting

But is it so?

aid
:

I do not know what is the ircoms generally
of our doctors and lawyers, but. I do know

from an observation of fity years or more,
that the men of either profession, who possess fair talents, and who devote themselves

to their calling with anything like

the

try and perseverance necessary lo

every

tor, who

wins

anything

induspas-

like success, either

become rich, or secure a competency

period of age and infirmity.

for

the

They do not as a

class die poor.
Society allows them to make
money by hook or by erook outside of their
profession, if not inside. This is forbidden
the preacher.
And it is well known by fre-

quent aud careful calculations, that

the

age salary of evangelical ministers

is

avermot

of

itself sufficient to afford an ordinary family a

comfortable support.

Now if all this seems to our interrogator too
general and foreign for any special practical
home use, we will come round to where be
lives, by asking whether his church 1s prepared to offer its pastor a compensation sufficient
ly ample for a comfortable . support for himself and fumily, including expenses for books,

travel,

the

entertainment

of company,

&c.,

and withal to enable him to pay off in a reason-

able space of time an old debt

of some

five

to

ten hundred dollars? Wouldn't it be wiser and
better for all of ua to help a little in the meantime, nnd thus enable one not only to complete
the full course, but go to his work measurably

free from pecuniary embarrassment and anxie
ty?

:

But there is another class found in all

theo-

logical schools, whose claim for encouragement and help is little less immediate and im-

perative. I refer tothose'who, by remson of
partial failure of healthy or: supposed entirv
failureof means,are compelled to ' abbreviate
their studies, and make the best of the opportunities left them. Aud others still, who have
Inter in'life yielded to the calls of God, und

find themselves with small families to support.

They feel more painfully than you, or perhaps

I, can realize the need of some preparation for
the work, and are willing to make the effort

and sacrifice, on the ground of the barest
sibility of success

in

it.

Now

the

pos-

churches

wait the coming

of all these,

and the rich

blessings so many

communities

have

already

enjoyed through the instrumentality of such.
Our claims are not extravagant. We are

not asking for thousands, but only for annual

hundreds. "We do not, under the pressure of
other claims on our churches, propose the accumulation of u fund justmow, however desirable a help that might be. It is only a handto-mouth affair. And

will not

each

man

woman, who ¢ondesceads to read these

and

hasty

ekplanations
and suggestions, do just a little,

and do it just now for this: cause, and each
persuade one'other to do the samet-—y, ¥.
PA
RS no
Bh no

Ohio Free Oommunion Association.
The ‘Ohio Free Communion: Baptist Asso-

Among the speakers were Dr, 8. Irenmeus Prime;
and Prof, Thying. There is a peculiar, and, to !| ciation ‘held its eighth session in Rochester,
many, a precious history connected with this commencing Tuesday evening, Sept. Tub, and
closing on ‘Thursday evening following.
daily prayer meeting continuing for so a
Rochester is a fine little town on’ the Cleveyears in that great eity.
land, Columbus, Cincinnati & Indianapolis
Missionaries-huve been laboring for years in Ri R.; about: forty miles south of Cléveland.
Borneo with but little visible encouragement. The Free Baptist church, with which the AsThis’ islind “Contains ‘a population’of about sociation met, is in a highly prosperous condi800,000,000, about ‘equally divided ‘between ton. Rev. C. A. Gleason, their pastor, has
heathéns and Mohammedins.
The Rhenish been but a short time in the ministry, but by
Society has had itd representatives there since his efficiency is giving evidence that hé has not
1825, and two or three of the ‘Church, of Eng- | missed his calling, Their house of worship
land missionaries are also laboring fn that which was formerly owned by the United
field, In man’s sight it sometimes takes a Brethren and Free Baptists jointly, hus recentgreat while for the gospel seed to germinate, | }y been purchased hy our people, and repaired

has long been suspicion ‘of fraud there
and that Secretary Sherman instituted inat etided when a boy, the desk whom are selected not because eminent scanty Christian civilizatioh of Southern’ vestigations, and appoiited commissions
| men, but because skillful political manip- Germany the gambling halls and gar. for the re-valuation of goods, this showed and the truest heroismis found in continuing and improved at jonsiderable
cost, and is now
]
ulators. ' He especially deplores the dens of its chief watering place were closed ‘that Government had been losing more to scatter the seed and abiding the Lord's a beautiful and commodious place of worship,
time,
:
A larger number of ministers than usual, tolack of business men in our national, by legal ‘enactment, why should we here than $10,000,000 a year by undervaluna1f the readers of the Star are as glad to gether with a few sturdy laymen were presets
y, are shown ; likewise the councils, and, in erder to show what such in these centers of our boasted Christian’ tion. These journals have claimed that |
:
wn al
of the sufe return of Mr.Mosher
as the | as delegates.
The good people
Thomas Lucy where he once (men have accomplished, asserts that in light and law hesitate for one moment to these new appraisals were made by men ‘know
office is to see him, they will not be patient un80 came in largenumbers, so that from begin-

Fhe old grammer school where

William

speak

the strangely blinded who can be satisfied with the

ble way the position of practical business
men in American public affairs, showing,
and speaking against the present custom
of committing the public interests too ful-

ly to one class, and that class the lawyers.

to

The trouble

ment was good and well established, so

effect. ** that the horses

for, export,

cities and villages in America and England.
Sr

continue

——THE developments from recent trials

tween

TOPICS.

the late international walking match in
New York, more than a million'of dollars

changed hands, But this is but a drop

But these | papers

both in this country and England go to
show that the practical workings of trial
by jury are not satisfactory, that there
are evils in it which ought to be remedied. The idea of drawing lots to determine whether or not to hang a man is
hardly pleasant. Yet just this thing occurred
at a recent trial in England,
begin to look for the period foretold when
when
the
jury could not otherwise agree.
a nation shall be born in a day.
But when we contemplate Christendom, The affair was disclosed just in time to preour hopes falter, the work here is notthus ‘vent the hanging of the man. No wonprogressing.
The great prosperity at- der that the Euglish people should be
tending missions abroad might
seem moved to a thorough examination of the
sufficent of itself to call forth not only present system and to look for means to
gratitude but renewed consccration and secure intelligent and faithful jorors.
devotion. Just as the outposts of the The recent trial of the parties accused of
enemy are falling and all omens of their the murder of Jennie Clark, in Boston,
utter rout, is this a time for the sturdy shows another evil of the system. The
jury failed to agree. Here is a case
veterans to falter ?
How is it with the churches and denom- where the evidence brought by govern-

chiefs and the ringing cheers of friends and theories penetrate every community,
and partisans, —there is something su- and all are exposed.
perbly picturesque in this which fills
No sincere philanthropist and patriot
one’s sense of beauty, and life and action can be unmoved at the prospect. After
in it of the kind to quicken all the blood all our success as a nation, if this work
in one’s being. Men and women every- of darkness and demoralization goes on,
church, and the elegant buildings occupi- where can understand and appreciate the we shall yet make a wretched failure.
ed by the Bank of Scotland, with the old grand eathusiasm which such a spectacle Our hope under God rests on a sanctified
Cannon-gate
church not far away in evokes,
education and a living, working church.
whose yard Dugald Stewart, Adam Smith,
But this other thing deepening in ghast- If we are saved as a nation, it must be by
the poet Ferguson and others are buried. liness through a whole week, the con: the gospel through its various applianBut we can not enumerate the noteworthy testants vomiting from weakness, their ces. We must have more earnest Chrisbuildings or places of interest here. The eyes blood-shot with agony, their brains tian workers.
monuments are the pride of the city. dizzy with exhaustion—it is a scene reThe churches have a sound faith, genThat to Scott is the finest of them all. It volting to every taste and sense in our erally conveniencies of worship, and the
is a graceful Gothic structure, nearly two humanity.
/
:
ordinances and means of grace. But while
hundred feet high, with statues in the
‘And yet the disgusting, horrible thing a goodly company are sitting beneath the
niches taken from the different works of draws to it witnessing multitudes. They droppings of the sanctuary, where are the
the great writer: Prince Charlie from watch it day and night, noting with an outsiders—the multitudes who rarely see
‘ Waverly,” Meg Merrilies from ‘Guy absorbing interest every detail. The tel- the inside of a church? A fair, circus, or
Mannering,” the ‘* Last Minstrel” playing egraph flashes all the phases of it to ev- theater will draw thousands whom you
the harp, the * Lady of the Lake,” and ery city and village of the land. News- scarcely ever see in a meeting of worship.
George Heriot. ‘+ The monuments to Du- papers fill their columns with “items and
- The masses must be reached. The
gald Stewart, Playfair,
Nelson,
and editorials upon it. Groups of men on the ‘great commision, Go ye into all the
Burns, with the unfinished National corners of streets and in bar-rooms dis- world, and preach the gospel to every
Monument, all on Calton Hill; the Mel- cuss it and swear vigorously over it. It creature, is as applicable to the United
ville monument, and the numerous stat- is the great topic, the one mighty interest Statesas to Asia and Africa. We have
ues to statesmen, heroes, poets and of the week. And one of these senseless something to do besides ourselves enjoyscholars, in different parts of the city, affairs is no sooner over, than another be- ing the means of grace; we must carry
make the place unsually attractive in this gins. The last is followed by one still them to the destitute all around us. A
respect. Amid the gayety of the town there more *‘ grand,” one in which nations and duty not merely
for ministers. We
still remains the old John Knox severity. races are involved and the sympathies of may all be missionaries to rescue the perThe street cars do not run on Sunday,and half mankind are enlisted. The ocean ‘ishing,to invite, exhort, draw men to
in St. Giles’ Cathedral last Sabbath we cable defers its comme:cial reports and Christ. How greatly would God bless

its messages of state to mark off for the

The study,

statute book of every

an increase of one member to a church.
hobbling and staggering round a circle. We fear it is very much the same with

that would have done credit to that stern
reformer himself. ‘Not.a note of instrumental music is allowed in the cathedral,
and the singing, which is performed by a
stiff choir of seven males and seven fe-

later home of the Waverly novelist and

found on the

now

heard a sermon on fighting the good fight

strongholds of patriots and resisted pro-

of the

chants, miners, and farmers.
is true in Canada, and hence

ding affair awaken ?

of his

value

are that merchants understanding the
value of the goods have done the work.

of Mary Queen of Scotts

Robert Bruce, is said to be buried; the
stone-in. the adjoining burying ground
whieh.Seott erected to the memory of Tom

knew nothing of the

of men for the worst of purposes? There
is no need of new Jaw.
Let the one

which is itself memorable as the residence

she gave

who

test as this of the walking match which is
now notoriously sustained by the worst

which:was Sic Walter Scott's delight, and
the broken: pillar where he was accustomed to sit and admire it; the spot beneath

when

break up and destroy such a form of eon-

goods, and raired the ory of injustice,
railing at Secretary Sherman., The facts

sensibility of having competent business
men there, As an argument to prove the
advisability of such a course, the successful career of Mr. John Welsh and others
could be referred to. The introduction
into Congress of a larger commercial ele-

he

found nothing more charming than the
ruins of the old Abbey. Its slender colnmns,
its. grateful Gothic arches, its fragmensof exquisite sculpture, its wreathed
and traceried: capitals, its carved canopies
over the headsof defaced statuettes, and
the ivy-grown, weather-stained walls of
the portion that remains, all unite to make
this une of the finest fragments of ruined
Gothie architecture that can be found in
Its famous East

men

where Washington Irving lived while

But we are leaving too little. space for
Edinburgh. It is a charming city. It is
composed of the old and new portions,
each built upon a ridge, while the intervening valley is converted into the farknown and beautiful Waverly gardens.

that we

We

practical

=

the lead in great beneficent measures during the last half century. In Parliament;
a large proportion are men having’ practical knowledge of business affairs, mer-

ations of our

stayed in the town, and that we could take
our coffee in the room that was his parlor.

let

England

tions of our call at Stratford that we were
quartered at the famous Red Horse inn,

From the window of our hotel, on Princes

porn}

ne

\
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famous and destructive as were the public

If'in the

THE MORNINGST,AT:

the Association for the

Gleason, Recording

ensuing

year, As

Ripley

The

Switzerland

and 8. D. Bates,

W. Martin,

B:

Lash

ize the Indiana Yearly Meeting.

and.J,

consisted mainlyin the consideration of practical questions concerning church and denominational work,

These

questions

were

Ind., was with us who added much to, the in-

-duced by essays, most of which gave evidence
of having been - carefully and well prepared.

terest of the occasion, and was well received.

“The Card System of raising money

Rev T. 8. Grimes from the Sand

for benevo+

lent purposes was heartily - endorsed.
The
claims of our Education Suciety were recogaized.
The practical workings of the
an’s Mission Society duly considered,

Womiand a

vast amount

in the

work

of enthusiasm

evinced

of church extension.

The

building

ciation

of

Separate

corresponding
Christians.

Creek

T. 8. Grime which
powerful.

Yearly

and

Meeting,

a delegate

and

was

timely,

spiritual and
was

a time long to be remembered by those enjoying it, on account ofthe outpouring of the Holy

-cellent sermon on ‘‘ Golden Opportunities,”
and the Professora solid scientific lecture of

Bellevernon, Pa.

Spirit.

debt

pay

the

that

the expenses

the

of their

delegates. The Ohio River Yearly Meeting,
ithe strongest numerically in the State, ‘was not

represented directly, at this session.
Favorable reports from that part of the State were,
however,indirectly received. The expediency
-of merging all the Yeurly Meetings of the Association into one, was suggested,
tion taken. All parties interested

but no acwill please

necded

in our State

good

now.

the Association closed

ministers are

The

with

exercises

of

expressions’

of

gratitudeto the pastor, church and good people of Rochester generally for their hospitality

4nd kindness,

from

the

commence-

The

with a

meeting-house, and

one objectof

was to raise money

to help pay

A small admission fee was charged,

and

Hills, for the removal of the debt on their
meeting-house,
aud one was to open a subseription list in the Star, to receive pledges for
that purpose.
By way of bringing it before
the brethren, I wish to say that a few days
ago I saw au account of the North Ohio Conference of the M. E. church. Pastor McCabe,
who is agent of the church extension society,
was present, and urged his claims for pledges
+-of $1000-from
the ministers-of that conference;
and after having received them said that he

‘Corresponding Secretary to act as a medium
between destitute churches and unemployed

Several more

0. D. Parcu, Cor.’ Sec.

would

be able to build, with those pledges of

$1000, four bouses of worship, on the frontiers.

It occurs to me that the Freewill Baptist ministers of Ohio, Pennsylvania,

and

the

Central

Association of New York, might pledge themselves to raise a certain amount in their fields
of labor, and to stir up a spirit of benevolence
and emulation among the brethren.
I pledge
myselfto be one of fifty,or one hundred,or more

to raise $5.00 each, to be paid within the year,
and forwarded to the church at Bellevernon.
The church there will be greatly embarrassed

o>
>-r-o

was

discouragements.

I would bespeak for him the

«called to order by G. H. Ball, D, D., President.

sympathies and prayers of our Christian broth-

Prayer by Rev. B, Mckoon. The President addressed the Association for a few moments, reviewing its history in the past, and expressing

erhood.
Garettaville, Ohio, Sept. 30th.
GEO. C. BAKER.

"his confidence in its future permanency and
success, Rev. J. H, Durkee was chosen secretary pro tem. The Association proceeded to
enroll the list of delegates,
Visiting brethren
dronf other bodies were invited to a seut in the
Associatjon.
Rev. E. N. Feruald, of Lewis
20n, Me., Winancial Secretary of the Free Baptist be:
lent societies, was given a seat

the delegates.

a
>

Western.
Pennsylvania.

Any

The remainder of the forenoon

months

to 1.30

R"Stone.

wus oc-

», M,, after prayer by Rev.
y

At 1.307:
the Association was called to
<order by the President.
Prayer by Rev. Wm.
Walker.

The

subject

of Home

on

Missions was

then taken up. A paper was read by J. H,
Durkee. . Dr. Ball delivered an address reviewing certain phases of the Home Mission
work, as education, assisting young men to
prepare to preach the gospel,
He urged the
«completion of the Mark’s Professorship in
Hillsdale eollege.
The subject was then open«ed for general discussion, and so interestingly
was the time employed, that, on motion, the

sending

us

Twenty-five

Star three

:

.

in need

of a pastor,

Address, Kennebunk, Me.
~
. The out-look in Maineis hopeful; our ministry is well united; our churches are getting
more

courage;

foundation

principles

are op-

erating themselves; conservatism is gradually
yielding to the progressive element; the people are getting tired of speculation, and seeking
for the blessed truth as it is in Jesus. Benevolent workis being better understood by our
people; the Morning Star is shining brighter
than ever before; all these things to me are
precursors of a better day for Zion in this section. What is most needed. just now is a fresh
baptism from on high upon the ministry and
churches; upon our college in all its depart-

ments, in the noble work it is doing; move real
gospel enthusiasm in all our work for the Mus
ter.
Then God, the living God, who is in the

fered the following resolution :

midst of Zion, will abundantly bless, and

Resolved, That this Association elect a zeneral Home Mission Agent, whose duty shall be

right early.—A. L,

It was also resolved that the several QuarMeetings

in the Association

are

recom-

mended to krrange for three days’ revival meetings in each
bodies.

church

within

their
i

respective
b

Tbe committee to nominate officers then re-

ported.

‘Association proceeded to the election

of officers,

New

_that

Hampshive.'

out a pastor the first of December, as Rev. E.
P. Moulton has engaged with the Rochester
village church; to commence at that date.
His departare, though, after a four years’ pastorate, is a grief to the church....Two were

(The list of officers will appear in: baptized and united
church, Sept. 14
unanimously re-elected President.
Dr.
:

p

Massachusetts.

: Rev. and

‘encouraging and inspiring remarks. He thank.
ed the Association for the ‘confidénce reposed

with the New Durham
:

employed

Sweat;

candidate

College,

as was

expected

attend
by

the

health.

He has turned his at-

to

his

1880, or sooner,

strength, and se,by Sept. 3,
if possible,

he may be able to

from

Sept. 8 to Sept. 25,

is encouraging.

was found without a pastor, and in un languishing condition,
God has graciously reclaimed
the backslidden, and. brought many. of the
Jost to a saving knowledge of Christ. . There
were seventeen accessions to the little church,

only

numbered

sixteen members.

clergyman,

Nine of those

joining the church were heads of families, four
men whose respective ages were 41, 57, 60 and
63. One of these had previously adhered to

the principles of infidelity.

He

stood

up and

exhorted all his associates to come to Christ,
for he had found joy and peace in believing.

ed. On the 25th of Sept., when Bro, Chase
took his departure for Dover church, six stood
up for Christian prayers, and the interest
seemed unabating.
Bro. Chase has taken four
subscriptions for the Star.

the last session of the OxfordQ. M., it
decided to divide the Q. M., as it covered
much territory. ' A committee
of three,
E. J. Doyle, chairman, was appointed to
up a constitution aud by-laws, The

committee, with the delegates from the several
‘churches

within

the bounds

of

‘day, Oct. 5, and received six to the fellowship

‘the preposed

(Continued
next week.)

~

+
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New

York.

* The council called by the F. Buptist church,
| of Fairport, to ordain: Thomas H. Stacy to the
work of the gospel ministry, met at Fairport,

Indiana Yearly Meeting.
The Indiana Y, M. held its first session with
the Zion church, in the Ripley Quarterly Meet~
ing, Sept. 12-14.
This Yearly Meeting was

Sept, 17, at 2 p, M, The council was organized
by chosing Prof. J. A. Howe, of Bates (ol,

and two licensed’ ministérs, brethren “Abbé
and ‘G. Fayette.
This new Q. M. expects to
unite with the Michigan Yearly Meeting at

its

next session. Bright hopes are entertained
from this new departure. Next session of the
Sanilac Q. M. with the Newbury. church, 4th
Sunday in Jan. next.
/
+ Sept. 20, Rev: G. 'B, Cutler’ baptized four
persons, to be added to the Norti
Branch
chureh, making 42 additions to the church

by

per
lege, chairman, and M. J. Kellogg, Clerk. baptism within ten months, .. .. One person
year ago,composed
is
of the | | After hearing from Bro. Stacy his Christian | joined the Lexington church by baptism, |
Sept, 28.
Ripley and Dearborn Quarterly Meetings, It experience. and call to the ministry; a thorough
/

John

Sweat:

HOLLIS
UVA ORSI ~~
_ BUCHU.
2

F Penny

Ri

Forwarded.

\

The Great DIURETIC, and the only preparation
of the kind that in 1873 received at these fairs a

Mrs L Thompson, Topsham Me

NEW ENGLAND AGRICUL*7URAL
FAIR;
STATE

. tt B Owen, Plants Ark.

FAIR, Manchester, N. H.;

MERRIMACK
CO.
* Concord, N. H.

Post-Office Addresses.
E.N. FERNALD (to whom all contributions

REV.

from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
5
Mait may he sent to Miss Libbie Ciltey at the following points: Ames, Oct, 12th, care of Rev, J. M. Langworthy; Smyrua, Oct. 19th, care of Rev. G. G. Foster,
‘Smyrna; Chenango Co, N.Y .; Phoenix, Nov, 2, care
of Rev. J."H. Durkee: North Parma, Nov. 23, care of
Rev, C. A. Hilton,
Mall sent atany time to Phoenix,
care of Rev,l, H, Durkee, willbe immediately forwarded. Constitntions for Church Mission Societies, also
fir Yearly and Quarterly Meeting Mission Societies,
together with a card of fnstruction. may be obtained
by applying to Miss Libbie Cilley,or Rev.J. H. Durkee,
Corresponding Secretary Central Association.
412¢

an

865.51 © 164.3¢
SILAS CURTIS,

Concord, N. H.

ceived

the sanction of medical men of high distinc.

tion, and the warm endorsement of sufferers from
diseases of the bladder and kidneys, who have
experienced its wonderful curative
Hic?
Ask
our druggist for * HOLLIS? EXTRACT
UVA
URSI ANDBUCHU,” and you will secure
the best remedy

for weakness

urinary organs of either sex.

ofauy

Cottage

church,

its last session

Sept.

13,

14.

A

with

good

Sold generally.

ready.

12mo.

Price $1.00.

Boston, 1, LOTHROP & CO.,Publishers.

111.05
Treas.

RA
13) p!

churches.
dedicated

a commodions

stands

house of worship

which

73 Randolph Street,
CHICAGO.

as

a beacon light in the midst of an intelligent’ and
thrifty community. Rey.LP.Coats is doing a noble
work for them and seems to is highly apprecia d.
Threé happy converts were hipt)zed on Saturday.
Sabbath Schools are

flourishing throughout the

M. Rev. —. Short, of Ellington,
and MW. Spencer
preached,
M. W. SPENCER, Clerk pro tem, )

& CLAYTON

Q. M.—Held

CASH

Next term

will

be held

with

its last

the

Delhi

church

at their meeting house in the Bay settlement, Nov.
N.

Wi BIXBY,

Clerk.

MONTCALM Q.M-—Held its last session in Greenville,Sept. 19—21.
There is no organized church in
hope soon

to organize a church,

day before the first Sabbath in January.

W. H. SmitH,

Clerk.

6000

-copies.

And Numerous)

Ladies,
Simsiles

$530

more

A. Burdette Smith

NEW YORK CITY.

Send one stamp for our “8Txe Catalogue.

8440

FOR SALE.

TO

$3200

A

Students

and

wanted

for

+¢

The Subscriber offers for sale .

HIS

FARM,

Situated in Veazie Village, four miles from Bangor, containing 100 Acres of Excellent Land
comparatively new, beautifully located and well
watered. Has about

200

APPLE

TREES,

Just beginning
to bear. Cuts between 50 and 60
Tons of Hay, and with smal expense can be made
to cut 100 Tons, A commodious

TWO

Fall and

STORY

HOUSE,

of AUTOGRAPH

ment. = Barn 40 by 60 feet, cl

REV.

3t40

A. W. REED,
VEAZIE, ME.

CIRCU-

TEIIS

NEW

PROCESS.
Business

ipboarded and paint-

TRUSS

for Gentlemen,

or even Children, both in making
Fac
and selling . apparatus.
Inquire
(with

stamp) of
A

W.

36tf

C. CONANT,

,» 87 Park Row, New York. :

Casewll's

*

Melinda

Pills

a Sure

Cure

for

CONSTIPATION.

These pills are purely vegetable, being madeof

the resinoids, or active
Plants which investigation
ost reliable and specific
Liver and Biliucy organs.
unsurpassed;

safe

their work,

and

with: |

BACK.

tance to every

sub,

to,

ness,

Head

'@

Piles, Rhen-

™

Co . ~

in

causing

in the

oh

2

uc he, s Dizzimatic and Neu

:

ness in all parts of the body, Sallow and Eruptive
Skin, Indigestion, Jaundice, Biliousness,
Colds,

mail and
SWELL

Co., Boston, Proprietors.

H2VATIRE

2

The man
turers received a special
the only medal given for porous plasters at th
Centennial Exposition, 1876, atthe
Paris” Ez

aed
.

1y3

ULTER & COv, Chicaga1d.
in the

k

Perfumed
Chrome &e, cards, name on, 10a, 42 Mixed cards
la fine Pocket wnife, 250, Autorraph Album 0c. Game Aue
thors, 15e, 85 Fun cards 10c, Clinton Bros. Clintonville. Ct,

si

26teow3s

Their great merit lies in the fact that they arc
the only plasters which relieve pain at’ once
‘(1
Every one suffering from
{

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

Bells of Pure Uonper and Tin for Churehies
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULLY
WARRANTED, NL aiglogne sent Free,

Weak

VANDUZEN

vl

EK

:

A YEAR and exp
aine,

:

ih travel, labor or
ay
impor-

| | Suppressions, ete. Send 25 cents by
Ta box. For sale by all druggists.
J

THE INTESTINES
JUST
AS A PERSON
A Eniandac Vib or WOULD
WITH THE

bowels,

ralgic Pains; Disagiosabls Breath, Pains and Sore:

BACK.

Back, (old on the Chest, Coughs, or an)
tocal pain or ache shonld use Benson's Cap:
sine'Porens Plaster and be relieved at once.
Price 25 Cents. Sold by all Druggists.
4141

in.

sure

out

or interfering with Fadetd
diet. They are of 8

Benson's Capeine Porous Flaster.
Overwhelming evidence of their superiorit
ver all ‘other plasters.’
'It id everywhere rec.
mmended by Physicians, Druggists and

principles of those
has proved to be the
for all diseases of the
Forfamily use they are

pain or uneasiness

iid
>

or

16 ¥. 14th St.,

YORK.

Teachers,

A Sure and Agreeable

We call the especial attention of our readers to
the advertisement of Mrs. Cotton in andthér col
umn under ghis head, Mra, Coton, is one of our
most successful Bee-keepers.
'
Stal

Back,

few

See our Styles and test our Patterns.

(or 10cts.)

LARS, Notices, Music, Official and Legal Papers, and MMS, of any kind. A Novel, Simple
an

Honey Bees.

Lame

A

is sure to

INSTANT
|
FAG SIMILE

1

Rheumatism,

the front

ed with basement.
An INEXHAUSTIBLE SUP PLY OF MUCK within ten rods of the barn.
This
Farm will be sold ata Great Bargain, one-half
down, balance on time if desired.
For further
particulars inquire of

Beatty Pianos and Organs.
Those who wish to purchage a Piano or Cabinet
Organ should not fail to send to: Fon. DANIEL, F,
BEATTY, of Washington, New Jersey, for his lat.
est circdlar, See his advertisement.

{

of

Winter Work. ' Send stamp for circulars. E. B,
TREAT, 805 Broadway, New York.
13t36

a
~~

osition; 1878.

Agents,

PERFECT

Press.

ping

ority of ladies.—Pattern,
it, mailed FREE on receipt of address and 3 stamps

Containing Eleven Finished Rooms, all in good
repair, nearly new.
Carriage House with base-

Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H,

WEAK

NEW

200 eminent authors, elegunt illustrations and

z
Fri-

Business Hotrces.

\ LAME

esigns which
rance, either

_- artistic binding make 1t a welcome guest in
every
home. Iutroduction by Theo. L. Cuyler, D.
D. "Complete outfit and terrritory, $1.
The new editions and reduced prices of our
Standard, Illustrated, Religious, Historical, Agricultural and Medical Works, with best terms and
‘quick sales, are reasons why LIVE agents coin
money in their sale. A single agent has sold over

as there are

quite a number of F. Baptists in the town,
Next session with the Crystal church,

Getters’-up of Clubs get one cop fora year free.
Sample Copy to show, mailed for 3 stamps.

SEASON.

Ladies, introducing our NEW BOOK.
Its
unrivaled contents of Prose and Poetry by

the place, but we have built’ a neat little house of
worship, dedicating it on Sept. 21, free from debt.
We

b Coton 1 Ye for ®3.00.— Only 60 cents each.

10 Copies 1 year for #5.00.— Only 50 cents each.

76 East Ninth St.,

:

BUSINESS

month for

Q.

segsiom at Yoiga City.. Eld.
H. Gifford was moderator. Eld.
L.E. Bixby preached the opening
cense
sermon. Bro. John Ni L. Rogers received
to_preach the gos el.
;
28—30.

COMING

One year, post-paid, 81, >

SE REDUCTION TQ CLUBS
IMMEN
2 Copies 1 year for 81.50.— Only 75 cents each.

BIGLOW & MAIN, Publishers.

report

by letter and delezates from all the
This church and society have Yoceutiy

THE

|!

_- Revised edition. By Rev, N. ADams, D. D. Now

BY H. R. PALMER,

FOR

u

EVENINGS WITH
THE DOCTRINES.

HE SOVEREIGN,

the

the

An Important Work.

ADVERTISEMENTS

BOOK

CHAUT. Q. M.—Held

of

Fifty Cents a Bottle.
4141

;
\
In Portsmouth, N, H..8 ent. 28, by Rev. E Owen, Mr.
Alvah Hovt, of Newburvport, Mass , and Abbie E. Perkins. of York, Me.—Oct.1., Mr.John W. Seward and
Miss Annie V. Downing, both of Kittery.
+
In Pertsmouath, N.H:, Oct.2, at the residence of the
bride's father, by Rev. D. B, Murray, assisted by Rev,
E.Owen, Mr. Horace B Parker, of Kittery, Me., and
Miss Lizzle M. Brackett, daughter ef E, F. Brackett,
Esq.
In Oo ville, R J., Sept. 23,by
Rev.A.L, Gerrish
ns Henry B. Johnson and Miss
Ednah V, French, all
of
In Lynn, Mass.
June 25th, by Rev. A.P. Tracy, Mr,
Genrge M. Pike
#d Miss Addie Dudley.—~July 2, John
B.Emery and Maria I. Tutt.
y
1n Boston.Somerset Street church,Sept. 24, Mr. New=
ell F. Clark and Miss Ruth E. Logan, both of Boston.
In Rutland,
O. Sept. 23, by Rev. S, H. Barrett, Mr.
William L. Rice and Miss Annette M, Giles, both eof
Rutland.

with
sed-

kind

Price

Married

M. were

FAIR,

Purely vegetable, and composed
of several
standard remedies used by regular physicians. in
their practice, this preparation has long since re-

Benevelent
Societies.
September Receipts,
FM.
H. M
Ed Soc.
Reported in Star,
O«tober 1,
78943
13633
110.18
Bible School Fund,
68.1
River Raisin QM, Mich..
11.26
Rerry Hilleh, O,
12.00
Greenwood, Pa,.
2
2.00
Belknap Q MN. H.,
1.75
17
87
D. Anna Scribner, Lake Vilinge,
N.H,
1.00
A.M.
*
5.00
Rev. B,P. Parker,Cand
ia, N.H. 130

Consecrat-

Q.

|

COMPOUND FLUID
EXTRACT OF

| BY MAIL.
J E Clark, Frost Station O =

Rev. I. J. Wilkins; Right Hand of
Rev. I. J, Wilkins; Charge,by Rev.
Benediction by the candidate.
with the Toledo church, Sept. 29—
H. H. WITHINGTON, Clerk.

s

Michigan.

At
was
too
Rev.
draw

New York.

a

Books

enerally well represented. Rev. J. J. Hull and
ev. C.B. Waller from the Wanpun Q. M. were
present and helped to administer the truths of the
Gospel to the peopl». - Bro. Geo. W. Town of the
Kond Dn Lac church was licensed by request of
the ‘eharch to preach the yospel. Collection
for the Mprelgn Mission, on the Sabbath, was fourteen dollars.
Next session will be held with the South Prairie
church, Nov. 14.
:
G. MANSFIELD, Clerk

It ""DRLAWARE

was a solemn, weeping and rejoicing time.
Thirteen were added by baptism, three ‘of
whom, heads of families, had been sprinkled

by a Presbyterian

Perry—C

& CO.,

805 BROADWAY,
5

Mou 'ton~—

Plumnier—H M

CHURCH

66 WrsT FOURTH ST.,
Cincinnati, O. :

Bids fair to outstrip all competiters. The concise and practical
of instruction, the superior
AROOSTOOK Q. M—Held its session with the methods
treatise on Voice Culture, the variety and
' Blaine church, sept. 26—28. Most of the churches
were reported by letters.
A good interest is felt
excellence of its material, all combine to
‘In the di
nt churches. ( (one, new: one he
make 'it the most useful work offered for
ing received
into the Q. M. from the town of
Musical Cond
y and all
Easton. ' Meetings well attended and of 1ieep in- | Teachers,
singing
people,
193 large
Pages,
im
térest to the hearers. Revs. 8. Taylor (rom the
Province and ¥. H. Bubur, of the
Houlton Q. 'M,,
beautiful style. Only $7.50 per dozen;
added much to the interest of the meetings, ’
}
Next session with the Ft. Mirfield church, Dec, ‘73 cents each by mail. BE SURE TO EXAMINE ITT BEFORE YOU SELECT
A
26, at 2, P. M.
L.V, TOWLE, Clerk.

Bro! Chase held a series of meetings with ‘the
1st Curthuge church, Meigs Q: M: ‘Che church

which

Study or Notation.

“First Years in Song-Land”

JOHN

White -C E Ward—E I) Wade,

By request

son.was enjoyed, the chuvches of the

commence the theological course at Hillsdale,
The report of his work since he began traveling,

»

H McA llister—=C A

prized.

FoxD DU LAC Q. M.—Held its last session
the Boultonville churéh Sept.5th, 1879. A

We ‘are inis

Appointments.

G Shurtiess M M Staples—M P Stockwell—=N Smith—
N Shawler—R A Sims—E B 8eavey—L Thompson—J R
Tavior-D A Winsor L Wiliams -C Wood—-G L

LISBON Q. M.—Held its last session with the
church at Whitefield. The churches were well
repre-ented by delegates’
and Conference harmonions. Bro. D. Batche llexr wus with us as
Delegate from Sandwich Q.V.,whose presence was
highly appreciated. Some add itiens reported from
some of the churches since the last session.
}
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

Supt. of the

formed that Rev. C. Hisey, of Waynesville,
suffering from a paralytic stroke.

¢

“ Recitations.
“ Special Occasions
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

—~L H Pags—M § H Rogers—C A Rider ~D M Stuart—

president, Miss Fauuy Moulton,

Sermon, by Rev.

ing
prayer, by
Pellowshi , by
I. J. Wilkins :
next session
23.

county gives

as

For Imitation.

Allen, Long & Savage—G E Allbee—~D F Beatty—
G A Burgess ~1 F Bachelder—A D Bryer—W H Brown,
C J Chase—~A P Conunt—J G Clark-C Cass—C T D
Crockett—R Cooley—C L_Chovey—=J H Durkee—dJ H
Dexter -—G W Dobler-C C Foster—A A Fogg—EN
Fernald
-W C Frochley--J Given—G H
Hubburd=J J
Hall-'N 8 Hyden-J B
Holton—D Jackson—J G Kena~
8
ugee—A Libby—A Lamb -

amined for ordination by a Committee of three,
who reported favorably, and the ordination was
a
with in the following order : Reading of
Scripture by Rev.1.J. Wilkins;
Prayer,by Rev.John

i= confidently expected that the high esteem in
which Bro. B. is held, will enable him to so
outrun the strength of the ticket as to secure
his election...
We are pleased to state that
Rev, A Jones, of Marion, is almost entirely
recovered from his recent severe .illness<...
Rev. J. A. Sutton, pastor of the Berwick

been

* A well-ordered, interesting aud éorefully graded
course of elementary lessong, and a generous supply of good, attractive
;

Money Letters Received.

un.

Missionary Society

in harmony.

Day Schools
and Juvenile Classes.
BY GEORGE F. ROOT.

of the Bovina church Bro. V. H. Raymond was ex-

Mrs. KE. W. Porter gave a supple- 4 Q. M., met with the Lexington church, and
reception to the little folks of their organized the Sanilic Q. M. Rev. u. B. Cut-

was ligtened to by the congregation with. evi- ‘of the church—one by letter. Both churches
are epjoying a very pleasant and growing redent appreciation:
i»
Fits
hen
:
;
‘
J. H. DURkER, Cor Seo, .! digious interest.

The

business was transacted

mentary
in him, and pledged himself anew to the work. congregation, Sept. 20. The little people had a ler was appointed clerk of the new body. 'The
Then adjourned to 7.30 , s., after prayer. by very enjoyable gathering.....Rev, E. W, Por- oes forming the new Q. M. dre taken
Rev. H. B. Loomis
sis ses
wild
ter, pastorof the Paige Street church (Lowell),
om the number formerly comprising the,
At 7.30 Po My; 8 good audience assembled to ‘baptized three candidates, Sunday, Oct.6, and Oxford Q. M., viz., North Branch, Newbury;
listen to a sermon by Rev, E. N. Fernald, of gubsequently welcomed them to the fellowship
Burnside, Lexington, Zion, Koylton and OlLewiston, Me. Bro, Fernald choose for a text, of the church. ...Rev. G. 8, Ricker, of the, Mt. ivet churches, = Tt contains three ordained
Vernon (Lowell) church, baptized four, Sun- ministers? ' Revs. Tree, Warren and Cutler;
St. John:20:21.., It: was’ an’ able and earnest
appeal for sacrifide for the cause of Christ, atid

greatly

SO

teld church,

D

AN
L
C
N

PUBLISHED BY

TAMA Q. M.—Held its last session with the Oneida church, May 30—June 1. The churches were
nearly all represented by letter or delegates. All

There are three standing candidates ' for bap=
tism, and we believe many others are awakens

The church at North Barnstead is without a
pastor, but is hoping to secure the labors of
Rev. John George, recently from Amesbury,
who has supplied them for several Sabbaths.
«wesOur church at Alten Corner will be with-

the printed Minutes.) - Rev. G. H. Ball, D. D.,

Ball, iy accepting
the office, made some very

Though this (Marion)

may add

time was extended thirty minutes.
"At the
close of the discussion Bro. G. W. Knapp of

to act as a medium of communication between
pastorless churches and churchless pastors;
also an agent in each Yearly Meeting to co-operate with the general Home Mission Agent. .

be used.

bis declining

Rev. B. D. Newell is at liberty to correspond
with any country church

Iabors we

At2 p.m. the Women’s

couvened.

for State Senator, but most politely refused,
not wishing to enter the political arena. But a
succeeding political convention, in his absence,
gave him the unanimous. nomination for rep-

tention to visiting weak churches in the Onio
River Q. M., with the hope that’ the out-door
travel and exercise which the work requires,

Maime.

o ganized

explained the object of the meeting, then read

ored President of Ridgeville (Ind.) college,was

become

b

1st and 2d of Nov.

)

Free,

n, New Jersey, |

Miss Libble Cllley has been engaged hy the Central
Association, to visit churches, as follows: Sunday, |
Oct. 12, Ames: Monday. 13th,
Wash ington Mille; Tues.
day 14th,
Unadilla Forks: Thursday, 16th, Columbns
Is far superior to any of its predecessors, and outQuarter;
unday, October 19th, A. M., Smyrna, P, M.,
strips all competitors, 216 pages in beautiful style.
lies Tuesda?, 21st, Oxford; Thursday, 23d, sher
Be sure to examine “ FIRST YEARS IN
burn: Sunday,
26th, A.M . German; P.M, Willet; Fridap, lst, Fabius;
Sunday, Nov.2, A. M.. Gilbert's Mills:
SONG=LAND”
before you select a boo
P. M. Phoenix; Tuesday, Nov. 4th, North Scribua;
for the fall and winter session.
Thursday, 6th, Philadelphia; Sunday, November 9tli,
"Price, 50c. by mail; $5.00 per doz. by express.
Nprague’s Corners: Tuesday, Lith, Dickinson Center;
Specimen pages now ready and sent K EE on
Tuesday, Nov, 18th, Penfield: Thursday, 20th, Walapplication.
worth, Sunday, 24d, North Parma and Clarkson.

A. M. was devoted to business of eonter-

ence.

and demands of this advanced
and enlightened
age....Rev. 8. D. Bates, of Marion, the hon-

friends and brethren of Meigs Q. M., owing to

Eastern.

‘I'he cnurch was

Wheelock Q. M. whose

Saturday

of the youth are entrusted, more fully feel the
pressing responsibilitywhich rests upon them in
giving to the rising generation that education
which will be commensurate with the progress

to

Clerk,

JOEL SPOONER, Clerk,

Central Association

PIA

Recus,
& Nook
]
£
:
ew
r sent
¥,

EA rs"
Y
T
S
FIR

church,

W. I, NOYES, Clerk,

WASHINGTON Q. M,, BI

STANSTEAD Q. M.—He'd its last session with the
1st Hatley church and was a season ol’ move than
usual interest. We were favored with the presence
of Rev. H. A. Milliken as Cor. Mes.
from the

equipped institution of learning. "May our pa-rents, and those to whom the care and training

most solicitously urged

Clerk,

Tongue

&duress DAN L, F. BEATTY, Washin:

+

ing Friday evening, Oct 31st.
W. PARKER,
Clerk.
"CORINTH Q. M., West Corinth, Ogctober 17th=19th
CHESTER DICKEY, Clerk,
York (o.Q. M,; Lyman, Nov. 5th and 6th.
:
1
d
P. SMITH, Clerk.
CHEMUNG Q. M,, will be held at Mi. Washington,
commencing
October 10th.
CHARLES RUNDLE, Clerk,
GENESEE Q, M.. Bethany church, eommencing
Oct,
17, at 2p, Mm,
V
E.8. 8SmiTH, Clerk,
ARHTABULA Q.M., will hold its next session with
the church fn Pierpont, Oct, 24, commencing with a
sermon by J.B, Page, at 7 P.M.
E.H HIGLEE, Clerk.

Clerk.

esscy on Mission Work in 1ndia. Ths was followed by extracts of letters from missionaries and
speeches from several persons present; arbi
wuich a collection was taken up amounting
to
Prof. D. M. Fisk bas been visiting many of over seventeen dollars. At this session
Bro.
our Ohio churches, in the interest of Hillsdale Laroy Bean received a license to preach one year.
May the Lord of the harvest raise up more laborCollege. He is a worthy young man, of large
ers and thrust them into the vineyard.
:
A. A. WOODMAN, Clerk.
ability, and represents a worthy and well |

Hillsdale

. “Wlinisters and Churches.

(GORDON,

Ohio.

Rev. C. J. Chase has decided not to

trial.

were

«cupled in listening to and discussing the reports
-of the Treasurer and Corresponding Secretary.

Adjourned

person

cents may have the Morning

A.

werd mad
iu meeting the brethren and sisters
in that place and having extended fo u., whose
pleasure it was to meet witn them, so cordial a reception, The place was made glorwus by the
Presence and
power of the Holy Spirit. We were
vored with the presence of clght ordained mioisters. The business was done harmoniously and
to good effect. Elder O. K. Baker presented the
claims of yur Home Mission cause as F. Bapists
in (he State. Something hud veen done and much
more needed to be don:. Atour last Y. M., the
cause of Missions was Drought phomiasnely before the conference and ably discussed and a
com.
mittee ckosen to canvass the State and adopt
some plan by which hd woudl cause might receive
a new impetus: Rev.
H. Moxum, who is
general agent of the Educational Society in the 8
to
raise junds to wipe out the heavy debt which has
80 long crippled the influence and efficiency of
Wilton Collegiate lustitute. ‘he fifteen minutes
8
h was not without effect, Fifiy dollars was
pledged on the spot by the new church with a lit
tle outside help. May the church live long to enjoy the blessiug of giving in so good a cause.
We
commend Bro. Moxom tu the hearts and pockets
of our good brethren throughout the State. He
has dove nobly but needs encouragement in the
wa of liberal subscriptions,
he December term of the Q. M. will be held"
with the Geuesee church of which further notice
will be given.
HIRAM CHAMPLIN, Clerk.

therefore,
Resolved,
That we will meekly
bow to
Fleaven’s high will and kiss. the rod
and the
hand of Him who hath appointed it; hoping
and trusting that his mantle may fall on some
‘one who will prove alike faithful.

public schools, at Green Camp.

introduced; and addressed .the Association.
“The President briefly responded. A ~ommittee was appointed to nominate a Board of Offi-

was

conversion of some sinners. The pastor, Rev.
C. Cook, has baptized several within a few
weeks past,

church, has

Revs. W. A. Belden

and A. B. Chamberldin, of the Disciples

terly

farming country.

some five hundred Demdcratic majority, yet it

. At ten o'clock, the association

' G.

der the labors of H. J. Brown the past winter. We

it may be that something is being done; if so,
all the better.’ Let me say, Bro. Hills is pa-

under trials and

‘

Cedar Rapids & Northern R. ®., in a beautiful

(Continued from last week.)

tiently and earnestly working

:

:

Conference Oct. 3l, atl P.M,

WATERLOO (lowa) Q. M.—Held its Sept. session
with the south Hazelton church,on the Burlington

Rev, H, N. Plumb informs us that he has
recently held revival meetings in Elton, resulting in the awakening of the church and the

resentative, and he hus consented that his name

Stevens.

W.

with which Fair:

until they are relieved of their indebtedness.
Not having seen the Star since I came home,

The hour from 9 to 10 A. M., Wednesday,
was

«cers.

effort in thought and finish
port has been favored.

Oentral Association Notes.

spent in a devotional service, led by Rev. T. A.

among

listened to, from first

attention, and declared by

good judges (outside the F'. Bs.) to be the best

posed in conversation by brethren Bryant

take notice that it is a part of the duty of the
ministers.

= It was
rapt

The following preamble and resolution were
ing, that no meeting for twenty years had been passed at the last session of the Washington
wa
held by the Freewill Baptists that had done Q. M.:
Whereas,in the dispensation of things,we, as
them so much good, and given them an influence for good, as the one above mentioned. I a Q. M., have been suddenly called of late to
part by death with our venerable and very
eltrust it may be the beginning of better days in derly
Father Smith Rogers; he who had
for
that field of labor where Bro.Hills is laboring,al- some 44 years been a pioneer in this new and
most alone, and the work begun be carried for- western country ; who has traveled over more
ward.
1shall cherish many pleasant memories hills and mountains,and through more valleys,
and who had preached more sermons, who
of the kindness and hospitality ef the brethren, -had seen more souls converted and. churches
of the pleasant acquaintances I made among organized, and who had attended more Quarthem, and most earnestly commend them to terly Meetings in this time than perhaps any
and
God, and to the word of his grace, “ which is other minister of ours in the same time;
though he was not a member of this
Q. M.,
ible to build them up, and give them an inher- at the time of his death, yet he had formerly
itance among all them that are sanctified by heen a member for many yeurs ; and whereas
sympathy and affection no hearts
fuith in Jesus Christ,” I wish to say further in feeling that in
held him in higher esteem than ourselves,
this connection, that several plans were pro-

been removed by death from our

Yearly Meetings

its

last, with

of this tarried several nights during the meet-

ranks during the year, resolutions expressive
of our uppreciution of their worth, and our

as practicable, and recommended

and its work.

and a boarding tent was kept by the church,
and after paying expenses, from two to three
hundred dollars were raised to pay on the debt.
It was said by a friend, with whom the writer

.State for money und notes toward the endowanent fand,
aie?
Revs. 1. Z. Haning, J. F. Tufts and D. V.

future meetings as nearly central in the State

en

the debt.

Jment fund of $2600. It is proposed to increase
‘his to ut least $50,000 as speedily as possible,
and with this end in view, the Executive Board
“has employed the Rev. A. M. Simonton, as

sympathy for their bereaved families were
adopted.
The Association resolved to hold its

present

of fu-

GQ, W.MAYHRW,

L1sBON Q. M. Lisbon church, the

ROCHESTER 2 M.—Held its last session at East
Kendall, N. Y. Sept. 12-14. Rey. J. B. Randall,
pasion of the church, was elected chairman, All
he churches are now 2ubplied with pastors, und
their reports to the Q.
M. were hopeful. A wel
comeof gladness was given by the pastor and
churches
to Rev. T. H. Stacey who has r.cently
been ordained and assumed tue pastorate of our
church at Fairport
Through the energetic labors
of Rev. J.B; Randall our church at East Kendall
have built a Son! parsonage free from debt, which
will add to their strength und Jive a home feeling
to their pastor. Oa account of the busy season
and the heavy rain on the Sabbath, the attendance
was small.
Sermons were preached by brethren
R. Martin, G. Donnocker, (of the Monroe Q. M.)
H. Whitcher, C. B. Hart, T. H. Stacey, C. A.
Hilton, J. Kettle; and tue 8. 8. Address wus
delivered by Isaac Hyati. Collection for mission
10.34. The next session to be held. at Fairport.
iram Whitcher was appointed to preach the
opening sermon and J.
M.C randall to deliver the
| 8. 8. Address.
Isaac HYATT, Clerk.

ance with his theme; ‘which was the ministry
to

at Bellevernon is encumbered

the meeting

made for the church in that city for the ensuding year. Tne Association bas a small endow-

Ross, having

been

feel hopeful

i

F. H. PECKHAM,

session),

by ‘Eider J H. Culley;

|

In the forming this relation of pas-

tor and people, the church

Clerk.

state some things in reference to it.

for Home Mission work in the Association, a
«conditional appropriation of $500 having been

canvass

D. A. TUCKER,

church

Crandall; address to

{

/ 110

HOULTON Q. MI. meets w ith the 1st Hodgdon

Ociober 1012,

llome, again to contend in the battle of

life.

ture success, and are girding themselves for
usefulness by larger consecrationto the Master.
The sermon by Prof. Howe, was a fine, scholarly production, and showed large acquaint-

ment to the close of the camp-meeting at Bellevernon, it may not be out of place for me to

Springtield is now the main objective point

to

culture,

EL",

Nellie M. Phillips, our missionary elect to In-

J. M.

A

en

granted license to Bro. Larowell, to preach;
enjoyed a good time with the brethren, and re-

to his charge fresh from the school, and with
high testimonials in relation to character and

a

JudgeC. B. Mills and Prof. D. M. Fisk of
Hillsdale College, being present, were pressed
into service, the Judge giving us, in addition
to his words of counsel and good cheer, an ex-

«ia, was also present, and on Thursday evening gave usa thrilling lecture on Foreign Misgions. The work of Miss Phillips among the
churches of the Association was highly comanended,as was also her decision to tke a
thoreugh course of medical instruction before
.goingto India. A fraternal communication,
Aull of wise counsel, was received from Rev. J.
Phillips, late of India, who is now receiving
medical treatment in Cleveland.

the Q. M., organized

choir, and benediction by the candidate, The
service was in all respects highly pleasing, and,

appointed.

The meeting on Sabbath night

Having

of the

the people, Rev. J. Butler; ahthem by the

Asso-

The preaching was by Rev. Asa Prince and

supreme purpose of the Association.

expects

| fellowship, Rev.

As we are in an isolated position

letter was written

great merit on the testimony of chemistry in
favor of the Mosaic account of creation. Miss

clerk; reading

ba

the Lord. Wo received pl new church into

dall; charge, Rev. H, Whitcher; right hand of |torned

it was resolved to open correspondence with

of

the

"A revival meetin

ORGAN BEATTY

“Quarterly Meeting Notloes:
¢ OWEGOQ. M, Rome,
O0ti 24~26,

:A
5 $

KW URGANS
Nop,
t Golden
Knee ~wells, Walnut Case, wi
New Pianos, Stool, Cover
yon huy ha jnra to write me. gn

gress for two or three ‘weuvks, The Peaple i
WHEELOCK Q. M. West Charleston church, October
came anxious, and quite a number turned t10 | 124-26
instend of Wieeloek: Hollow. a8’ arranged last

ig

Scriptures, Rev. J. M. Crandall; sermon, Prof.
J. A. Howe; Ordaining prayer, Rev. B. Run-

Baptists was received as a

the Northern Indiana

| LOONEY SPRING Qf. M/—Held its Tast Session |

ith the church at De Soto. The meeting was
a pleasant one, and the churches were
1

messenger from that body of we think, satisfactory to all, Bro. Stacy comes

«churches in places where they will count
most for God and humanity is evidently the

aravelling agent, who

of the Minutes, by

tion was not very large especially from Dearborn Q. M. Rev. Asa Pierce from Ridgeville,

intro-

t

The following is the order observed in the exercises: Invocation, Rev, C. B. Hart; reading

As the Zion

church is 80 far from some of the churches, and
the weather being very inclement the delega-

The exercises of the Association

evening was,

Botices and Bppointments,

Quarterly ¥eetings,

designed as the time. of, the service, when
a urge congregation metto listen to the same, a

The Executive Committee consists. making six churches in the Q. M.,it was
of the Pres., the two Secretaries and Treas, to~ thought best to divide theQ. M., and re-organTreasurer,

‘gether with R. J. Poston, J.

Seven o'clock of the same

—

'

and extended examination was had, which was
highly: sntisfuctory’to
all concerned, and it was |’
unanimously voted to proceed with his: orditia- |

Quarterly

idence church which belonged to the ((hio) tion,
Miami Q. M. uniting with the Ripley Q. M., |

Secretary, OQ. D. Patch,

Corresponding. Secretary

Q. Ms.

Meeting, having lost its visibility and the Prov-

A,

:

LUNDISHIAO ..dNOY¥3ILING,,

was formerly composed of the Switzerland and

ning to end the attendance was good.
R. A.
Davis, of Lenox, O,, was chosen. President of

i

en

OVERSKIRT.

Then

A

“SUTTERCUP”

i

VA

& TIFT,

1

Cincinnati, O.
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Poetry.

softly, dear sir, I saw a gray head fartively wipe away a tear the.other day,Chambers’ Miscellany in his haud, and only a

- TRUE BLESSEDNESS,.

love story which touched his heart.—The

It is not blessedness to know that thou thyself
art blessed ;

True joy was never yet by

one,

nor

yet by

but

only

to the

two, possessed.
Nor to the many is it given,

all,
The joy that leaves one heart unblessed
be for mine too small;

would

For when my spirit most was blessed, to know
another grieved

.

‘Would take away the joy from all that
self received.

I my-

Nor would I seek to blunt that pain, forgetung
others’ woe;

From knowledge, not from

want

of thought,

true blessedness must grow.

For blessedness, I find

this

earth of ours

then no place,
‘Where still the happiest man
brother’s grieving face.

must

is

meet his

And only in one thought I find the joy I never
miss,
In faith to know all grief below will grow to
final bliss.
And he who holds this faith will strive with
firm and ardent soul,
And work out his own proper good in workmg for the whole.
wah
God only sees this perfect good, the way to it
is dim;
God only, then, is truly blest, man only blest
in him.

—=Ruckerts Wisdom of the Brahmins.
4

OHRIST AND THE LITTLE ONES.
¢ The Master has come over Jordan,”
Said Hannah, the mother, one day;

¢¢ He is healing the people who throng Him,
With a touch of His finger, they say.

And now I'sball carry the children,
Little Rachel, and Samuel, and John:
1 shall carry the baby Esther,
For the Lord to look upon.”
. The father looked at her kindly,
But he shook his head and smiled :

¢ Now, who but a doting mother
‘Would think of a thing so wild?
If the children were tortured by demons,
Or dying of fever, ’twere well;
“Or had they the taint of the léper,
Like many in Israel.”

Or waited His touch or his Word,
Through the row of proud Pharisees listening,
She pressed to tue feet of the Lord.
“ Now,why should’st thou hinder the Master,”
Said Peter, “ with children like these?
Seest not how from morning till evening,
He teacheth, and healeth disease®’
Then Christ said, “ Forbid not the children,
Permit them to come unto me!”

and

Ransom.

scenes.

gone. *“* What'did he say?” «Shall I
tell you?” she replied to his question, as
she turned her face away.» ** The acci-

flower,

dent was severer

with

the

dew

on

its

the

old

crimson

scorching

care.

And

she

was

girl—in years.
make,

and

only

homestead,

a

she,

woman

it occurred.

help.”

as

she

to

was,

oning.

Ransom Sayles had studied belles letters
and divinity in preparation for his work
of saving men ; ‘but as he waited in those
autuma days, knowing that only the re-

in

all

their

talks he never could penetrate beyond a
certain maidenly reserve.
She would
never give herself to any man, unasked;
he doubted what am answer would be,

membrance of the days

for this country girl in her sweet simplicity was worthy of the best love the

world contaived.

:

of

beseeching

Sodom.

brown

From

the only evidence of a hidden = sacrifice,

away. Tne day had hardly begun, but
the men were carrying in the brimming
cows

were saun-

tering down the lane with that delightful
air of reverie which a cow knows so well
how to assume.
White Face and Star-

ry-Eye and

Ruby

and

a dozen others

leisurely whisking their tails at the early
fly, stopping a moment to snatch an inviting bunch of grass, crunching the appetizing morsel as they went on.
The September morning was as fresh

and fair as the young girl walking

must needs say

own,

farewell!

and

There

was no weak sentiment about these ‘two
souls as they stood at-the parting of a
tinal voyage for one. I have done my
work ill in, sketching this man, if you
think he gave up or only half lived after
this. © So fast he grew in these few weeks

ne

a more winseme:court beauty in all his

and the

work, and that it was his very

down

the beaten path of the lane. The sunlight only made the gold of her hair
more dazzling ; not * frizzed” or ** banged,” but in a single coil like a Greek

high.— Providence Journal.

liness, as she

thought

what

added
woman-

wall: Fleming,

would

Welsh, Walsh and Wallis,

Gaskin

from

Wales;

Coombs, Compton, Clayton, Sutton, Pres-

ton, Washington, from towns in the conity of Sussex, England.

had accepted the charge of a small country church. The mother who had cheered him on saw him a minister of the
Lord

from Flanders;

and Gascoyne, from Gascony; Hanway,
from Hainault; Polack, from Poland;

Three years had passed. Sayles had
graduated; declining larger fields, he

the

towels,
should

have very little boiling. ‘Let them scald
for twenty-five minutes without at any
time coming to full boiling heat; and the
color will be much clearer and any streaks

ane

above

the

The prefix atte or at, softened to a or
an, has helped to form a number of
names.
Thus, if a man lived on a moor,
he would call himself Attemoor, or Atmoor; if near a gate, Attegate or Agate.

called her
:

But Ransom was in debt for his education, and his sturdy independence would
not allow him: any. luxury of life until
that obligation was met. If he grew
weary at times, he only interested himself more nearly in his people ; but sometimes a September morning on the hill

witha child's zest her country ment on his debt had
with a woman's hopes and a cation had come; he:
fears, How subtle the change for he was not over
ve in the
quick
it comes!, Woe be to. him power of inspiring love
any woman, =

John atte the Oaks was in due time shortened into John Noaks ; Peter at the Seven

Oaks, into Peter Snooks.
’
In old English, applegarth meant orchard; whence Applegate and Appleton ¥

Miller and the rest plainly denote occu-

heart

band 0 thle pielaceas sin,a | The farn-house was in sight as
| came on at the close of an August
f; hor

sexpressed

Morning.t

i

an

vd,

sared the
t h
a1)

you say, of

nd interest
to

‘who

in

the

institution

:

There is another negligent or ignorant
act which yellows’ clothes very rapidly,
and fhat is rinsing them in too little water.
They must be carefully watched, taking
care that there is an abundance of water,
and changed so often that when put into the
last rinsing or blued-water there shall be

no indication of suds or soap in that water.
Careless rinsing, by leaving soap

in the

gin to change the color of ‘white articles

TETE-A-TETE—Ixora is still the fashionable handkerchief perfumein Paris.—The
camel’s-hair stuffs striped in two contrasting colors are called majolica.—An Irish

lady bas introduced 'terra-cotia buttons
painted by hand and glazed without firing.—Silk embroidered by,

hand

and

worth thirty-five dollars a yard is on ex-

hibition in a Boston shop.—~Jet aprons,

The scheme and its production is now most-

1y forgotten. The Public Library, of Boston,
would doubtless have come without it; yet in

the agitation which Vattemare ineited, we must

look for the earlicst movements, which can belinked connectedly with the fruition now en--

of its

joyed by so munn.—Justin

at library, The agitation of the question,
owever, made known the deficiencies of the
time.
Dr. Channing’s committee took the
measure of what Boston could’present in the

A NOVELIST'S POWER OF CONSTRUCTION.
In these operations of thinking it is not often

Volunes in them,

‘

Vualueofsam»,
Per-ons using,

.

.

|

Persons using,
.
bi
Total volumes,
Total users,
‘Phe—factlities, considering

ie

1,168
114,683
i
13,258
their character,

reach; but to construct

me when I was. writing the page in which the

theft was described. 1 once heard an unknown

eritic abuse my workmanship beeause & certain
lady had been, mude to appear too frequently

in my pages.,

mediately.

He had secured in Boston a number of books
Which, in 1841, he sent to the Municipal Coun-

these wards or those other would be most ap-

volumes,

propriate

Which occasioned a special messaze of the Mayor in November, and which made the office of
that magistrate the beginning of the future library. Four years later, other contributions
from the same source trebled the extent of this
incipient collection; and at this date (1847),

the

under

and New

Zingurelli,

Indi-

Hamp-

shire in 1849,

In 1850, from Congress and from the several
states he had secured a yearly grant of $5,500;
and in 1853, he reported to a gathering of librarians, then sitting in New York, that over 130libraries and institutions were participating in

besides

was

But here again his triumph was to be cat short

looked

dusk’
day. Kidder a huckster; Walt, a minstrel;

‘‘ Sam” was carrying in the last
i pail [of Crocker, s potter. '
ul
milk, as Sayles came up. ‘Ah, Mr.| Such names as Baxter and Bagster
are
Sayles,” said Sam, ** T am right wlad to the feminine of baker: Webster, of websee you.” * How is Deacon Raymond?” beror weaver; which shows
that these

!

finished.

in a London

paper

runs

thus:

“A

YOUNG WOMAN from WALES wants a
SITUATION where no other is kept. No
boots or shoes nor windows. Advertiser
is a Christian girl, and hopes that no
family will reply that is not. Must go
out to worship every Sabbath and once in
the week. An elderly married couple
and Plymouth Brothers preferred. No

washing.”

1t is to be hoped that she will

find u family that is a Christian girl and
an elderly married couple of Plymouth
Brothers:—Hamilton ' County,

Ohio,

has

had a cooking contest, and a prize has
been awarded to a young woman who

prepared a good dinner in sixty-five min-

housekeeping is carried on as a business
Half the hi

re

that makes them beautiful is considered a

drudgery.

‘When a business man

proves

épern, was

was

before
Na-

‘Invited to eonduct some

of these concerts the Empéior was “in the hub-

zution; and ‘he wrote to. Josiah: Quincy; Jr.;

it

June 4, 1854, congratulating him that ‘the seed

of

having

‘some

wonversation

composer, “Your last opera
Succes,” Napoleon said, on
“It would

Cherubini.
“Ity

not

please

you,

with

the

hs had great
one occusion.
Nire,

answered

“Why tot P asked thé Emperor.

a trop ‘d’acéompagnement,”

was

the

answer, and ‘it ‘was thé lust which Cberubi--

ni

the

ever’

had

the

privilege

of making, for

Emperor never spoke to him agiin.

It
the fall of Nupoleon that Cher-The same. was not till after
orator, aud others who spoke three years later, ubinf received the reward tue to his merits,—
at the completion of the structure, made no The London Quarterly Review.
#8 but the disguise of a ¢Marlatan,

enthusiasm

veloped a very ugly phase in. Holland. mention of these services, and Vattémare did
The ladies. of the Hague paste postage. not full toremark it. He expréssed surprise to

wanting in attraction because the work

der, contracted from lavandier, a washerman ; ‘Baniste
the ‘keeper
r,
of ‘a bath’;

“Faniscy,” the new

convert performances at his court. At the close

upon by Vattemare as the resultof his organi-

buttons used, for otic movement” Mr. Winthrop in his address
by Parisian dressmakers at luying thé corner ston
of the library
e ‘fn 1553,

it becomesa reality.

of bits; Arkwright, a maker of chests ; Lan-

entered Vien-

oleoti took
and Cherubini’

dresses. —Some of the

i

Jorimer is 8 maker of spurs and bridle-

by his imperial antagonist,
who

na at the heud of bis victorious army

Jet underwaists and jet fringes, with lace- | plunted bad produced an abundant haryest,”
and expressing joy to have his name associated
like ‘headings, are’ imported for ‘black ‘with the
foundation of the glorious and patri-

stamps on cup saucers and plates, varnish
the articles and use them. This is mod''érn Duteh cleanliness.—An advertisement

operas a

Journees,” conducted by the composer himself,

Boston into active being, and Vattemare in
September, 1854, had forwarded to it from the
at last in Boston

of Cherubinis

enthusiastic account of Cherubini’s ‘Les deux

maps, engravings,

medals, ete.
!
Meanwhile, the decisive beneficence
of Joshua Bates had brought the Public Library of

tive movement

Talking

was received at court and in the city with every
mark of distinetion ; sad a German musiex! pa
per,in al etter dated Vienna, Aug. 5, contains an

_his exchanges, and that between 1847 and 1851
the United States had received from France

80,655 volumes,

;

few duys later, the General remarked: “Your
music is very tine, but the accompuniment
is
too prominent,” * Citoyen General,” tae composer replied, “vous aimez la musique qui
vous lgisse penser a vos affaires d'etat.”
After this there was litle chance of promotion
in Tmperisl France for Chernbini, who, therefore, accepted an invitation to write an opera
for tue Imperial Theater at Vienna, where he
arrived in the second halfof July, 1805. He

1845, and the city in 1857-8--9; Albany in 1847;
Vermoot, Connecticut and

Trols

Wards.

At the time wien Cherubini wus at the hight
of his fume, Gen. Bonaparte reiurned to Pris:
from his Itahan campaign, snd made the scquaiatance of the composer, whom ut their
first meeting he unnoyby
edhis exaggerated ads
miration of such light wasters as Puesiello and

still attracted. (Senate Documents, 1845, Nos.

ana in 1848; North Carolina

be done

CHERUBINI AND NAPOLEON.

1847-48, 49, 1360. The documents of the Mas-

Washington,

But not one of them

What nature. would produce—dnthony

Adams held in his hand a paper, which

1849, No, 151.)
the system in

sea-shore.

lope, in Good

er his representations.
(House Documents
1644, No. 539; 1848, Nos. 99, 500, 833."
‘Senate
Dacuments, 1848, No. 46; 1850, No. 126.) John

26, 40; 1850, Na, 117. House,
New York State came into

on some-

fitly without thinking,
My little effort will
miss its wished-for result, unless I be true
to nature, und to, be true to naturel must think

Congress continued to consid-

the interest he

to nature. if used

Such ploitings ns these. with

a fabricator of fiction, are infinite in number as
they are infinitesimal in importance—and are,
therefore, as I bave said, like. the sand of

including several vets of Napoleon's Egypt, had

evince

and true

special occasion.

Vattemure claimed that ten thousand volumes,

Legislature

the process:

or that father would be affected by the ill eon-duct or the good of & son or a daughter—<how

cil of Paris, and early in 1843 he was the in-

strumentin forwarding a return compliment

sachusetts

I went home wud killed ‘her ims:

I say this 40 show that

of thinking to. which. I am alluding, ‘bus: nos:
generally been applied to any .greut. effort of
construction. , It has: expended itself on the
minute ramifications of tale:telling; how this
young lady, should be made to behave herself
with that young gentleman—how this mother

«changes, was forcing the issue, sure to come.

from France,

bat ¥

had not myself decided that she had forged it,
till the chapter before that in ‘which shé cone.
{ fesses her guilt, Ii avothery n lly is made to
steal her own diamonds+a grand tour de force,
as I thought=Dbut the brillisnt idea only struck

lege library be consid red, Boston, wus far
ahead of that city.
:
Sige
Meanwhile Vattemare,by bis system of ex-

his supervision.

a plot «ous 10 know..

novel once in which a lady forged a will;

town, unless by Philadelphia, thanksto Franklio, a Boston boy ; ‘and ifthe neighboring Col-

been sent to this country

That is a

my reach. I have to confess that my invidents
| ure fubricated to fit my story as it goes on. and
not my story to flit my incidents, I wrote a.

ably not approached by any other American

fifty

mind.

before the story is begun, how it is to end, has
always been to ma a lubor of’ Hercules, beyond:

were certainly not great for a city of eighty or
ninety thoukand inhabitants,
but they were prob-

from that body, a set of about

the

power of aecomplishment.
Efforts are niade,.
no doubt—always out in the open air, und with-in the precincts of u wood,
if a wood be within

$10,000
3,200
.
1H
.
4,802
«$1950

exercises

huge difficulty ; one so arduous as to have been
generally found by me altogether beyond my

28.000

,

School Libraies,
.
Volumes in them, .
Value of same,

|

the entire plot of a novel—the plot of a novel as
a whole—thut

10

. ="

Circulating Libraries,

Winsor in Litera-.

World.

ry

way of library facilities, and they dragged their
net so as to get some pretty small fry ‘in its
meshes.
Their figures were within two or
three years of date (1841), and stood as follows :
Population of Buston,
vce
SHIRE
Social Libraries,
.
’
.
36
Volumesin them, ,
.
,
+
81,881
$130,065
Value of sume,
Persons using,
8,885

he was to present on the subject, when he fell
on the floor of the House, in 1843.
Vattemare himself was inthis country in

_pations; -

| asked Ransom; he had almost said trades were first filiow
by women,
edand
lot,
andd { ** Morning-Glory,” for it seemed
but.a | that when men began to take them up,they
bound | day since hie went away. ** The Deacon: for some timé kept the feminitie names,
ined her | is well
8did,»
Sam, ‘Hesitatingly’ looking
toward, Stewart, or Stuart, Abbott,

morning

influences,

Quincy

est and dirtiest articles.

sociation with public exhibitions, avd of pla.
cing it among the cultivators and patrons of

a grand combination, in the

if boiling is rejected for all but the coars-

utes. Another girl cooked a dinner in
chase, a forest; clive a cliff; clough, a fifty-four minutes, but it was not good.—
brown eyes; the carriage was free and
ravine; cobb, a harbor; whence these “Do you feel sorry for the chicken every
graceful, the step elastic; the whole side farm would rise up in memory benames,
;
‘time you take a bite ?” asked the sensible
movement would have indicated perfect fore him, and a fair face with a ‘strange
The root of the ubiquitous Smith is the
young woman when the meddlesome man
health,if you had not seen the face. Six- witchery in the brown eyes would cause, Anglo-Saxon
‘smitan,to smite. 'It was inquired if she did not pity the poor little
teen summers, like the present, had drift- almost a sob to break from his lips,
applied primarily to blacksmiths, wheelbird every time that she wore the hat on
‘ed past ber in her mountain home. No,
But all sacrifices have an end. Ran- rights, carpenters, ‘masons,
and stiters which several of them were perched.—
not like the ‘ present, for Morning-Glory som Sayles would not be hampered by a or strikers in
:
Boston Transcript.
had suddenly come into her birthright— debt. = He had waited until the child had
Baker, Taylor, Butler, Coleman (coalshe was a woman. A child: ast night, ‘blossomed into a woman. The last pay- man), Draper, Cowper (cooper), Cutler,
HOUSEKEEPING A BusiNEss.
When
statue, it rested like a crown

mediate

term

or stains be much more 1gadily taken out,

underskirts.—The pasting fever has de-

dy; Cornell or Cornwallis, from Corn-

admire and honor; expecting nothing,
hoping nothing, but having one summer
among her choicest memories.

Gospel, and then
home.

for the dirtiest

articles.
Sheets,
pillow-cases,
handkerchiefs, table-linen, ete.,

which thus put 4n énd to stam cambric

- Many English surnames express the
county, estate or residence of their original bearers; as Burgoyne, from Burgun-

to grace;
he

bestowed,

flounce is revealed by the new overskirts,

‘MEN'S NAMES.

Morning-Glery rounded into womanhood,
her character shaped itself into

ing is quite long enough

And
he went forth to. rare achievements # wool costumes

died unwedded,
the perfume of her life

to simplicity, self-possession

was

tutions: that be considered Vattemare whom
he had known simply ss an #nthusiast, prinei-{ pally desirous of reseuing his name from its ns--

in helpfulness to men, inspire‘by
d his love «cost three or four timesas much as the had referred to Vattemare, as one whose offerfor the Morning-Glory which bloomed on dress.—Partof the underskirt above the ings were the earliestof all=not without the
protest of some, who counted his

now he had her, heart unasked,and hence-

culture

and

to a dingy yellow, and it is a long and
difficult piece of work to bring them back
to their proper color.— Christian Union.

sail into the mist; saw
bow rich it was freighted for years of

and she thanked him: in her heart for: it
in the years that followed ; but'she’ knew

the bloom grew brighter;

Read, Reed, or Reid, is an old form

spelling’ red,

He saw

would soon be his, he learned obedience

work, and | priceless wealth

his

forth
'it should-be the precious secret of
her life. * Manya ‘Woman ‘has “livéd' and

far

Pope.
;
: THE RESULTS OF VATTEMARE'S LIBRARY
SCHEME.
[
The termination ward indicates a keepThe old story of Falstaff and his wit was parer, as Durward, door-keeper; Hayward,
alleled in Vattemuare and his enthusiasm;
but
keeper of the town cattle; Woodward,
yet nothing came of the exhuberant Frenchforest keeper. |
mun’s scheme to endow Boston with what the

clothes, will in two or three washings be-

fault of Ransom Sayles, remember, for that when Morning-Glory was laid under
he had observed the strictest honor; he ‘the daisies, he comforted
the people and
had not’ allowed himself’ ‘a ‘word,of read the simple sérvice. The stricken
touch, or look, that. might mean love, parents found in him aon of consolation

life than Morning-Glory. The sturdy
Vermont hills were all-about her, and

and

dead

were

the rich, rare life fade away, an argosy of

I wish ‘you ‘might have seen her on
that morning long ago. I don’t believe
Van Dyke himself ever put on canvas

pails of milk,

that

by the things which he suffered.

e

And so he went back to

manna, or apples

AN OLD-FASHIONED LOVE STORY IN PROSE.

not

It is internal, but there is no

might not bear the strain of waiting; and

tried to forget. But Morning-Glory had
had the chrism 1aid upon her lips, which
must become in women’s lives heavenly

MORNING-GLORY.

were

there

then, too, fravk as she was,

sis and Hebrew idioms, he doggedly applied himself to the work in hand and

| Family Circle.

the river and the valley

know;

end here, as what we call poetic justice is
violated in the sequel, but real life takes
little account of poetic justice in her reck-

eyes, mixed itself up with Greek exege- then

That hour to her spirit was given.
— Churchman.

you

Perhaps this old-fashioned tale might

child=this

He had his future yet

than

is no hope; it is only a question of time."
** But you are so fresh and blooming,” he
gasped. ‘‘1 was in perfect health when

And the heavy heart of the mother

for all duty and trial

When he returned,the doctor had

Well, it was the old story. He knew
now what the grand passion was that
stirred the old. Greeks. ‘This mountain

with

And strength

Prince,

can't

en-haired girl,

And He said of the babes in His bosom,
“ Of such are the kingdom of heaven ;”

King,

tion, except in due time and through morn im-

chaps

If the vision of a gold-

And blessed them with tenderest love ;

names

door ; she was facing the west, and evi- ‘White, Brown and Black were, to denote
dently thought it some one of the family. the color worn, or the complexion had.
stand much,” But they were glad to The setting sun lighted up the room and
Hogarth, from the Dateh, means genercry quarter as he, with a quiet smile, fell upon her hair. There flashed through ous, high-natured; Rush is subtle;
struck out with what he styled the Gre- his mind the figure of the crown which Bowne, ready; Bonner, kind, gracious;
Revelaticn speaks of,and then he stood by Eldridge, wild, ghastly.
‘cian curve, in the meadow, the first day
her side; she turned her head, the eyes
of mowing.
Many Welsh names naturalized in Eng“If the goas mowed i1ke tnat they softened by some tender memory, her ‘lish are from personal traits, as More,
must have been uncommon tough,” said face flushed in a moment, and she put out great; Duff,
black; Vaughan,
little;
one of the men as he stared at Ransom her hand.
Lane, slender; Mole, bald; Gough, red.
Sayles bowling away through the tall
*‘I was thinking of you, Ransom.”
Surnames now appargntly meaningless
** What about me?" he asked, us if they had meaning in old English and provingrass. That settled the men ; they respected muscle, and Sayles had not dipped his had met the day before.
cial dialects.
Brock, for instance, signioarin the river without toughening the
** Why, don’t you know,you said once," fies badger; Talbot, mastift; Todd, fox ;
arm that handled it. They soon learned and she laughed softly, * that you would Culyer, pigeon; Henshaw, young heron;
to respect the man.—Deacon John Ray- be true to your conviction of duty, even Coke, cook.—N. Y. Times.
mond had morning ¢¢ prayers” even -in though it cost the sacrifice of a life-time ?”
lp
Apt
the busiest season, and when,
on the
She had never called him Ransom beHOME TOPICS.
;
second morning after his arrival, Sayles fore, and they had not met for three yehrs,
was invited to lead the devotions, Sam, He had become much more of a man, and
ABoyT WASHING. Many good houseone of the hired men, said *¢ he prayed and she, as she half reclined there, into keepers complain that their. clothes: turn
like Jehosaphat.” Sam’s Bible knowl- what a ripe, beautiful woman she had de- yellow in washing, and they can not unedge was limited, and he doubtless got
veloped!"
He had done well to wait, and
derstand why this should be. We think
the names a little mixed, but he told the what a tender, trustful air she had.
they will seon find a remedy if they will
men when they were grinding the scythe
* But what abont the accident?” he take the trouble so far to oversee the
in the shed, ‘ that he talked as if he was
asked, anxiously,
;
Washing as to be sure that thie’ clothes are
acquainted with the Almighty, and it
She grew a little sober, said the .doc- put 6n 10'boil in''cold water, instead of
was powerfully well done,”
tor would be in. again to-morrow, shd hot,or even boiling water,as servants are,
That was three months before. Ran- changed the subject.
82
Et
aver-tond
of doing.
, ¥ The clothes, after
¥
AN
i
som Sayles had done his :day’s work.
That évening was one to be remember- wringing fromthe flrst suds, must have a
Sometimes-walking in the gloaming with ed long after. He told his love, and she, little soap rubbed onthe worst “stain or
Carrie Raymond—Miss Carrie he had with shy reserve, revealed her heart; but soiled spots—enough: to make a good
‘called her at first, with stately courtesy, there were strange pauses on her part all suds when they are pat into the boiler’ of
but now he had christened her ¢ Morn- the evening through, and when he bid cold water and placed over the fire.
ing-Glory”~—they had talked of books, her good-night, he thought, as he kissed Nothing turns ‘clothes ‘a bad color’ so
authors, art, morals—a thousand things her, there were tears on her face.
quickly ‘as to put. them into hot water, as
that hover in the air before the eyes of
The morning brought the family physi- is too often‘dune, and if they are allowed
youth—but never of love.
Morning- cian while Ransom was out on the hill, to boil long ikis very much worse. From
Glory wanted nothing of it. She wus refreshing «his memory
with : familiar twenty to twenty-five minutes’ slow boil-

“ These - college-larned

‘made no sign.

As He laid His hands on the brothers,

the

ol

way of a literary, artistic and scientific institu-

And He took in His arms little Esther,
And Rachel he ret on His knee;
‘Was lifted all earth-care above,

like

+

show-bills

how he had watched it, wishing he might
put out his hand and take it. But Sayles
had iron in his blood. He was penniless,
with an aged mother looking to him’ for

So over the hills of Judah,
Along by the vine-rows green,
‘With Esther asleep on her bosom,
And Rachel her brothers between;
Mong the people who hung on His teaching,

ion,

Witerary.

A

of

sun, twining about

Perhaps I shall leave it there.
If He Iay His hands on the children,
My beart will be lighter, I know,
For a blessing forever and ever
Will follow them as they go.”

threshold, he knew not why,—for he was
not a superstitions man,—then opened the

|

or they were given them in jest or deris-

A

us

petals, that had never felt the

If I carry it to'the Master,

MORNING STAR, OCTOBER8, 1879.

profane—*‘ ran away.” Ransom Sayles
turned and entered the house; nothing
was changed; the family were at tea,
but Morning-Glory was in a great armchair in the front room, before you reach
the kitchen at the end of the long hall,
Ransom shuddered as he stood on the

young man was spending his vacation at
her father's farm. He had just graduated at college, aud would enter the seminary in the fall. Meanwhile, he held his
own with the other hired men in the long
day's work. ‘¢ fe'll wilt,” they said,

satisfied with her present,

“¢ Nay, do not hinder me, Nathan;
.1 feel such a burden of care;

wT

Mr. Quincey

thatno

mention was mude

ARAB CUSTOMS.
We glean some very interesting facts’ from a

of the

long article detailing the experience of
a Jute
traveler, contributed to an English journal.”
It

pioneers of 1841.
|
1.
But long before this, Vattemare’s local scheme
had lost, with many, much of ‘the glow of its
first inception. Its earliest friend, Dr. Chan-

seem thut among the Bedouin A rubs of Mesopo-tamia, the country lying between the Euphra-

tes and the Tigris, ‘the Vendetta of the Corsicans, or blood-revenge, still ex {sts as a recog-

ning, had become diseouraged,
and gave over
in 1849 the papers which bad accumulated oh
his hands to Vattemare, who made some in-

nized custom, just as it has prevailed from
the
enrliest periods. By this law of the desert,
the
relatives of a person slain have a right to
take
the life of the aggressor, or any of his family

dorsements on them, and subsequently, in 1845,
gave them in a bound volume to the library,

From these, and from others subsequently
Joined to them by Mr. Quincy, much of the mu-

made a report on the collection of books at
Paris, which had been sent from the States,

connections within certain degrees of consan-guinity, or to compound for the injury by
re-ceiving a specified amount of properly in satisfaction therefor, snd until this mercenary
aspect comes to the front, there is un appearance
ut least of wild justice” in the matter.
This
right applies as well to persons killed
if the slayer can be identified,us it doesin battle,
vate homicide, As a consequence of thisto prisin
gular regulation, life is held very sacred
those wild tribes; und even in war few among.
persons
we Slain, Wwarfure being mostly carried
on for

worth

revenge
Fronge at

terial of this sketch is drawn.
ly excited not a little

He had certain-

prejudice,

and

perhaps

aversion, by the grandiloguent habit of his ut-

terances.
George Livermore, in 1850, wrote
that the system of exchange had not produced
commensurate results. The same year Paniz-

zi gave hi» adverse testimony.

Henry Stevens

representingit as a poor affair of 2,600 volumes,
say

$3,000, which

had

cost six

The descendants of those having the right to
the moment

years

service, and $3,000 8 yeur to Vattemare from
the States. Edward Edwards made a rebutting statement, in which he rather

incautious-

ly relied upon the official reports of. the . gov~
ernors of the States and the Prefect of the Seine. .
Still a few years Jater, 1854, Vattemare's lordly |
promises infected Guizot, who ave such conntenance to a new scheme of a “Universal Soci- |.

of 1 he

manslaughter, 5

claim to reveng
ande,the Jiability to yengeatice
are dnly
, family.
ve
:
igh, amounting
Muity and absurd-

all the roving

ety for International Litera ryExchange,” whose

tribes—those outside of

8, By thin aw of the desert, if a per---

ultimate work was to make Vattemare’s present labors seem trifling, that Mr. Winthrop

aal

might well allude to that distinguished man as

another, can
Sette
ress. -

anything

which

one of Vatteraare’s supporters, ‘Guizot is credhis
may be ~
with saying, in 1855, ‘that up toto that date | cl
attemare had placed 70,000 volumes ‘from protected,” the
us
France in this country, and brought 10,000 voi- sredly. : nd to efend the suppliant: with his ver
.
umes from the States to Frane, The enthusiThe faviolability which the Arab observes

his'guest who has reposed beneath his
himself successful, the suppositionis (hat asm of Guizot was not ulone. M. B. Field, towards
tent, broken bread with ‘him; or drank
ing of the the Acade
of his
my Meeting2 in Paris, Feb, cup
.
he has known more or, less drudgery in speak
in
the
t.i8 prom,
24, 1865, referred to the “unqualified praise
this law, The
bee | right of the “Dakeel”
is
religions]
| attaining a prosperous position. A little stowed by all the speakers upon M. Vattemare's
respected
‘b an Arab, and to violate it
“the betrayal of

humiliation, rightly used, and we are ele-

vated.

Having in charge a home, let it’

bea business to make it a success.
Whether rich or poor,the cal: is the same.
Make the best of opportunities, = Begin
by mastering

each

department;

if you

.zeal”

Thix, like the Boston scheme, came to

raught; but even upon his «eath in 1864, Vat.
temare continued in some way to push his ex-

| <hunges, and

bis son, Hypolite,

proposed

to

continue it. The turmoilof the war did not
prevent the State Department at that time from
re-opening the question of advisubility, ‘and

Hie

guest would bring Tnistant dishonor
‘u
'
him, and cause his expulsivn ‘from
the
Association with othe ‘Nationalities, whichtr he.
has
become 80 extended
of lute years, hus not
served to obliterate these peculiar udherences

to legendary practices,Lu gome tribes
it is customury for an Arab to cit.
mar “upon the
Staff of a traveler whom be his
desires. to protect,
and this noteh
will puss

bh m sa ly’ among all
stoop, stoop to conquer. Take as much some correspondence, held
the tribes of the desert.’ Sometimes this mark
the lute Prof.
askance at Sayles; * but Miss Carrie | Knight, Lord, Bishop, Prior, Chamber- delight in your calling as your husband or Jewett drew out the lutter’s with
is
bestowed
upan
one
who
has been robbed by
views. He stated
un Arab who believes he has
met with an accident. Old Tom"—and. lain,i, Falconer, Leggett
exercised the
her |
—thelrs— House] | that he hud learned ut second hand that Vases | |Tight
gett
(legate),
either
of
securing
tribute,
but
who, at the same
mare was receiving at ' one time as much
Sam grumbled out something almost signified what tHé"persons so styled were, keeper.
time
desires
as
that his victim should receive no
$5,000 a year

from American

States and

insti-

-

further annoyance.
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season three, four, or five cents.

Some- | an atmosphere as serene

Ne

td

as the Alpine | ded to meet every morning and report prog- | industrious,
a man of strict integrity

in his | ¢

nii
; Bliscellany.
an
ng therife, || bightfal
Works |
commu
2.
3a, of
Si
Yiterary,
iar
bing toetnothot
awlt forfond,
s as the.Hintnkosunny
pkof shsoprbll
dowh"AlpiveUpon Her,adpastures,
aHum
liebe:of || £0 ohmen Rayave ; outsel sions.3:eebe 10, ansesyasos work
| Common
bednd ae arnt
bi,Aho rr
onion
THINGS
TO
REMBMEER,
|
they
primis
drinking
‘Sibiu
|
hit
mnie
i
dei
wa” or lt
It is a liste thing to speak a phrase
| ment. on the floor above, kept: by. the | mountain-bee, Her constant. thought | and
to form "a ‘procession ‘this ‘morningto | him the prosperity of the church was ‘an obOf him who thought to die unmourned
twill fall
Son
sees? ings, "the orga gritdery, start forth on
their musical mission.” They go in ail
Like choicest music, fill the glazing eye
directions—some traveling ns far as the
With gentle tears, relax the knotted hand
York, and others’
To know the bonds of fellowship again. Harlem Bridges in'New
Zalfourd.
a
fa
‘going beyond Prospect Park, in Brook.
n,.
:
!
0 ba
Alocg with ‘the helping hand, there
Some go.
to New Jersey, as far as
should alwaysbe ahelping sympathy. —Bo-

the fortunes of England and
America, the couse

Pennsylvania,

than that these times,

it

companions

though

and

in

ed by water. . siive
in swimming.

would

Leaven

ORGAN GRINDERS.

Points, unless you care to go there at

six

r

while the

periences of the week-—exchanging false-

some Catholic church in the lower part of
the city, though, as the sexton of one of
these houses ‘of worship remarked, they
were of no account to
money from ;
how it was as to religion he did mot
know. Later in the afternoon and evening they may go out visiting, those resi ng In the lower
of the city visit-

portion of the

remainder are to be found

in the Eight

Ward, especially on Thompson and Mer-cer streets. Among themselves they are
«divided into two classes, those that came
(or, rather, that were sent) from Naples,
and those that have lived at Genoa,
Rome, Milan and other parts of Italy.
‘The former are the lowest order of Ital-

ing

brigands and ex-convicts in their native
lands, from whence they were driven
some few years ago by the order of Victor

Emanuel.

" block

The

in

Neapolitans live on the

Mulberry street, near Park, in

medium-sized,
old-fashioned ‘tenementhouses in a state of wretchedness almost
im
ible to be described.

steamboat,

t it not be supposed that they are unhappy or miserable in consequence of

hand or,

paying his proportion of the rent, which
[ saw

room, about as large as a front

boasted

canbe had

at from

one

basement

Ain a modern houss, in which twenty souls

the

sacred amongst

it; on the other hand, it has to

. The

$30

to

pins

representing

an old

tune

and

placing in new ones. A tune generally
lasts one year before the public tires of

lodged, the sexes being equally divided.
Neither marriage, religion nor morality is
this class.

of his

$70.
e tunes are arranged by means
of pins on a cylinder, on the same principle as that of a music-box. New tunes
can be put in at any time by pulling out

six to twenty, each one

Juns from $3 to $6 a month.

another

being engaged at the Hoboken Ferry.
and-organs are generally made to order, and cost, when new, from $85 to
$200. - The average price paid is $100.
They play eivht or ten tunes. Second-

-offered them, they would make
the change.
They live together in small rooms to the
of from

and

boy

«his state of affairs, for such is not the
fact. I even question whether, if better
accomodations in food and lodging
were
mumber

their friends in the Eighth Ward. and

vice versa. They drink stale beer—the
drainings of beer-kegs gathered up by
another class of Italians early in the
morning—at one cént a glass, and play
cards * for the drinks” in the bar-rooms
near their homes on Sunday afternoons.
Their children, if boys, work mostly at
blacking boots. One man spoke with
pride at having a son employed on a

;ians, most of them having formerly been

consorts

be

pretty

women, to whom they are never married.
«Going, with my £30, on a warm fall
day, rong
a dark, noisome alley, in

well known before it can be made popular on the organ. * The Sweet-By-andBye” is the most popular tune at present
in all parts of the country. while in the
West many organs have been set to Moody

utgrinding, 1 questioned him us

and Sankey airs.— Christian Union.

-of these Italians are nearly always

Irish

-quest of information on the subject of orealth

to

of the neighborhood.

** Well, sir,"

he replied,

the

* if you'd be

THE LESSON OF INVALIDISM.

here in the hot summer days ’twould fairJy sill you outright, the stench is so aw=

Take the case of an invalid who

a long

fu

“ And the poor people get thin and are
sickly, I suppose?
* You shall see,” he answered, as he

few of them picking’ over rags, others
sewing, more idly looking on. '1' looked
dn vain for the thin, woe-begone countenances one sees. in engravings or paint‘ings which profess 10 represent scenes in
life.

ey

stout women,

touch of the

through

were

doughty

bloom

large,

and

“Their wale proteciors
never, give them
‘money, and seldom food. The men
be
their food during the day,

dramps, the women
hotels and

large

haunt

while

on their

the

mwrkets,

eating-houses,

ap enough to s

picking

fe from

the bar-

rels of refuse ed
to be found at those
laces.
It is with this class of Italians nearly
-altogether that the Society for'the Prevention of Cruelty:to Children has had tv do

for the past two ye'rs, in making arrests

Jor the

ill-treatment of .childrén.

These

anen would take the little ones, from

to twelve years old, and compel

four

them to

walk, with them on theirdong d.ily journeys. So tired would the youngsters be-

«come that they ‘would often sink to the
ground uiterly exhausted, only to be
spuried on with cuffy and kicks by their
cruel masters, A law was passed in 1875
making it a misdemeanor to use children
in this business, the punishment for
breaking which is 850 fine or fifty days’
imprisonment. A number of ‘convictions
have been had under

it,

and

abolished.

the

now

substantially

In

cases

these men, too lazy ti» work,

evil is

some

found

a source of income in letting out their
children to other: organ-grinders at so
much a day.
The second class of these professionals
remain by themselves, looking on the Ne-

hiitaps ag being socially beneath them.
ith very few ‘exceptions, they are married, and

are more

domestic

than

most

Be-

fore such experiences as this, one thought

rises: it is part of mankind’s' business’ to
lessen, andso far as possible to extir-

their begrimed’ Coufifenances.

&

son for the rest of us.

I

think

we

are

only, beginningto appreciate how largely

the ralvation of mankind must

ed out through

physical

be

means,

pestilence, the transmitted

work-

The

diseases,

the

insanities, the nervous disorders bred of
violated law,—all these and the like
curses, which not merely

life, but degrade
extirpated, . We
some fair room
these pests and

destroy

human

it, are to bo fought and
must secure for soul-life
and chance as against
tyraats.
Here lies the

noblest work of science ; here, in preven-

tion rather than in cure, lie the best field
of that unsurpassed profession, the physician’s.
But what,

meantime,

.is' our

disabled

and secluded invalid to do? He
man set to fight a battle with
tied behind him, Others mey
for him his disablement must be

is like a
one arm
pity, but
a motive

to greater exertion; he must supply

‘by

courage and skill the place of the lacking
strength. It is what man can do under
limitations and disabilities that show his
high-water. mark of achievement.
Any
one can be cheerful

in perfect health;

be cheerful under weakness
that is worth trying for. = To
erate and unselfi-h when one
and has all he wants does not
but to

take

thought

for

to

and pain,
be considig ‘at ease
ewst much ;

others,

and

to

you to

being generally

ed,—well, if you

They are thrifty, and save all

the

money

they make.
An ex-orzap grinder ows
two buildings in Baxter street, worth $10-

‘000; others
ean be’ found worth $5,000
or $6,000.
One of them ts worth $17,000,

busstill works
Son gues out

at his business; ‘while his
CEEIng. Their wives are

sometimes engaged

in some teade during

. the
day, being often
the
|
:

‘keepers of the
fruit-stulls and vender<wagons on the cor=
ners.
Fre an
ad ok
:

"All classesof these people live
poorly.
4If we have ont
ar a AT Lie
lucky,” said one of them to me, snapping
his bright, black eyes and ‘smacking his

their joys and troubles, when

be self-conscious, and

ance tempts.

long endur- |

you to become self-centercan

good for something.
have
fruit
sons
ery

pain forces

do

that,

you

are

If you can du that,

no fear that you sre useless. Such
is rare enough to be precious. The lestaught from many a sick-bed,of brav‘and gentleness and love ,—we get

no other teaching so good as that. There
is a family where it is the: one. who can
do the’ least who dues the most, where

it

is the invalids room from which goes out
the strongest influence of putieuce and
sweet courage and that, divine quality
which transforms trouble.
I call to mind one sick-room

in

a for.

eign Jand whore, for years, a home-loving’ woman has been an’ exile; a woman
sensuous lips together at the’shougntof of active and eager dispo-ition, with
such a possibility. “They make cheap | large executive capacity and ripe exper:

vegetable soups, eat largely of maccaro- rence, shut up alojost to idleness; a woaai, bread. and cheap frit. Thereis an. an of lavge benevolence, who had entered
-eating-house at the Five Points where the on work: of peculiar ‘excellence and atsingle’ men, and occusionally
some of the tractiveness, cut off trom ull such dctivis
pain, = With
ATT]
I,
Ki
EIT
1000.
Doup Costs | tiesLh is; with“frequent
five Gents, a good-sized bit of bread three fluctuntion of hope and uncertainty as
«ents;

and a plate. of the vegetables

in

fell

to the future; and, yet there is about her

Neuralgic affections.

back-

the

ever met
a verb

with at first

don’t

think

we

were

so

that

sight.

herself

We

we

taken

There .is’ something

very winning
about
I laudanum, Thou
laudacumest, He Jaudanum, We laudanum,
You
taudanum, They laudanum.
Oh, for

one hour of Richard Grant White !—Alba~
ny Journal.
A gentle-looking man, with a fancy fishrod, yesterday went to Belle Isle to hook a
few hundred pounds of bass. While fishing
from the end of a pier, he got his hook
fast, and after he had been in that condition for an. hour or soa man waiting for
a boat down, happened along, and asked,
‘ Hook canght dowu there?” ¢ Well, it is
fast to something, and has been for a long
time,” was the reply.
‘Then why don’t
you haul away on it?”
¢ Well, you see,”
argued the gentle fisherman, ‘4s he manipulated the reel, ‘if it's fast toa fish I
waut to tire him

out, und

if it’s

fast

to a

road crossed the summit of the South Pass

atan elevation of 8000 feet,it was consider-

ed a great engineering feat. Now this hight

is
far
exceded hy the Denver & Rio
Grande railroad at’ Veta Pass, where it
crosses Dump mountain at an elvation of
9,300 feet; and ' the Denver & South. Park
railroad, voming
to Leadville, passes Kenosha Summit at a hight of over 10,000 feet.
The Deaver & Rio Grande railroad is
now

surveying a

route

to

region.of Colorado, which

the

San

will

Juan

cross

the

high

passes,

they

approach them more directly, and conquer
the grade by using great locomotive power, and find this the cheapest in the end.
The Santa Fe railroad, however, by following the Arkansas river on this line,
avoids any very heavy grades.—Correspondence Chicago Tribune.
“ho

yExtract,
quickly,

Hemorrhages.

w. H. Page, of Norwieh, Conn., has raised
400 varieties of potatoes from seed, this season.

From 1873 to 1878 the assessed

valuation of

Illinois has fallen off 38 per cent.
A once’ prominent Newport (R. I.) eitizen,
Solomon Braman, degraded oy rum, was taken to the poor-bouse, Saturday week, and
died Sunday.
;
In order to promote the diréct: export of
Russian grain to England, 5,000,000 roubles
have héen assigned for improving Esthonian
harbor of the Baltic port.

The Pall Mail (London)

Gazette rays: ** It

is becoming apparent that serious trouble is
brewing in Ireland in consequence of anti-rent
and nationalist agitations.”
Ex-County ' Oollectors

Hart

"Moore

and

Joseph C. Letson and Abraham Barkelew, excollector of East Brunswick (N. J.) township;
have been charged and indicted for embezzlement, and they will be tried December 8.
Mrs. B. A. Colton recovers $5000 at Providence, R. I., from the New York, Providence

&

Boston

railroad for injuries received

by a

passengar car getting off the track.
Frank Edwards, décompanied by his wife
and child and
William Faroham of Corfu,
Genesee County, N. Y , took refuge beneath a
large tree during a .stormy, Sunday week, and
Fawards and two horses were killed by light~
ning.
‘

A Chicago despatch

says General Sheridan

‘bas reecived ww desputeh from ‘Generdl Graut
stating that his ngagements will not permit

his presence eanlier than November 18; a week
later than the date fixed for the reunionof the
Army

of the

Tennessee.

The

reunion

hag,

therefore, been postponed until that time.

The Interior department, in the icase of
Rachel Stephens, the polyxamous wife of one
Holman, of Salt Lake, has decided that she

can not. preempt the 160 acres of land; for, bes
jug under eontrol of her polygamous husband,
if she was allowed so to preempt land, he

could obtain control of similar amounts
land for ten or twenty of his wives,
About 2000

cabinet-maljers,

coopers,

of

shoes

makers and others at Cincinnati, bave been induced by the ¢ity irades unions, to strike for
a uniform inerease

of

15

per

cent.

in’ their

cbt:
deci-

ulate the growth of all that is true and

ly control
ying it on a

the voice and pass it down to future ages,
is indeed a won.ler. but is not the restoryet, Dr. Pierce’s Golden

Medical

ery speedily

lost

restores

a

5s

the

pulpit

paid at this office—we offer an eight-page
paper, fifty-two times a year, each paper

viccamg, ther

The Hxtract fa the

or

and
had
sore

throat and general debility, have, by the
use of theDiscovery, been restored to perfect health. and stength.
Sold by druggists.

containing an average of forty columns ox
reading matter, that costs the

only a fraction over

NOTICE. Obituaries

should

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those
sons who do

not patronize

at the rate of FOUR

be

stories adapted to the entertainment

spe:

the

Morning

accompany

CENTS. PER

Star,

ne oa

is of

Sores, Ulcers, Wounds
“and
Bruises. 2 Polchising
The most obstinate cases are

ligious and literary character

Burns
and Scalds. "5.2%
heat and pain it is unrivalled, and should be

thoughts on experimental religion, anec~
dotes and facts of interestin science and nat~

Inflamed

news from all parts of the world, embrace.

Faceache.

the copy

LINE ot eight
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correct,
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was
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“e500 will

be

tation and low Jun
rely on Hop Bitters.”

for a case that
Hop
Bitters will not cure
or help.”

“Read of
and use Hop
Bitters,
and you will be strong
healthy and happy.”

% Hop Bitters builds
up, strengthens and
cures continually from .
the firet dose,"

ie

Bro.

was born in Alfred,

Me.,

and

Bitters,

_* Ladi
want

do

NELLIE 8S. CARPENTER

died

in

East

to

be strong

healthy and beautiful?
use Hop Bitters,

witne:s to the truthof that statement.
SPECIAL

“Kidney
and Uri.
nary complaints of all
rmanentl
kind 8
oured by Ho
x

lator—Hop Bitters.”
i

to

die—mother

‘be good.”

her

gle.

''Une’'more bud

of promise has been taken

from earth to bloom forever in the ** Paradise
of 'God.”
May God suitdin the widowed

mother separated from hér only child,
i
ht
“FP. WORMWOOD.

JAMES BROWN died at Bradford Center, N.
H., dug. 2, aged about89 years. Bro. Brown

professed faith

in the Lord

Je-us

than forty years since, and united
with the church at South Weare.

Christ

more’

by ‘baptism
Some: years

corps of editorial and special contributors,

ness, Hop Bitters cures
with a few doses.”

sermons, essays, discussions of doctrinal

and theological questions,
correspondence, the continuation and enlargement
of the Western department, and the
freshest and best/matter in every part of
the paper. Farmers and produce-dealers
will find the latest market reports in its

“Take Hop Bitters
three times a day and
you will have no doe§ tor bills to pay.”

|

Davip Moopy.

P.P. HouGHTON, of Lyndon, Vt, died
(Feb, 19, aged 163 years.
In an unlooked-for

years
“of Christina ' experience, was alwuys
ready to give a reason of his hope,
He was

‘t

advertisers

will

find

it a

desirable medium through which to reach
the public.
REDUCED PRICE.
As showing our desire to favor those
who are. struggling with the hard times
we have reduced the price of the Star to
the figures mentioned at the head of this
announcement. = This ‘will necessarily

|’

DR. BAXTER'S MANDRAKE

BITTERS

“reduce our income.

our list.

All letterson business
dressed to

Tiograly Tag!
Now Hampton, N. H.

Hampion Commereial Coll

Send for circulars.

Will the friends of the Star go

to work for it at once?

Sold everywhere at 25 cts. per bottle.

Department, New

We, could not safely

risk such a reduction but. for the belief
that our offer will be appreciated,and that
many new subscribers will be .added to

will cure the disease and remove yellowness from skin
and eyes. Warranted tocure,

should

be

ade

:

I D. STEWART, Publisher
Doves, NOH

SES)

“ THE ISSUES.”

after with the church in. Bradford. Our dear T HE above is the title of an Essay delivered be:
fore the Iowa Yearly Meeting upon the issues
brother was an upright man, and always interested in the éause of Christ, and in our own ' between Free Baptists and ‘other Denominations.
The Conference voted to request its dablication,
prosperity’ as a people; he loved the Morning
It has been done at the Morning Star Office, and is
Star.
He vow resis with Christ in heaven. being
read with interest among our people in
We hope to meet him there,

the special attractions in the

columns, and

Cor-

Then, with

FEATURES.

Star are valuable articles from an able

“Sour stomach, sick ]
headache and dizzi-

Hop Bitters daily.”

“ Hop Bitters hasrestoredto sobriety and
Dealth, porfoct wrecks
from intemperance.”

Among

P

}

+ Cle
en, lawyers, Editors, Bankers and Ladies need

inth, Me., Aug. 23, in the 18th year of -her!
age. She was the pet of the household and a |:
‘choice companion among her school-mates,
During the first fow monthsof her sickness, it
wus very hard-for her to become reconciled to
her lot, but as the end drew near she express
ed her perfect willingness to go and’ live with
Jesus,
Her last words were, *“ I'm not afraid
countenance all aglow with a radiance not" of '|
earth, che fell asleep in Jesus without'a strug-

of the

and activity of bis church. Several pas- tors who have done such a work, can bear

“Fair
skin, rody
cheeks and the sweetest) br
in: Hop
Bitters,”

you

moved

to Limerick in 1837, where he experienced
religion aud was baptized by Rev. A. R. Biadbury, and united with the F. Baptist church.’
He wus 8
good man and his love for the
church continued until death.
His companion and ‘children mourn his departure, but
there be a rehave hope in his death.
Ma
union of the family circle in heaven,
C. BEAN.

its readers

know

be over estimated. = Will not every minister interest himself to put the" Star into
every family in his parish? ' The results
would soon be apparent in the fresh life

consis-

Me.,

to

ligious work of the denomination can not

“For rinking spells,
fits, dizziness,

at his

months.

we

|Ing an interest in the benevolent:
and re

|

Limerick,
10

more

TO PASTORS.

has ever been earnest and energetic in all
moral reforms.
The cause of temperance has
lost a faithful friend,and the community a good
citizen.
The wife,
children
and
friends
through such sudden loss yet know their loss
is his gain,
i
S.

died

interesting

make it still more acceptable to cur people. Brethren will help us, and the Star
will be a denominational Newsgaper.

BY

was one of three who voted the first Autislavery ticket in his native town, Turner. and

74 years

The

our own personal work.
We hope to enlarge this department of the Star, and

$1.75.

tent‘ member of the F. B. church at No. Leeds, |
and a subscriber to the Morning
Star.
He

KNIGHT

so

of others, the more interested shall we be
in our general work, and the more ¢ncouraged and decided to prosecute to success

arti

reshilence at North Turner Bridge,
Me., Aug.
31, aged 68. Since his conversion nearly forty

DANIEL

Sunday-

Editorial

The importance of the Star in stimulats

JOSEPH HARVEY.

May 7, aged

never

generally.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

comfort of saints and warning of sinners.
He will be greatly missed, not only by a faithful and noble wife and two dear children, but
a very large circle of dear: ones who loved
him. . lLis sickness was very long and severe,
but his end was fullof sweet joy and peace,

a faithful and

and

was never so successful in gathering denominatianal news as since the present
volume commenced, and in’this respect

Us been imitated.

and

Editorials

work, the trials, difficulties and successes
The

$1.00,

work,

But one report reaches us on this subject, and all unite in saying that the Star

atx

YOND’S EXTRACT

baptized

FRANCIS L. SA¥FORD died suddenly

4) Jessons and noteson general

cle has the words * Pend’s Extriaet,” blown in the glass,
and Company's trade-mark on furrounding wrapper. It
is never sold in bulk.
None other is genuine. Always
insist on having Pond’s Extract.
Tak e no other pre
paration, however much you may be pressed.

JosePH C. HARVEY died in Deerfield, N.
H., Sept. 18, of consumption, aged T0 years
and 9 months, Bro. Harvey was converted to |

God over forty vears

Benevolent work, a Sunday-school department embracing hints on the Internatons

CAUTIQN.

POND’S

practicas

ing items of political, social, educationay,

need bo called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. The pamJhilor which accompanies each bottle gives
ull
tions how it should bo applied.
Any one can use it withgut fear of harm.

and

day,

personal and religious information, book
notices, a department of missions devolia
especially to the interests of our owi

ihe ued secording

Female Complaints.

thoroughly devoted to his Master's service.
In the erection of their meeting-house, several years since, he was one of the first and foremost in means, time and attention in rendering the enterprise a success.
In sustaining
ministers, prayer ‘and conference meetings,
with every
good word and work, he has never
been exceeded, neither has his piety and Christian character been questioned
by the most
exacting.
As a citizen, farmer” and business
man, wisdom, prudence, industry, and the
strictest honesty, have ever characterized his
entire life. His loyalty to temperance and
bumanity, to his ' denomivation, : Morning
Star, and politics, has,
been of the most
conscientious
and commendable
character,
In the tender relations of busband and father,
no kinder or more loving unt can’ be found |
in Poland.
The shock of his most sudden and
unexpected death was painful in the extreme,
to every body who knew him; cut off, as he
was, at enly 62 years of age, full of life and
promise of most rieeded service to: the church:
and community, for years to come. No person in the church,’ family
or town, will be
missed more, or‘'whose
loss ‘is, aud will be
‘more sincerely mourned than
Bro.
Geo.

Thurston.

Eyes.

H
Ague in Breast.
The
N I pples, Exuract is cleanly and
efficacious, and mothers who have ence used
it will never be without it.
No phy-

GRORGE THURSTON
died suddenly a few
miles from his home, on Oak Hill, Poland,
Me., Sept. 22. Since the organization of the
F. B. church at Oak Hill, forty years ago, at
the time Bro. Thurston became a member, it
has not had a more useful, reliable, and consistent member.
From his baptism, even, by
Eld. James Libby, forty-five vears since, his

of the

ural history, the progress of theArts,latust

For Broken Breast, Sore

>

Christian life has been uniformly

or Sore

presenting

rigat views of morals as bearing on the
great questions

when used according
to directions its effect is simply wonderful.
Pil
Blind, Bleeding or Itching. It
les
is the greatest known remedy; rapidly whet Fo when other medicines have failed.

it

ana

profit of the family circle, the best select
ed and original poems, selections of a re-

Earache, Toothache,and

sent by per-

1hw

contributed articles on’ topics of interest
in social, national and religious life,

It can be used withouff the slightest fear of
harm, quickly allaying all
tion and
sorenesswithout pain.

For the excess over

subscribe:

cents.

from the principal countries of the world,

kept in every family, ready for use in case
of accidents.

PARTICULAR

four

reading matter embraces correspondence

; cured with astonishing rapidity.

@bituaries.

WE OFFER.

For $2.20—the twenty cents being fo
postage and incidentals that must be pre

stanchi

cures

by reasonof

WHAT

cure them, Do not delay
rance of first sympioms

CataLrl, oo

Discov-

voice,

good in the daily life.

Dip
d Sore
Throat.
Splice eniny direct
' ed, in the early stages of the diseases
it wifl

Wages, KFuily half of the number are cabingts | hour, to himself and friends, death came, but
‘makers and machinists. The employers dee
viv
j
life,
he |
| ‘clin to grant
the increase, but thers iS no
indulged hope in Christ, and during the many
disturbance,
Some 800 of the striking
net-makers held a meeting last night and

DENOMINATIONAL NEWS

a
of success.
For
anges is is invaluable.
male Syringes and snbale ors ate Twaterial

—-

thas

We mean that it shall continue to stim-

external or internal, it is always reliable,
and is used by Physicians of all
schools with

:

News

Freewill Baptist family.

No other taedicine will cure as
i

"For

of Denominational

makes the Siar indispensable in: every

bones
gia. sims oror bowels,
Neareural
speedily
cured hy tlie freo use of the

That the Phonograph can *¢ bottle * up

‘| years azo,hé has been

GENERAL NEWS,

partment

this
dis
disease in its various forme
Safforors who
have tried everything else
thout relief, can rely upon ‘being entirely
cured by using Pond'’s Extract.

thirty-nine years ago last springby Eid. Pel12,000 feet, tiah.
Hanscom, © In; 1842, he embraced the
grades which were formerly con.
precions doctrine of the Lord’s near coming,
impossible. Engineers of the pres- which he steadily held-till death. God guve
have abandoned the old’ ‘tactics. ‘him a remurkable gift ‘for exhortution, fa
of making very long detours- to which he faichfully © labored, greatly: to the

make easy grades over,

tions of the day, and particularly’ a des

PONDS EXTRACR

detectives’

Our treatise on the

is but just that CASH should

¢‘ had laudanumed

M. C. HENDERSON,

ADVERTISEMENTS

|

Nature, Action, aud results of this mew
Treatment, which is rapidly coming into:
ure in all parts of the country, is sent free.
Write, ‘and get it. Dre. Starkey & Palen,

of a woman who

in the Eight ward,”

aL

Rheumatism.

BRIEF and for the public,

such conditions fram urising

larger rent, from $8 to'$12 a-ménth, nev-

faithful to their wives.

She

range at an’ elevation of over

is the les-

apprehension

wards on a man and nearly killed him.—
Elmira Gazette.
The Wheeling Register gives an account

and by
sidered
entday
Instead

eondiprevent

spare them, and to be sympathetic with

and

a hurning house, climbed up and—well, she
the fire.

firm conviction of its increased usefulness
a8 a family visitor and religious instructor.
Ss
notes and pawbeapha on the living ques:

ladder one hundred yards, placed it against

pate, these maladies. The individual suffer-

SE Aniiotiout ds-besi be seunihe
tions thrust. upon “him, but to

persons of a nomadic profession, They,
tov, live in tenement-honses, but pay a

<r living together indiscriminately

re-

fers to the working of yellow worsted
dogs, with green ears and pink eyes, on a
sky-blue background.— Lockport Union.
A Canadian
girl carried a twenty-foot:
did o’t put out

|

vl figial 1 TTB GREAT
erally to the poor,and forging the ‘names of his
PAIN
DESTROYER ANE
SPECIFIC
neig bors to obtain
the
means for indulging
FOR INFLAMMATORY DISEASES
his generous Jripensity. In 1801, he forged
AND HEMORRHAGES.
the name of Paymaster Spaulding. of he|
United States navy, to the amount of $175,000,
No other known
figuring subsequently in other fraudulent tranpreparation
has
sactions in San Francisco and New Orleans,
rmed such wonderful cures of
ever

abandoned

not overcome. When the Union Pacific rail-

their moral life

power that is literslly ‘irresistible.

irty, with a

it

his

hoarseness, sore throat, bronchitis,
consumption. -' Many ministers who

and service, and Re

There

irtitate the temper and sap the resolve
and foster a self-centering egotism, by ‘a

of heafttr shining

suppose

EE

ation of a lost voice more wonderful? And

are mpnv such to whom pain and physical endurance are less trying
than the

all ordinary activities.

vade the seat of the will and soul itse
If to

brawny,

Siar.

We don’t exactly know the meaning of
“ crewel work,” which the school girls are
but

Since

1412 Girard St. Phil,, Pa.

Economical : Young ‘wife (shopping)—
¢ I'm givinga small dioner to-morrow and
I shall want some lamb.” Butcher—Yes'm;
forequarters o' lanm, 'm?”
Young wife—
*“'T thiok three-quarters will be enough!”
— London Punch.

Just now raving over,

In his death we are led to exclaim with

this hour of bereavement,

latest exploit

There can not be found, in the whole
range of medical literature, any such a
series
of brilliant cures as has already
been made by the new ‘“ Compound Oxygen Treatment,” especially in Pulmonary
diseases, Catarrh, a low condition of vitality resulting from over work or sickness, and the wide range of torturing

No matter how bad and destructive a boy
may be, he never becomes so degraded or
loses his self-respect sufficiently to throw

mud on a circus poster.—New York

His,

Brilliant Results.

spile, I don’t want ‘to. pall. this pier to
pieces. I guess I'll wait a while longer."
+—Detroit Free Press.
:
There seems in these days to be no dif-

stunted or disordered by this stoppage of
the natural Fa of the faculties.
There
are kindsof illness, especially those of
the nervous system, which seem to’ in-

pavement, were a score of Irish women, a

low

for

period shut out by illness or weak-

ness in

which led from the main street to a court
inthe rear. ‘There, seated on ‘the stone

is

earth would be!— Whitehall

a

been tellin’me there's too many of us in the
wurrild. ' Now, if you and me get the
praisteto make us two wan, ‘troth: won't
there be wan the less?”

and the story of their lives and work has hoods would express it better, for they
a Bpecial interest. About seven-tenths of never give truthful accounts to each othand’ Baxter er. In the morning a few of them go to
them live in Mott, Mul

streets,

what

Patrick—*¢ And, Biddy, darlint, they've

groups upon the streets, sharing, the -ex-

among the thou~ands who earn their liv.

be,

All that appears in the Okolona States
is not untrue. = For instance, the editor
says, ‘‘ I would rather be a living ass than
a dead lion."— Oil City Derrick.

New York, all of whom, with probably robbed by Nngering for their return late
unday, if the day is
half a dozen exceptions, are Italians. in evening.
“They form a peculiar and distinct class fine, you will find thera standing in
ing in the streets of the great metropolis,

to

nose.”=-Cincinnati: Commercial:

in the morning, or run the risk of being

two hundred organ-grinders in the city of

this

neighbor

Times.
A little girl in Ithaca described an elephant as ** the thing that kicks up with its

Sunday afternoon is the only time is,
ive
can see the organ-grinders at the

‘There are from one hundred and fifty to

boy

If every person would be half as good as
he expects his

success.

forgery. of u twenty thousand dollar

have ascertained that he bas been living sumptuously at an elegant country seat in Hertford‘shire, dining and wining the neighboring gentry in the most expensive fashion, giving 1ib-

of tea is less a work of art than is the stuff
called tea.—New Orleans Picayune.

if they find they can't break him, why
then gradually they come round and patronize him.”

o.-8
a
hg0
i

ed,

The chromo that comes with a package

former

bors.

In placing the Morning Star, Lefore the
the Péalmist,
Hip, Lord, for the god!y eeaseth, for the faithful fail from among the chil- public for another year we,
do 0 with a

arrest for this crime led to the discovery -of a
forgery. on the. Bank of E
land some three
months since, for which he
has been arraign-

steam-

an example. A
'
:

receiyin

$1,10 and gtoppe

check on
Glynn, Mills & Co., bankers of London, on which’he obtained the money, “His

‘What is an island 2 A body surround-

and all, shun him.
=‘ They try to break
him,” said a young Italian to me; * and

not be much profited by his lustructions.—
Dean Bolton.

pastwith | great

ens the

PARAGRAPHS,
American life-boats are found on
ships in every part of the world.

who have béen

demanded.

|

Star
eld :

We made,
the, following
ANNOUNCEMENT = FOR 1879,

An adroit American forger named William dren of men.” ‘An aged brother and sister,
Ringgold Cooper has been #pprehended fin with a den and daughter; feel their loss to be
London, where he has operated
for sonie time’ great, but may grave sanctify and sustain in

©-0b

days $3 was the highest
figure. They
are very envious of each other's success.
If one more prudent than the rest, becomes rich and opens a store, they, one

Pythagoras, before he admitted any one
into his school, inquired who were his intimates ; justly concluding that they who

could choose immoral

Massachusetts;

work,

had her perfect work.— Geo. 8. Merriam.

mention is made of one who made a summer trip to England. ' They earn from
‘sixty cents to $1.50 u day, never more

Parents are commonly more careful to
‘bestow wit on their children than virtue;
the art of speaking well than doing well;
‘but their manners ought to be the great

aconcern,—Dr. Fuller,

or

$1 a day, have

friends about her ; heart and mind (are at
rest in the peace; of God.
Patience has

evening. Others go off during the summer on a tour through the country, not
returning till the winter season. Those
of this clase are occasionally found in

-erable is to quarrel with Providence—J.
W. Alexander,
J
Of what use are forms, secing at times
they are empty ?. Of the same use as burTels, which at times are empty, too.—
Hare.
:

Cincinndti railroad,

and re.

she shares the lives of the little circle of

yond, returning the same day, late in the

The true and sure recipe for being mis:

Russia and

freedom

form ; a sense of Nature’s beauty trained,
to fineness through years of i enforced
quietude brings exquisite ministrations ;

towns in Morris County, and ‘even be:

vee.

of

.

The pte
Morn | g

proces
same proprietor,
:
9
0 # goes out: to: distant friends and ‘brings: mareh through the neighborhoods where, the. ject of special interest. In his death, the
men
have
not
yet
struck, .
rike committee church suffers the loss of a reliable and
valBetween five and six o'clock on sam- them near ; her close attention follows the
seven was
appointed, aa By dosh to '| uable member,
and the community ‘wheres he
world’s grezt interests ofserve,
mer, and six and seven on winter] morn- | march of the
A
laborers ‘of the ‘Marietta
'& has always resided, one of the best ‘of neigh-

«Of common comfort, which, by duily use,
Has almost lost its sense; yet on the ear

:

rai

J

=

7

TT

=

:

eT

pa

-

Iowa, for whom, chiefly, the wor
was prepared.
But it deserves to be more generally read, and JI
hereby call atténtion to it, and urge the purchase
and reading by any and all interested in the sub
cot discussed.
e Tesues betvetn Baptists and
edobapiis
. and between Lib ‘ral’ and Unliberal Baptists

are clear]

And

|
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Correspondence,
A VISIT TO
4 BY

MOUNT
PROF,

G.

spirits

can not stay too long enraptured with the

So we start off to explore.

WASHINGTON.

E, FOSTER.

The more I travel about our world

deeply am I impressed with

the

more

the feeling of its

beauty and grandeur, and how perfectly it is
adapted to the development of the many-sidedness of human kind. : The influence of country

upon character bas long been noted, and dwellers upon plain and mountain, by river and sea,
have been marked even in English history with

far different characteristics.

The wild sweep

of prairie with its monotonous outline and flat
horizon, the sloping lowland rising from the
sea gradually into ever increasing elevation,

* billowy folds of mountain upon mountain, blue
and scarped and crested, each appeals to and
strengthens something in our nature which the
other fails to arouse. For myself I' love the
hills and leaping, rushing, rivers, the cool, bubbling springs, and fresh lakes that are born of

them, and find the level vastness of the prairies
almost insupportable. Yet people who have
been born upon the great plains tell me that
when they are away from them they are full
of an inexpressible longing to behold them and
be with them.
So wonderfully do the places in
which we grew up become a part of ourselves,
and make up our very natures.
With a feeling
akin to joy, then, I found myself bowling along
the road from Montreal, past the innumerable
saints whose names have contributed to make

the stations famous, and down into the beautiful hills and glens of Néw Hampshire.

_ side sat an old gentleman

of

. and who was coming from his prairie
which 40 years ago he bad gone from

of the Eust. Sat did I say?

By my

about 70 years,
home to
the hills

An almest childish

delight filled the old man’s ‘soul as he passed
quickly from side to side of the car, feasting

upon

the sight of the hills.

His face became

radiant with joy, the old limbs forgot the fetters

of years, the tardy

blood

leaped like a fresh

powerful church that pets these lambs from the
Latin race?
:
The malign influence of politics in our Board

and tone of their wide beauty. But we
view,

Eight buildings are

found upon the peak of Mount Washington. The

of education had much to do with the astonish-

chief one is the Summit House, three stories high

ing support of Mr. Kiddle, the * spiritist,” in
the election of a city Superintendent of schools,

and capable of holding 200 guests. Its timbers
are boltled tothe rocks and cabling chains
pass over the roof, for often the winds sweep

yesterday,

candidate

was again fall upon him:

time

of his

in the entrance hall was doing its utmost to
mitigate the rigors of July cold, and with the

aid of overcoats and gloves people could keep
comfortably
warm.
Celebrities of every

grade, military, literary, political and social are
sprinkled here and there among the mass of
sight-seers and pleasure-seekers, and serveto el-

evate the personelle of and add a certain agree-

able piquaney to the heterogeneous assemblage.
Our old friend Barnaby gave an evening concert, Josh Billings chinked in with some of
his abominable orthography, and a hero of the
“late unpleasantness” contributed the—gallant. And what a place to sleep in! No smoth.

ering

heat

of

July nights,

no

contemptible:

chanting of ‘murderous mosquitoes,but with good
thick counterpanes -above you, and ‘the cool

breath of the mountains about you, sweet sleep
flies to your embrace and ‘the morning comes
; all too quickly.
:

Plac-

ing

rider

these frail vehicles on the rail, the

stone.

Poor

Lizzie

death’here in 1855.

Bourne,

met’

a

tired

horses,

every

heur

round the summit, or gird up your loins, grasp

a stout Stick, put a *“ bite” in your knapsack

and “ foot it.” I determined to foot it. The
' Tearriage way is well built, and at great cost.
~ 80, as I pass out the gate, I am cofnforted

with

that relic of middle ages the toll-gate keeper,
pay over my thirty-five cents and am free to

“walk up. And what a walk! Hour after
hour winding up the rugged mountain side, in
aod out of the dark trees at first, zigzagging

along the high ridges towards the summit,
with glorious views of glen, mountain, white

I rivulet and far away waters on which gigantic
-. shadows came and fled like grest sprites of
fairy land.

Higher yet and our heads pierce the

fogs which come. driven with swift speed from
the hollows of the Presidential range, and we
, feel the damp

cold

warning

us

to draw

our

great coats closer, and walk with a freer
swing. Three hours of climbing and the bald
top comes in sight with the Summit House
- cabled upon its highest

peak.

Eight

miles

in

three hours, and an elevation of nearly seven
‘thousand feet, give gne an appetite not to be

- * sneezed at.”
After lunch the exploration
and view commences.
First the view, and it is
surpassed by few places for its peculiar beauThe hills of New Hampshire, Maine,
ty.
Mass., Vermont, New York and Canada sit
within the scope of vision silent and everlast-

ing In their granite grandeur.

(ing

‘distance

are

Mounts

| Adams and Madison towards

Within speakClay,

the

Jefferson,

northeast,

. Monroe, Franklin, Pleasant, Clinton, Jackson
~ and Webster to the south all more than 4,000

feet in hight.

Away yonder in the northeast

is the beautiful Androscoggin Valley, with the

silver thread gleaming amid emerald green,
the Glen House white amd quiet nestles away
down at our feet, backed by the dark Carter
range, south are North Conway, and the broad
meadowsof the Saco
and fo,the left and cast

ward Kearsage Dome and Sebago Lake and
distant Portland.

To the right of North Con-

rises the sharp peuk of Chocorua and
this the extended surface of Lake Winni-

y
"ne

only40 rods from the summit. 8ad

to die

The hills are

tiful and often approaching

the grand,

is bracing, and swells the lungs with

i

air

healthfu)

life, the hotels are good, and not excessively
high-priced,and for one who has strong legs and

good sound

lungs, we can conceive
of. nothing

more delightful than a walking trip in the
White Mountains.
Ifone tires, let him mount
oneof these magnificent 6 horse Concords and

luxuriate for a few

the

superb

es.

Then

miles

drives

fully

now

and

then in

along the glens and noteh-

rested

he

can

shoulder his

knapsack and trudge on with a fresh
delight.
I intend to go again. ,

sense

* +o

NEW YORK, Oct 3, 1879.
The all-day service of Messrs. Moody, Sankey, Pentecost, and others, at the Cooper Hall,
on Tuesday, was an incident .of mark in the revival efforts of the year.

From the

dense con-

course of earnest Christian men who hung upon
the five or six hours of radical and unsparing
exhortation

delivered (to

say

nothing

of the

extended exercises of prayer and praise),it may
well be hoped that a strong impulse will be developed in the Christian work before us, not"
only in connection with Mr. Sawyer’s labors
but in the homeé-work of many of our ¢hurches.

The service was directed entirely to this end.
The

efforts of Mr. Moody and

Mr,

Pentecost,

gations—urged: 8 demand’ and ‘a standard of
John or Paul.: It was, in fact, vothing less

wavy, here a dome ‘as

ot ocoitld build and there

in

For hour, one cat 3 , without a shade
weat

go TE

a.

—

boys and young men present.

Mount Vernon, Ind., suddenly dissolved its
city government, Thursday evening, to escape
paying a $65,000 debt. A United States mars
shal visited the place to levy on city property
to satisfy ajudgment in fuvor of the Newark
(N. J.) savings, institution for $65,000.
No
property could be found, and steps were being
taken to secure pay in unother way, when the city council dissolved.
?
George A. Gardner, of Nantucket
has just
died at Brooklyn,N. Y.,from an arsenical preparation used to kill the nerve ofa tooth,
He
lost a child some years agn. from an overdose
of medicine, another died from sucking the
paint from'toys, a third was fatally hurt by a
fall from its baby carriage, and his son Harry
was accidentally shot while hunting,
a year

and a half ago.
At fhe

county

fair

grounds

in

Mich., Thursday, a'grand stand,holding about

George B. Butler who ‘has for many years
made a study of the water. supply of New
York,delivered an address on Wednesday evens
ing before the hotel-keepers assembled at the
He made the startling as8t. Nicnolas hotel.
sertion that six miles of the Croton ar
was

built on

an. insecure

foundation,

break might be expected at any time.

absolute dedication of every power and thought
to the service of Christ. Messrs. Moody and
Sankey have gone to their temporary work in

Burr ascended at

towards,

forgetting everything short of it, in

Cleveland, under preparation for the siege of

St. Louis as the great undertaking of ‘the year.
Reports are encouraging of the progress of

the Independent Irish Catholic church, under
the leadership
of Fathers McNamara and Quinn,
two men of great boldness, force, and resources

of varied kinds.

Their meetings hereare filled

to overflowing, and enlivened with testimonies
from new converts, as well as occasional free
discussion’ by ardent Irish adherents of the
“Italian” church. They alto begin to spread

their influence to other towns.
has a great

Father Quinn

meeting in Newburg this week.

Speaking of Italians, another of their crucl
butcheries reddens and defiles our land, this
week, for the fiftieth time, with innocent blood.
This time it is a handsome young married wom-

an in Rose street, whose Italian husband’s almost inevitable jealousy, yesterday
cut her head

not quite off, in her bed. I have no statistics
on the subject at hand, but I think the general

assertion safe, that four or probably ten times
as many murders have been committed by the

Italians of this city, in proportion
to their num-

bers, since they began to multiply here, as by
any other race, not excepting the Irish. Three

of the latest and most
season, almost

aggravated

in continuous

cases

this

succession, have,

been by these most chureh-depraved of mortals, They are full specimens of the praying

brigands, who murder under mass and

tion,” as

‘a business.

And

they

absolu-

throng our

streets, not only with hand-organs and monkeysand execrabble noises,but with street ped-

dling of every imaginable kind, rapidly crowding out even

the

irrepressible

female

cousins

and constituents of our Irish aldermen from the
fruit and pea-nut stands. ‘They also crowd out
male laborers Irigh and all,and take their places

‘at current wages whenever the trades-union

disappeared within a few days.)

Adrian,

2000. people, gave. way, precipitating many
to the
ground and others into the river,
whieh-was just-in-the rear.
:
bave already died, and seventy-five are known
to have been seriously injured. The stand was
flimsily constructed, and the blame for the
catastrophe rests. on the architect.

than “‘the doctrine of holiness;” not asa thing
already ‘‘apprehended,” but as a mark to press

In view of all these substantial or even extreme

“of

of

NEW YORK LETTER.

however, has

an

elry early Thursday morning.
Frank Witham, employed 'in HilPs tannery
in Nottingham, N. H., was caught in the machinery, Kriday, and killed.
:
The Hicksite and Orthodox Quakers, at the
yearly conference, at. Richmond,
Ind., on
Wednesday, protested that their agents in the
Indian department were being crowded out
by politicians.
Forest fires are raging about Norfolk, N. Y.,
destroying houses, barns and farm property,
and making some of the roads impassable.
A
strong west wind is blowing. and as there are
no indications of rain the losses will be heavy.
Joe Kemp was hung in the presence of 8500
persons at Little Rock, Ark., Friday, for the
murder of Marian Hulsey in 1869.
He made
a brief speech, dcknowledging the justice of
his punishnent, and giving geod advice to the

beauthe

a

He urg-

The balloon in which Prof. Wise and George
St. Louis,” Sunday, was

last

seen at 11.40, Pp. M., Monday from La Porte,
Ind.. when it was drifting toward Lake Michigan, and the aeronauts are supposed to have

been drowned like Donaldson and Grimwood in

1875. = Prof. Wise served the Union army well
with his aerial reconnoisances during the war,
and he has done more for the science of aerial
navigation than any other man in America.
President Hayes made a brief speech at the
agricultural fair grounds in Indianapolis, Indiana, Thursday, paying, iv the course of his re-

marks,an eloquent tribute to the memory of the

laté ex-Governor Morton.

General Sherman in

his speech referred to the Milk creek disaster,
and condemned the action of Congress in reducing the strength of the army so that it was impossible to cope successfully with the various
ndian outbreaks,

A cyclone, accompanied by heavy rain,passed

over the county fair-grounds at Matronsville,
Tuscola county, Mich., Friday, doing great

damage.

Cloth tents were torn to shreds, and

fences were blown down.
One tent, where tables were set for 100 persons, was demolished,
overturning the stove and a large reservoir of
boiling
water, severely
scalding six women,

one of whom, with an infant of a few months,
will probably die. In the main hall the exhibit8 were considerably injured by the rain.

Union

Dr.

to

astor, ~The

teers who
treacherously went over to the insurgents presented themselves asking to be par-

oned.

More than 300 Cubans have voluntarily

offered to serve as guerrillas
Guillermon, it, is said, ordered

nst the enemy.
18 negroes shot

whence they fled.

of

because they wanted to return to the
All rumors

is under arrest for swindling

The apprehended trouble with the Ute In-

United States troops on Milk river, Colorado,
the slaughter of Major Thornburgh and sixteen

of his command Besides the wounding of about
forty officers and men. The assault was made
by several hundred of the savages at noon on

the

DBGAURE 0
r meekness,oc because they
are confound
with:edthe “bagur,” or because

under
‘pushed forward to their rel

from

son to rescue the unfortunate

command

sult

mentioned

above.

troops

maintained

in the

th

reportsavaareges

their pos

fight. At 9, p. M.,

d vere

by ay

a A

The market is well supplied

indeed

a handsome

one—the

plan

of which

a cow pasture should have a few

sheep

(Don’t use fencing nails.) - Paint pure
Measurements.

Beginning

Cured

APG

A SELTZ

trated his system

business.

white

45

inches.

do not rest upon thie base.

Lyon's Heel

ground

boots

and

by

new

shoe

from the torpid condition of the stomach, and this:

aperient carries off easily

but

cut

re

BEES.

PRINCIPLES IN BEE KEEPING

more

profit

farm
plan
send
TON,

Buooo Puminen

than

anything

connected

with

the

or
garden. Every hive of Bees kept on my
wi
a profit
of Fifty dollars evel year.
for circular. Address
. Lizzie
West Gorham, Maine.
st

"

Cured

Me.
i
= if

doz. (assorted gizes) 'A liberal discount to the

Vegetine is 801d by ali Druggists.

a

Trade continually
inc
— Agents
wanted everywhero—best IndUICOMONLE HOLT
waste Sime.
send for Circular.
| ROB'T WELLS,
43 Vesey St, N. Y., P. 0. Box 1287.

THE MARKETS.

To
‘ac-

Cuta

and pleasantly the

| Gause, and this cures the disease,
dl
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

’
NEWPORT, KY., Feb. 96, 1877.
We will send Lf mail to :any address on receipt
MR. H. R. STEVENS —
'
‘| of 25 gents, one
ogen (first qual
Needles for
Dear 8ir,—1 write to say ‘that séven bottles of Singer Family Machine, all other
3% cts.
per
your Vegetine haye sompletely cured'me from a
trade In lots
to
suit. "Send or ice list
very severe case of Sgrofula, of many. years’ stand.
ing, ih prying many Jedficines and ‘doctori
i
COSTELLO
& GOULD,
3 Sunbury St, Boston.
work as wellas aver, and think
Vegetine is a
Manufaetarers of
Sewing Machine Needles.
god-send, and no oné ought to do without it.
I
, respectfully
yours,
,
—Cholcest i the world—Importers
i WJ, A. PA
CK.
EA
gary
st company in America

Set the

shallow notch (1-4 inch.) and nail them.
enable you to do the work quickly and

curately, muke a pattern or scale.

get the system into a healthy condition, so that the
digestive organs can do their legitimate work, and
you won't be troubled after eat ng Dyspepsia is.
the fruitful mother of many sad diseases
resulting
se

NEW

In placing the

tenons,

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,

‘HONEY

and hardware

DY.

Completely

from ground-line,
upper rail to lowinches; pickets ex1-2 inches; pickets

Construction. - Begin at the gate.

Then use

and

among

Every one who has a Farm or garden can now
keep Bees with profit,
# kept on my plan are

THE GRgar

posts 2 feet 10 inches in the ground. ‘In tamping put in no stones or bats.’ Line” and saw off
the posts. Nail the upper rails flat on these,
ake

use

leaves room

extend below the lower rail, 1 1-2 inches.

lower rails do not

Sold

ECL

pickets

the gate-posts (in the elear)~36 1-2 inches ;distance between other posts (center to center) 5
feet ; distance between pickets (in the clear)

painting the joints as you go.

to do any

by the

expression

FREE GIFT! 0

of sn

so pros-

dealers,

for wind to dry out the moisture.

8 1-4 inches; hight of posts
37 1-2 inches ; distunce from
er, rail (in the clear), 17 1-2
tend above the upper rail, 5

he was unable

Stiffeners keep

shoes straight.

Mak-

The

This

that

Tle was entirely cured

PRR

the chest,” is a common

sufferers from Indigestion.

}

at the

'Pickets,
28 1-2 inchés.

ing hight of fence,

cured

{
|

ay
ASTHMA,
SO
JTHROAL
of Hop Bitters. - It allayed all that burning
CHITIS,
©
A
ARR
thirst; took away
the appetite for liquor;
Pid bt or EDICT DOM, ON SEVSI
made his nerves steady, and he has remained a
free of charge. Tt is elegantly
ted and illustrated;:
144 pages, 12mo., 1879, . It has
n the means, in the:
sober and steady man for more than two years,
rovidence of
God, of saving many valuable
lives.
and has no desire to return to his cups. and I | “I'he book is invaluable to persons suffering with any
kpow of a number. of others that have been
disease of the Nose,
roat,
or
Lungs. Send
name, with P. O. Address
six cents to
eost of’
cured of drinking by it.”—From a leading R.
mailing to Dr. N. B. WOLFE, Cincinnati, 0
R- Official, Chicago, 1lls,

line. Lower base board, 6 inches; space, 1 B34
inches. Second base board, 4 inches; space,
2 inches.
Third
base board, 21-2 inches;

space,
1-4 inch.

was

0 BP

in it—

of Drinking.

insatiable thirst for Liquor, that had

*

——————

‘It feels like a ball of fire rolling dp

tion is such as to afford few hiding places for
“ A voung friend of mine

fendenc

‘ADVERTISEMENTS.

down

about one for each cow, ox or horse.
here are
hundreds of farms in Maine that urgently need
the presence of sneep to improve the condition
of the pastures. A
few sheep are worth keep ng
jusi this purpose. But sheep are among the
cost t0 a minimum, aud still have a pretty for
most profitable of farm stock aside from the adfence. It is also noteworthy that its constrae- | vaotages mentioned. — Lewiston Journal.

dampness, thus preventing rot, the great enemy to fencing.
Material (dressed).
Posts, 6x4 1-2 inches,
tapering to 6x2 1-2 at the top, and six feet
long. Rails, upper, 2x2 1-8 in,, 5 feet long;
lower, 2x3 in., b feet long. Base three hoards,
width, 6 in., 4 in, and 2 12 in. respectively;
length, 10 ft.
Pickets, 1 1-8x1 1-8 in., 28 1-2 in.
long; let them be exactly. square, and ullow
1-2 ‘in. for cutting,
Nails, 10s.
and 16s.

upwa
upward

Western ketfie rendered commands 7i¢ ¥ Ib.

Many pastures are overrun with raspberry bushes, young, deciduous
trees. and other plants which
cattle will do very little toward keeping in check
by browsing upon them, while sheep seemto pre.
fer such feed and will nearly or
quite exterminate thém in a few years. Every farmer who has

was devised and the work done eight years
ago. Itis to-day in good order, though not a
stroke of repairs has been done on it, except
replacing two defective pickets.
Three obJects were kept in view—to make a strong and
durable fence;to make an open fence, one having
a light and airy appedrance; to reduce the

lead for priming and for the joints.

11 8 $12 ¥ bbl.

with eles of Western and 'Bobion at6y gc wb.
Boston is: generdlly held at the latter figure.

which swrpasses in every
vaturdl advantage
part of the world as a a
£razin

ANEAT AND CHEAP FENCE,

strip

45 inches long, and on itlay off the positions
of the rails, pickets and base-boards, commenc-

Ing at the ground-line.

With this lay off the

same positions on

post.

each

In

putting

BuSTON, Saturday, October 4.

on

The market continues to sustain very ~ ..
the pickets, take a strip 10 feet long, and lay off fullFLOUR.
prices for all kinds of Flour, and there 18 conDONT
on it the position of the pickets its entire siderable doing in a qu iet way, on spot add

length.

Use this as a pattern to

to arrive. The sales of Patent Wi
sin and Minne.
sota spring wheats have been at $7 @ $850 # bbl,
and firm at $3 @ $8 50 for the best brands. In
winter wheat Patents the sales have been at $6 75
@ $775 ¥ bbl, iucluding favorite brands at the
latter rate. Wintér wheat St Louis has been sellAC $650 8 $7 25¥ bbl, with some favorite brands
ing held for an advance on the latter rate. Illinois
aud Indiana winter wheats bave been selling at
$625 @ $7; 2nd Ohio and Michigan at $6 ¥
$650
# bbl. The stock of Michigan
Flour is
small.
Within.a day or two a lot of 1,000 bbls of a favorite
brand sold at #6 50, and other sales have been
made at $6 25 : $6 60 with none of any
consequence now offering under $6 25, which is in fact
about the lowest figure that any winter wheat is
selling for. Stiaight Minnesota extras have been
selling at $550 @ $675; bakers brands ranging
from 86 @ $6 75; Wisconsin extras at $6 @ $6:
and Western common extras al
$475 @ 8550¥ bbl,
I Ny ‘ustory super fle the sales have
n at ¢4 25
CORN MEAL, There is a good demand for Corn
Meal, with sales at $2 40 @ $2 504 bbl.
RYE FLOUR. There have been sales in lots as
wanted at $4 @ $4 50 ¥ bbl.
OAT MEAL.
e demand for Oat Meal is good,

lay off both

rails. Test the pickets carefully with a plumb
every 10 feet.
The Gate. The gate is so made as to seem
a part ofthe fence. It has no brace; being
put together with screws it needs
none.
It
as nine pickets, hence its exact width is 86 1-8
inches,
Make the uprights of stuff 2x2 1-2 inches, put a picket flush with the edge on each
side, and space off the others carefully. Note
particularly that the first picket of the fence is
placed 38 1-8 inches from the inner corner of the

gate post.

This prevents

two

coming jopether.

pickets

:

from

:

Durability. The fence is, as was said, eight
Joare old and has had no repairs. It is still in

ine. The gate hangs true, and it opens and
shuts as nicely as it did the dey
it was hung.
Twenty or thirty other fences
have been
eled after it. Some of them are made
with
heavier rails and pickets; but they have last-

ful look of this.
:
Cost of ten feets Posts, two, 10 1-2 feet each

21

feet;

pickets,
feet;

totel,

rails,

27

base

2x2

1-2x10

(2 1-2x4x6)

8-7 (1 1-8x1

63

feet.

To

10,

and

with sales at $5 37 @ $6 25 ¥ bbl, as to quality.

CORN. The demand tor Corn has heen moderate, but in prices very little change. The sales of
mixed and yellow have been at bE) @ b7c ¥ bu,
closing quiet at there prices.

2x8x10,

10 1-2 feet:
i

1-8x28 1-2)
make

the

12 1-

OATS.

same

and a solid base would

take one-fifth ‘more ma-

terial and of course it would cost more to paint
3 If heavy poss and

Tail are used

the cost

is

nereased
nearly ome-half.—Correspondence
of N. Y, Tribune.
i

.

ITEMS.

Californians are £hipping apples to Australia.

‘Western apples are beginning

quantities.

op

to arrive

in 1

iene
5
"
arge
The Norfolk peanut dealers have agreed
peanuts by the pound hereafter.
to sell

The rinderpest has
and it is extendingin

appeared near K
Russian Poland, onlgeburg,

Vermont dairy lots have been at 28 @ 25¢ # Ib, and

The State of Ohio stands fourth in manufactures,

ote 1p Saal Wa Jo JOLe A 22.8 340 ¢ Ib, Fancy
for

the value of the annual product being at $270,000,

is the highest range that
be
of t
tember lots as the
a
Making In the’

The only sheet zine manufactory in the U; ited
Statesis located ut La Salle, Ill. "The firm is Ger.
ia
i
man.

have been discovered

near

the

Rio Grande

in

Texas, 145 miles west of S8an Antonjo.
“itt
New Hampshire’
than |
Mpa
np
(] ape le e bigcro] is .. Sreaterr than

The sales of No 1 and extra white have

been at40 @ 44c; No® white at 3s @ 38%c; and
No 3 white and No 2 mixedat 85% @ 87¢ ¥ bu. For
November delivery No. 2 white has been sold at
86¢, but itis difficult to get over 8F¢ on the spot,
The tendency of the ma ket is npward.
RYE. The sales of ye have
been confined to
small lots 3.50 8 340 ¥ u. wird
4
ED.
ere has been a fair demand for Sh
with sales at $15 @ 16 50; Fine Feed at 37 og
$17.50; and Midalings are ‘scarce and prices
nominally $19 @ $2.¥ ton.
)
BUTTER. The ruarket has not been quite so
tiue as last week, buyers net being so willng acto
respond to the extreme views of holders, but the
demand for fresh made logs
been almost large
enough to clear off receipts and another advance
of about 1c¥ Ib must be quoted, All the choice
Butter coming in has cost high
in the country,
even at present rates here, the margin of profitsandis
very small. Sales of fresh made Fran!

amount of fence with the ordinary wide pickets

ior,
’
»
The ocean-going shi
of France amounts to
but 1,011,285
Tor Hehing of than one-eighth of
from | that owned by England and her colonies,

various

points, and it is hoped they may arrive in sea-

send alo;

n clear. and $12 50 ¥ bbl for backs.

sev-

onday while the troops were on the march to
‘One establishment in New Haven,Ct.,
the Ute agency. A, desperate engagement of | ures over 20,000,000 fish-hooks annually, manafactand sends
all over the world.
them
eight hours’ duration ensued, the troops being
forbed back Eon thelr wagon train with the reImmense beds of the’ finest - bituminous coal
ed to have lost heavily

HAY AND STRAW.

Lural and Domstic,

plantations

didns has finally resulted in an attack on the

the country should

with Hay, and $15 @ 816 ¥ ton covers the bulk
of
the sales, 'Occugional fancy lots of Northern Hay
till command #17 ¥ ton, but #16 ¥ ton is all that.
can be depeusled upon . Fine and medium grades
range from $12
Ly ¥ ton. Rye Straw is scarce
and commands §15¥ ton, and some receivers are
asking more.
}
”
PORK. There has béen a fair demand for Pork
and prices are a little higher, particularly on clear
and mess. The sales have heen at $9 + 950 for
rime; $10 @ $1025 for mess; 81108 M1 75 for

eral of the leading capitalists ‘of Yonkers, N. + To-favorof frequent milking, I? Industrie Laiti.
Y.; outot
——=There was an immense ‘ere reports that * in. an experiment with three
,milkings a dav for eleven days, a cow gave 170
meeting of the Irish tenantry at Cork, Ireland, ‘quarts
of milk. With two milkings a day the
Sunday —fifteen thousand peaple at least par- same cow gave only 146 quarts in the ‘same numticipating. Several home rulers made. speech- ber of days. Moreover, analysis showed that ‘the
es.
:
milk in the first case was richer in butter globules
than that in the second case in the proportion of
4.110 3.5” Observations with similar results have
often been made in this country, The fact is well
established that the shorter the time the milk re.
mainsin the ndder the greater the aunty avd
the richer ip but ter. the wasting away of futs
being less and the aR hegate secretion more copions.
‘The owner of the
Whitestown herd of Holsteins
finds it 8
paying practice to milk three times a
The following is the description of a fence— day==N, Y. Tribune,

the negroes

rising in the rest of the island are without
foundation. Du
the week the excitement
has greatly subsided, and hopes are expressed
that a new insurrection will be averted. Most
of the ex-chiefs of the late insurrection remain
loyal to the government.

aud shippers in

their stock freely, as nothing is likely to be gained:
by holding back.
i
BEANS. P8a avd Mediums continue searte and.
the demand at the advance uoticed early in the.
week. The sales of choice Pea have been at $1 65
@ $180 ¥ bu, and some extra lots go higher,
Choice Mediums command #1 50 & $! 65 ¥ bu, and
at these figures receipts are wi 11 sold up. Yellow
Eyes range from ¢1 90 @ $2 10, the outside for im..
proved, with a fair demand, Red Kidneys con.
tinue quiet at §1 75 @ $1 87)¢ ¥ hu.
POTATOES.
With rather 1'ght receipts, the
market has ruled higher than lat week. Choice
Houlton Rose command 55¢, and Maine Central
Roee 50c # bu. Northern Rose have been selling
at 40 @ 45c¥ bu, and some nice stuek at Soc.
Most of the Northern come in 1ather peo:, and
shippers may e:
a large ehrinkoge. A few:
Pionties have iy
ed at 80e, and
less at
40c ¥ bu. Sweets are
at #175 @2:25¢ byl.
GREEN APrLS, PEARe.
There is a large sup.
ply of Anples, with sales at $1 50 4 $1 75 & bbl for
prime lots, Oc asional fancy lois r
a little
I gher, Pears sell at §2 50 @ $5 ¥ bb, as to qual-Ly.

Mey br
D. There
cre has been an

notor | any
toy;

9 1-6 feet;

of the former insurrection, Within two days
after the fight ut Maryari, 140 of the 200 volun-

Liver.

notations are lower, and now equalto about
sc ¥ 1b, which will of course restrict the export.
business for the present. This reaction is no more
than might be e:
sted after the
advance,

the

ernment in the almost impenetrable woods and
mountains, having at their head thrée ex-chiefs

They have constituted a so-called gov-

ers are ope: ating very cautiously at that.

firmer, with sales at

Tems

—formerly

ed no better; and have not the light” and grace-

Cubans,

are not forcin,
extent nominal.

' SMOKED HAMS, Continue quiet and steady at
9 8 9%c ¥ 1b. Fancy in bags are se dingat 10}

Sunday.«~~The

le Baptist church.of Boston.

The negroes of Santiago de Cuba are waging
indiscriminate war on the white population,
being equally hostile to the Spaniards and

with less mercy than wolves are entitled to? Preparing £0 r an expected oak
i

=

and

es prompt action to prevent such a calamity.

evilein the Italian immigration,
why is it treated with entire hospitality by the same ‘classes
who persecuted the meek, harmless and industrious Chinese, and if they could have their
will would hunt them out of this hemisphere

their expressions, and filling one with the they are not “under the protection of the all-

was

can not be obtained, but holders
sales, and quotations are 10 some

ed at Memphis,

orimer’s—has voted to extend a call

debt

warm

BEEF. The market is bare of Western mess and
extra mess and pricds
are normal. Extrs plate 1s:

ious Mieharl Minon, a
er resident/of Boston, appears to be the pretended William Mec

the national

aud

5c or Dost “dairy

The sales of choice
factory early in the week at.
10% @ 11¢¥ 1b. hut for ihbspas two days
104¢ has.
been the top -of the market for best lot,

¥ com;
at P
and has
v ported
up pony
from Germany, that will be running

comman

JTeipis,

10:8, though holders will not sell for less.
CHEESE
‘The Cheese market-has experienced a.
slight reaction, and buyers are holding off for far.
ther developments.
Last week’s rxtreme prices

are dying of starvation, owing to the failure of
the fisheries onthe const.——There were six
cases and five deaths from Yellow fever report-

to become its permanent

robbed of $10,000 worth of diamonds and jew-

young and so near help and refuge, and
the
traveler turns away from the simple record,
with eye dimmed at the. recital. of. her cruel
fate, Ihave not time to tell more of the

Switzerland of America.

in

weather. and it is hard fo Ret

re Hi
Maive beet-su
at
the 65 The
men at work set

Rev. B. G. Taylor, D."D. of Providence, R. T.,

last month of $2,663,752. .
Se Pilienthal’s house at'Yonkers, N.Y.,

so

bosses order the employed half of their subjects to put their handsin their pockets and
ic; the Fabyan House, join the unemployed
half in. forcing some
; end now and then preposterous demand for impossible wages, from
employers whoare keeping them half in charity and half in hope of something like business
| inthe future. (This last characteristic of strikes,

m

for Final

§ Vion

‘There wus a decrease

his daughter started to walk up the mountain
and lost their way in the storm.
‘When morn
ing dawned, her friends found. themselves

35 one can see towards the west the

of the:

Ladd

UURRENT EVENTS.

and

ride

after

Thornburgh’s
scene of operations.

Grath, who

terrible

She with her uncle

Christian consecration as alien to the average
modern church ideal = as that of the apostle

slowly

in the

Hews Sumnuirp,

pulls down his hat, settles himself on the
board, and, giving a hitch or twe, speeds with

each two hoursin length,—a notable contrast,
to their short discourses before mixed eongre-

growing colder until at the end of the third you

party

!

the central rail so that when the rider pulls
up on these handles he stops his speed.

Yes, there stands Mount Washington, in ‘the
warm glow of the morning sun, 6,600 feet high
with the winding eight mile carriage road, and

{ the Summit House, as an objective point, white
_ upon its very top. Pay your five dollars and

educational

Purpose in Nuture, or the philosophical imposjoined to the front by a hinge, and
the
flanges of these handles are béneath the side of | sibility of pantheism and ‘* Darwinism.’

youth

‘We stop ‘at Gorham, nestled between the
White Mountains and the winding Androscoggin, and find ourselves in the strong Concord
coach with four horses ahead, bound for the
Glen House.
Slowly we wind up along the
base of the Presidential range and after eight
up-grade miles find ourselves at the foot of Mt.
‘Washington with the dasky sides of Mt. Carter
rising inthe background, and a small”
stream dignified by the name of Peabody river’
rushing away down over its rocky bed towards
' the Androscoggin.
The Glen House is very
large and home-like, with spacious halls and
parlors, and kept in good style. The old stove

the

said of the argument by Mr,

the sides of the central rail, a set of handles are

The hills with

the old man a source of deep delight and the
subject of many a warm exclamation.
Had
his, arms been long enough, he would have
wrapped the mountains in his embrace, and
kissed their brows as a returning son the mother whose blessed face he had not looked upon
for a score of years.

Tyner and Governor Hoyt of Wyomin,

Rnder ‘the iflushes of hea

Eastern Siberia is menaced with a famine,
as
the harvest was very bad, Grain is dearer than
ever before, and the poor are suffering severely.

0-0-0
like very demons over the bald head of the Board, for several ballots, and was finally
:
Latest News.
withdrawn before their invinciblé opposition,
mountain.
Hither, during the short summer
J. C. Sturtevant, a farmer living nenr Sterling,
The reported massacre of Indian Agent 111, a few days ago lost six head of fipe two year
only on condition of accepting for this imporseason, thousands of guests come for short peMeeker, of the White River agency, his family old steers, They were found dead, having been
riods, and the earnings for 1879 amounted to tant office an obscure subordinate satisfactory
killed by the ligutning which passed along a barbed wire fence.
$35,000.
Near the Summit House is the sig- to the ruling powers in church and State; ve- |. and all his employes, by the Utes, is confirmed
The
lish hay-crop is the smallest rince 1860,
jecting all the men whose education and educa- by a despatch to the Indian Bureau under date
nal station, which is occupied all the year
of Los Pinos, Colorado, Oct. 2—one day later and the blight is universnl in Kent, Sussex and
tional experience qualify them for valuable
round by two members of the United States
Worcestershire. Cousiderable importation from
than the first report announcing
the fact. Tt is Atericy is probable, though the continental crops
.
signal corps, and who make the weather ob- service.
servationsand telegraph them every evening at
1t is a refreshment to meet for once with a also reported that a fight had octurred (proba- are good.
bly subsequent to the Thornburgh battle) that
The Lewiston cotton-mills are running 300,000
sunset to Washington.
¥or nine months of | stalwart protest against one of those schemes
the officers in command had been killed, the spindles, employ 8500 hands, consume 25,000,000
the year, they are the only occupants of the
of; jmovation which the
unrest” of the age, troops surrounded und in the trains captured. pounds of cotton and produce 55,000,000 yards of
$3,000,000
mountain and keep the lone sublime tryst mid
of which we read (or are asked to read) so This would seem to indicate that the remnant cloth annually, and circulated last year
of Thornburgh’s command had been annihilat- in town. Corporation stocks ehow an aggregate
frost and blinding storm.
The Mt. Washingmuch, is perpetually striving to force as a new
rise
in
one
year
of
$1,500,000.
ed. The news of the slaughter of Agent Meekton railway, three miles in length, comes from
evangel, through a swarm of noisy busy-bodies,
er is credited in Washington, but the reported
Pear orchards . that are in sheltered locations
carried away by a smattering of German literadestruction of the troops is not believed.— will produce better fruit than those that are exthe base of the mountain to the peak, having
osed to winds and storm<. To grow pears of the
Professor
Colgrove,
the
aeronaut,
made
a
balinone place a grade of 1980 feet to the mile. ture or French science, or wandering “abroad”
loon ascension from the Woodward Garden, Bret quality at the present time, requires more
ordinary care and cultivation —Mass.
Besides the two rails of the track there is mid- generally, In the current New Englander; 1 San Francisco, Sunday, accompanied by C. H. than
Ploughman,
find an argument worthy of everybody’s attendle cog rail in which the teeth of the cog
Williams. Before riging tomuch of an altitude,
Henry White of Deerfield, N. H., has nine
ole.
tion, aguinst the proposal to force the French : a gale of wind exploded the air-ship, and both
wheels on the driving shaft of the locomotive
Ab
and the
the occupants were precipitated into the street anders, the smallest beng two
metric system: a thing very much like substiwork, and so the train winds slowly up and
largest
twenty-one
years
old.
It
has
been
in
below.
illiams was almost instantly killed,
tuting the Krench language for our own, in and the professor so badly injured that he blossom since Juve, and hasat present upw: rds
down the steeps.
Over 100,000 passengers
of 2300 buds and blossoms on it by actual count.
point of convenience and practicability, but
died soon after.——The assistant attorney-genhave passed up on this railway since its openThere are eonl mines in Germany in which the
nothing like as plausible on the score of utility. eral for the Post-Office department has decided phenomenon
ing in 1868. and not a single accident has yet
of subterranean waters having a reg.
that
letters addressed to lottery companies, or
It
is
a
rich
and
rare
number,
by
the
bye.
I
ular
ebb and flow has been observed. The scienoccurred. The ascent takes 1 hour and 30 minto individuals acting as agents for such compa- tific academies of Vienna and Berlin sre soacying
wish
I
bad
space
to
characterize
the
masterly
utes. I noticed a rather dangerous
sport in
nies, are unmailable, ard that
postmasters it and look for valuable additions to our knowl:
‘
ficonnection with this.
Workmen have what article by Mr. Dwineli of: California, on the should refuse to register such letters when ad- edge of the earth’s interior,
discrimination of the Formal and the Vital in dressedto them.,—— Vienna advices state that
There are five great natural graging
regions in
they call sleds, and on these. they. ride down
the Emperor would formally
accept Count the world. The oldest is the interior of Asia,
the center rail. The sled isa board about 6 the Bible. Everybody sincerly interested in
Andrassy’s resignation, Monday, and fmmed- which has famshed rich
iately install Baron Haymerle as his successor.
feet long and
8 inches wide. , Two strips of the support of imspiration ouglit to read it and
be grateful for it. Almost as much might be ——It is reported that the natives of Siberia
iron are nailed on the under side, so as to grip

| the velocity of the wind down the mountain,
their going the-whole distance in less than five minutes. Perilous sport and accidents sometimes
wavy outlines meeting the blue, the clouds
21
£5
$4
which lovingly brooded over their crests, the happen.
Just down from-the Summit House, we stop
dark foliage which decked their sides and the
the inscription
on, monumenta
deep glens nestling beueath them, these were to to. read
racer’s in his veins and the

been murdered and the agency buildings burned, but the rumor lacks confirmation. * It is al80 stated that Assistant Postmaster-General

He ran ‘‘ neck-and-neck” with .the - present with

of

[|

its perilous situation, A des; of ch received from |, The cost of living is very low in
Melbourne,
cents a
Cheyenne at a late hour Wednesday night states Australin, Prime meat is four to six
that a report was current that Indian
nt Jound, and bread 12 1-2 cents for a four-pound
oat,
;
Y
Meeker and family and all his Siiiployes
ad’

make,

most
ve. Ch
whole —e

fo

comm

(cloth

plow
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MINERAL SPRING WATER.

The Lake Auburn Water, Me., has become:
famous for its wonderful cures. It operates om
the Kidneys, and it is claimed that it cures
Bright's Disease, Piles, Dyspepsia, &c.
© analysis by Prof.
Hayes, State Assayer and
Chemist of Mass, is as follows: One gallon
ns
Sulphate of Potash
0,188
grains.

Chiorkie of Sodium,

Bi-carbonate
Bi-curbonate
Bi-carbonate
Silica acid in

Fi Ae

of Soda,
of Lime,
of Magnesia,
solution

1,200
0,487
02086
PE

Total

FX

The water is for sale by many
druggists,
may be ordered by the barre) or 4 HE
by addressing
WILLIAM SMALL, JR.

3t

and:
‘

LEWISTON, ME.

STEEL ENGRAVING

DR. JAMES L. PHILLIPS.
This fine engraving
is of two sizes. 9 x 12 inches,
25 cents; 12 x 15 inches,
85 cents. For Sale
MORNING STAR OFFIC B. Any one
ala wishating
theto
take
Hy»to sell at at Quarterly and Yearly .
ike a qu quantity,
ngs can
ATT Eal 8 large discount b
applyito
ngW. O. SAYLES, 10
WALL St., N.. Y. .
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